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Abstract

Spectral stochastic methods have gained wide acceptance as a
tool for efficient modelling of uncertain stochastic systems. The
advantage of those methods is that they provide not only statistics,
but give a direct representation of the measure of the solution
as a so-called surrogate model, which can be used for very fast
sampling.
Especially attractive for elliptic stochastic partial differential

equations (SPDEs) is the stochastic Galerkin method, since it
preserves essential properties of the differential operator. One
drawback of the method is, however, that it requires huge amounts
of memory, as the solution is represented in a tensor product space
of spatial and stochastic basis functions. Different approaches
have been investigated to reduce the memory requirements, for
example, model reduction techniques using subspace iterations to
reduce the approximation space or methods of approximating the
solution from successive rank-1 updates.
In the present thesis best approximations to the solutions of

linear elliptic SPDEs are constructed in low-rank tensor represen-
tations. By using tensor formats for all random quantities, the
best subsets for representing the solution are computed “on the
fly” during the entire process of solving the SPDE. As those repre-
sentations require additional approximations during the solution
process it is essential to control the convergence of the solution.
Furthermore, special issues with preconditioning of the discrete
system and stagnation of the iterative methods need adequate
treatment. Since one goal of this work was practical usability,
special emphasis has been given to implementation techniques
and their description in the necessary detail.
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Kurzfassung

Spektrale stochastische Methoden haben sich als effizientes Werk-
zeug zur Modellierung von Systemen mit Unsicherheiten etabliert.
Der Vorteil dieser Methoden ist, dass sie nicht nur Statistiken
liefern, sondern auch eine direkte Darstellung der Lösung als
sogenanntes Surrogatmodell.

Besonders attraktiv für elliptische stochastische partielle Diffe-
rentialgleichungen (SPDGln) ist das stochastische Galerkin Ver-
fahren, da in diesem wesentliche Eigenschaften des Differential-
operators erhalten bleiben. Ein Nachteil der Methode ist jedoch,
dass enorme Mengen an Speicherplatz benötigt werden, da die Lö-
sung in einem Tensorprodukt der räumlichen und stochastischen
Ansatzräume liegt. Bisher wurden verschiedene Ansätze erprobt,
um diese Anforderung zu verringern. Hierzu zählen Modellreduk-
tionstechniken, Unterraumiterationen, um den Lösungsraum auf
einen beherrschbaren Unterraum einzuschränken, oder Methoden,
welche die Lösung schrittweise aus Rang-1 Produkten aufzubauen.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Bestapproximationen der Lö-
sungen linearer SPDGln als Niedrig-Rang-Darstellungen gesucht.
Dies wird dadurch erreicht, dass Tensordarstellungen sowohl für
die Eingangsdaten als auch für die Lösung verwendet und während
des ganzen iterativen Lösungsprozesses beibehalten werden. Da
diese Darstellungen weitere Näherungen während des Lösungs-
prozesses erfordern, ist es wesentlich die Konvergenz der Lösung
genau zu überwachen. Ferner müssen Besonderheiten der Prä-
konditionierung der diskreten Systeme und der Stagnation der
iterativen Verfahren beachtet werden. Mit dem Ziel der prakti-
schen Anwendbarkeit als einem wesentlichen Bestandteil dieser
Arbeit wurde großer Wert auf eine detaillierte Beschreibung der
Implementierungstechniken gelegt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decades great progress has been achieved in the
numerical sciences with regard to the speed and accuracy of
numerical simulations of technical or natural systems. Nowadays,
many problems can be solved to very small prescribed numerical
errors. As long as the mathematical model accurately describes
the essential aspects of the physical system under investigation,
methods have been developed to effectively control the error in
order to give good estimates on the reliability of the computed
solutions.
This, however, is generally only an estimate of the numerical

error involved. Problems usually include real world data as
inputs, which are themselves contaminated by measurement errors
and/or based on estimated or interpolated data due to lack of
real data. The effect those uncertainties in the input data have
on the computed solutions is generally not quantified by classical
numerical methods.

In the currently very active research area of uncertainty quantifi-
cation (UQ) this problem is addressed. In one branch of UQ the
uncertainties in the investigated systems are modelled as stochas-
tic entities, and statistics of the system solution are generated
from the statistics of the input data. The two main strands here
are first the sampling based approaches, which solve the systems
for many realisations of input data that are statistically consistent
with the measured data. The second approach, that is followed
in this thesis, regards the input data and the solution as random
variables or random fields which can be directly described by a
spectral representation.

1
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Chapter 1 Introduction

A drawback of the first approach is that often a huge number
of deterministic realisations of the system have to be solved in
order to get reliable statistics. This can be overcome by the
second approach, however, at the cost of greatly increasing the
dimensionality of the linear systems that need to be solved. This
work is concerned with the reduction of this cost by employing so-
called tensor product representations for the involved quantities
throughout the solution process.

1.1 Summary
This chapter gives a short overview of the computational prob-
lems that arise when solving linear systems stemming from the
stochastic Galerkin discretisation of linear elliptic SPDEs. Dif-
ferent recent approaches for the reduction of the size and the
efficient solution of those systems are summarised and contrasted
with the method developed in this work.

Chapter 2 discusses basics of the algebraical and topological ten-
sor products, as they form the basis on which stochastic PDEs and
their discretisation can be understood. The numerical treatment
of tensors is deferred to Chapter 4, until after the discretisation
of SPDEs has been discussed.
Chapter 3 presents the discretisation of stochastic PDEs aris-

ing from problems in uncertainty quantification using stochastic
Galerkin methods. It is demonstrated that the resulting linear
systems have tensor product form, whose memory and time ef-
ficient solution depends strongly on the representation of those
tensors.

In Chapter 4 the numerical treatment of tensors is discussed as
far as it is relevant for the solution process of discretised SPDEs.
For higher order tensors this is also referred to as multilinear alge-
bra. The arithmetic on tensor products is described in a general
way first and then made concrete for the different representations
for second order tensors. Formats for higher order tensors are
discussed briefly at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 5 analyses the effect of the perturbations induced by

2
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1.2 Problem statement

the use of tensor representations and the necessary truncations
on general iterative processes that build the framework for every
linear solver. A priori and a posteriori error estimates are derived
and applied to concrete iterative methods in the following chapter.
Furthermore, strategies to detect stagnation of the iterations and
to dynamically adapt the truncation parameter are presented.

Chapter 6 discusses the use of tensor representations in concrete
linear solvers for the linear systems arising in Chapter 3. First,
simple iterative methods similar to the Jacobi or Richardson
method are treated, as the theory from the previous chapter
applies here directly. Then the conjugate gradient method is also
treated, since this method usually shows faster convergence than
the stationary methods.

Chapter 7 examines issues with preconditioning that arise par-
ticularly in the context of tensor methods. The first section deals
with preconditioning of tensor operators, while the second deals
with preconditioning strategies that are advantageous, when the
solution is represented in a low-rank tensor format.

In Chapter 8 numerical results for the application of the tensor
product methods of the previous chapter in the context of SPDEs
are shown and discussed. The focus lies on convergence, as well
as on robustness. Finally, the tensor methods are compared to
standard methods in terms of speed and memory efficiency.

1.2 Problem statement
In order to show the numerical and computational issues involved
in solving stochastic partial differential equations with the stochas-
tic Galerkin method, we will begin with a brief sketch of how to
solve such an equation numerically; for details see e.g. [5, 28, 61,
62]. Consider the linear stochastic PDE

L(ω)(u(x, ω)) = f(x, ω) x ∈ D, (1.1)

where L(ω) is a linear differential operator depending on a stochas-
tic parameter ω ∈ Ω. The equation shall be fulfilled P-almost

3
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Chapter 1 Introduction

surely on the space of random events Ω, where P is some proba-
bility measure defined on the σ-algebra F ⊂ 2Ω.
In the context of spectral stochastic methods, a variational

formulation of Eq. (1.1) is employed for which, depending on
regularity conditions on L, well-posedness of the problem can
be ensured. The solution u is required to be in a variational
space X ⊗ S. Common choices are X = H1

E(D) for second
order linear differential operators defined on some domain D and
S = L2(Ω,F ,P) for random fields with finite variance.
Given finite dimensional subspaces XN ⊂ X and SM ⊂ S the

Galerkin principle can be applied to Eq. (1.1) yielding a best
approximation uNM for u in the space XN ⊗SM . Specifying
bases for XN and SM leads to a discrete linear system

Ku = f (1.2)

where u ∈ RN ⊗RM contains the coefficients of uNM with respect
to the tensor product basis of XN ⊗SM . The discrete operator
K has the following tensor product structure

K =
L∑
k=0

Kk⊗∆k, (1.3)

with Kk ∈ RN×N and ∆k ∈ RM×M . Typical (but not necessary)
choices are finite elements bases for XN and the polynomial chaos
(PC) for SM , respectively. Commonly the discrete solution u is
represented as element of RNM , i.e. a long vector or, equivalently,
as a matrix in RN×M . The discrete system Eq. (1.2) can then be
solved e.g. by standard block matrix or Krylov subspace methods.

The problem that arises here is that (a) to store the full solution
NM units of memory are necessary, and (b) the application of
the operator K can become very costly. This can quickly become
infeasible, since N and M are in general already large numbers
themselves, as N comes from the finite element discretisation and
M grows quickly with the number of random variables and the
polynomial degree. Different approaches have been developed
to alleviate this problem, which shall be briefly described in the

4
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1.3 State of the art

following section.

1.3 State of the art
The methods described in the literature to solve the aforemen-
tioned problem can be roughly divided into the following cate-
gories, where problems originating from other fields than uncer-
tainty quantification, but leading to the same type of equations,
have also been included:

Model order reduction approaches (MOR): The aim is to find
subspaces of XN and SM with good approximation proper-
ties into which the equation is subsequently projected and
solved.
The probably most prominent approach of this type is
the proper generalised decomposition (PGD), formerly also
called generalised spectral decomposition (GSD), introduced
by Nouy in [66]. The basic idea for the computation of the
subspaces is the following: from a given fixed subspace of
XN compute a best approximating subspace of SM in the
least squares sense. Then keep this subspace fixed and find
a best subspace in XN , and alternate. This can be seen as a
generalised eigenproblem, that can be solved using subspace
or Arnoldi iterations [68]. The approach has been applied to
a variety of problems, e.g. to nonlinear [17], time-dependent
[67] and high-dimensional stochastic problems [69].

Approximation by successive rank-1 updates: The solution is
computed iteratively using successive rank-1 updates that
are in general computed in a greedy fashion by some form
of optimisation without computing the relevant subspaces
beforehand.
In an approach by Krosche and Niekamp [54] the solution
is represented as a sum of elementary tensors of second
order, which are computed successively as rank-1 updates
of the already computed low-rank solution. The next rank-1

5
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Chapter 1 Introduction

update is computed by approximately solving a minimisation
problem for the variational form associated with the given
differential operator. Since this greedy approach does not
necessarily lead to a best rank-k approximation after k > 1
steps, an extension has been proposed, which explicitly
minimises the energy error.
Falco and Nouy [23, 24] propose to use progressive PGD
to construct separated representations of the solution, i.e.
as a sum of elementary tensors. Since this is a greedy
algorithm, which is not guaranteed to find the optimal
representation, update steps are proposed to recover the
optimality that would be achieved if the optimisation were
performed simultaneously. Convergence is proved for certain
high-dimensional Laplace problems in Banach spaces [24]
and in the more general setting of linear elliptic variational
problems in tensor Hilbert spaces [23].

Low-rank/tensor representation of the solution: In this ap-
proach a low-rank representation is kept throughout the
solution process. This is the approach the current thesis
follows.
Ballani and Grasedyck developed a low-rank solver for linear
systems arising in quantum mechanics based on a GMRES
projection method [8]. The system operator is linear and
has a low-rank high-order tensor structure, as it originates
from the discretisation of the Hamilton operator. The ten-
sors themselves are represented in the hierarchical Tucker
format [37], which exhibits some advantages in truncation ef-
ficiency for higher order tensors compared to e.g. the higher
order SVD [55]. Since fixed-rank truncations are used, no
convergence results can be given, however.
A work that is similar in spirit to the present one has
recently been published by Khoromskij and Schwab [49].
The solution to an elliptic stochastic PDE is computed by
using the canonical tensor format in preconditioned simple
iterations. The algorithm is reported to be efficient for

6
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1.3 State of the art

higher order tensors, but not disclosed in the article. The
proposed method works with higher order tensor, however,
under simplified assumptions on the stochastic operator
(facilitating higher order representations) and very low rank
of the stochastic solution as the problem treated had a
one-dimensional spatial domain.

Sparse tensor product spaces: In this approach by Bieri [12, 13]
the spaces SM and XN are hierarchically decomposed into
so-called detail spaces. Instead of searching the solution
in the full tensor product space XN ⊗SM , the solution is
sought in a direct sum of tensor products of the detail
spaces.

Reducing the size of the stochastic basis: This approach is
essentially independent of the ones mentioned before as
here the stochastic basis itself is modified.
In an approach by Doostan et al. [20] the system is first
solved with a coarse spatial approximation, but with the
full stochastic basis. The coarse solution obtained is then
used to determine and select the most important stochastic
basis functions. After that the system is solved using the
fine discretisation and the reduced subset of stochastic basis
functions determined in the previous step.
El Moselhy and Marzouk [21] developed an algorithm that
starts with a small stochastic basis and then adaptively
selects more basis functions from a pool of “proposed” basis
functions. Only those are taken that show a significant
contribution in the residual, when measured with respect
to an even larger basis (which can be truly huge). The
set of proposed functions is then adaptively changed. One
drawback of the proposed algorithm is, that currently only
log-normal random fields can be used as input for the algo-
rithm, since it relies on special properties of the log-normal
distribution in order to work efficiently.

7
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.4 Objectives
The objective of this thesis was to devise, analyse, implement
and test solvers for systems that arise from the discretisation of
linear elliptic SPDEs, yielding a low-rank solution that is kept
throughout the solution process. The developed solvers should
be able to operate on fairly general random field models and
not presuppose any particular form of the operator or special
properties of the input random fields.
The implementation of the solvers should work efficiently, so

that reasonably large test cases could be computed. A driving
force for this was also that certain complications only show up
for sufficiently large systems or when the ranks of the tensor
approximations stop being really “low”. Therefore, algorithms
for efficiently steering the rank during the iterations (dynamic
truncation) and other optimisations (orthogonalisation, precon-
ditioning strategies) were needed. With the developed solvers
systems of up to 108 unknowns could be solved on a standard PC
workstation.

As necessary theoretical foundation estimates on the conver-
gence of general iterative processes under perturbations had to be
developed, as well as estimates for the combined perturbations per
iteration step induced by the truncations of the low-rank formats.
From there a posteriori error estimates could be derived, which
proved to be of practical value in the solvers. Further, criteria for
stagnation of the convergence needed to be developed, which also
proved to be reliable in practice.

1.5 Notes on the implementation
Development of scientific software is a time consuming task. Fur-
thermore, in the process of making an algorithm explicit by coding
it in a concrete programming environment, many decisions have
to be made that influence the final results the numerical code will
compute. Therefore, in the author’s view, the description of a
numerical method is only then complete, when there is at least

8
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1.5 Notes on the implementation

one freely available, prototypical implementation, which shows all
those design decisions. Only this allows other interested parties
to fully assess the efficiency, robustness and generality of the
proposed method.
All methods presented in this work have been implemented in

a software library called sglib (shorthand for stochastic Galerkin
library) designed to work under Matlab R© R2008 and later versions.
This library, including all sample codes needed to generate the
tables and figures in this work, can be downloaded freely from
https://github.com/ezander/sglib. sglib is distributed under
the free software license GPL version 3.0 [26]. For performing
FEM calculations the “PDE Toolbox” version 1.0.15 was used;
the library sglib, however, does not depend on this toolbox, and
other finite element codes can and have been used as well.
Since software is never truly finished and always in a state of

change and improvement, it is necessary for the reproducibility
of the results to specify the exact state of the software that was
used. The version control system git [39], which is used here,
uses hash values to uniquely identify the system state (i.e. the
commit). The results presented in this thesis can be reproduced
(except possibly for runtime measurements) by using the sglib
version with the following commit hash:

2dee157fa305551268ddcae8e25dfe4b03645b89.

The scripts that generate the tables and figures are generally re-
ferred to in the respective captions by “(Script: <scriptname>)”,
where the Matlab R© script file <scriptname>.m can be found un-
der the path sglib/thesis/ in sglib. Scripts that are referred to
in the text can be found under the path sglib/. As a convenience
for readers viewing the PDF version of this document, left-clicking
the script name will open a browser window, in which the script
in the version that was used when writing this thesis is loaded
from the project host at www.github.com.
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Chapter 2

Tensors and Tensor Products
This chapter discusses algebraic and topological properties of ten-
sor products. The exposition starts with the algebraic, coordinate-
free definition of the tensor product of vector spaces. This ap-
proach facilitates many proofs which are much more tedious, when
the classical index-based definition is employed. In the following
section extensions to the tensor product for Hilbert spaces are
discussed.
The treatment is focused on the numerical applications later in

this work. For a more thorough exposition the reader may refer
to e.g. [78] for the algebraic tensor product and to [80] for tensor
products of Banach spaces.

2.1 The algebraic tensor product
Suppose we have vectors spaces U and V given and further a
vector space T and a mapping τ : U × V → T . If every bilinear
map b : U × V → W, where W is some vector space, can be
factored uniquely as b = b̃ ◦ τ , with b̃ : T → W, as depicted in
Fig. 2.1 then T is called the (algebraic) tensor product of U and
V.

The existence of such a unique linear map b̃ with the given prop-
erties is often called the universal property of the tensor product.
By standard arguments from category theory, it can be shown
that this defines a unique object (see e.g. [78]), which is hence-
forth written as T = U ⊗V and the injection τ = (u, v) 7→ u⊗
v. It is interesting to note here that uniqueness in this algebraic
context always means “up to isomorphism”, which usually means

11
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Chapter 2 Tensors and Tensor Products

U × V T

W

τ bilinear

b bilinear

b̃
linear

Figure 2.1: The tensor product factors the bilinear map b into
the universal bilinear map τ and the unique linear map b̃, i.e.
b = b̃ ◦ τ

some choice in numerical representation. Exactly this freedom of
representation shall be later exploited in this thesis.

From the definition of the tensor product follows its uniqueness,
but not the existence of a pair (T , τ) that fulfil the conditions.
However, there are constructions that work for general vector
spaces. The first one relies on the fact that every vector space
has a (Hamel) basis, say ei and fj . Then T can be constructed
as the free vector space over ei⊗ fj (which is just a formal way
to denote the basis elements), and τ can be defined for the basis
vectors by τ(ei, fj) = ei⊗ fj and (uniquely) extended by linearity.

The second construction follows from the fact that the ten-
sor product uniquely factors any bilinear form. Since we have
b(αu, v) = b(u, αv) = αb(u, v) for any bilinear form b and scalar α
by definition of bilinearity, it must also hold that (αu)⊗ v = u⊗
(αv) = αu⊗ v for the tensor product to be unique. Further, from
b(u1 + u2, v) = b(u1, v) + b(u2, v) it can be derived that u1⊗
v + u2⊗ v = (u1 + u2)⊗ v must hold, with an equivalent relation
in the second argument. The idea is now to define the tensor
product space T by first generating a larger vector space that
contains all formal sums of the form

∑n
i=1 αi(ui, vi) and then

factor through the equivalence classes of tensors implied by the
action of the bilinear forms on them.
Let FU×V denote the free vector space over the real numbers
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2.1 The algebraic tensor product

with basis U × V in the sense of sets1, i.e. the space of all finite
formal sums

∑
i αi(ui, vi). Trivially, this space is large enough to

factor any bilinear form, however, it is too large, since the above
equalities do not hold, and thus the factorisation would not be
unique. The equivalence relations derived from the discriminating
power of bilinear maps

(au, v) ∼ (u, av) ∼ a(u, v) (2.1)
(u1 + u2, v) ∼ (u1, v) + (u2, v) (2.2)
(u, v1 + v2) ∼ (u, v1) + (u, v2) (2.3)

define a subspace S of FU×V . Now the quotient space

T = FU×V/S

together with the map τ : (u, v) ∈ U×V 7→ u⊗ v = (u, v)+S 3 T
defines a tensor product.

Both types of constructions can be interpreted numerically and
lead to different numerical representations of tensors. However, as
both constructions define a tensor product there must be an iso-
metric isomorphism between them. Explicit constructions of such
isomorphisms between tensor products of real Cartesian vector
spaces are dealt with in the section on numerical representations
and arithmetic (see Chapter 4). For higher order tensors there are
more sophisticated representations, which do not directly follow
from the basic constructions. These will be briefly surveyed in
Section 4.2.
The definition of higher order tensors is analogous to the defi-

nition of tensor products of two vector spaces by replacing the
notion of bilinearity with that of multilinearity. That means, the
tensor product, of say three, vector spaces U , V and W uniquely
factors any trilinear map on U×V×W . However, higher order ten-
sor products can also be composed of lower order tensor products,
since it can be shown that those constructions are isomorphic,

1That means that a sum (u1, v1) + (u2, v2) is left as a formal sum, since
U × V is regarded as a mere set without linear structure, and cannot be
contracted to (u1 + u2, v1 + v2)
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Chapter 2 Tensors and Tensor Products

e.g. there is an isomorphism between U ⊗V ⊗W and (U ⊗V)⊗
W, i.e.

U ⊗V ⊗W ' (U ⊗V)⊗W.

The tensor product is thus associative and the parenthesis may
be dropped. However, as before, this isomorphism may imply
different numerical representations. The number of tensorised
vector spaces is called the order of the tensor product.

Elements of a tensor space U ⊗V are called tensors, and for
the image of the map τ : U × V → U ⊗V often the same symbol
is used, such that the element τ(u, v) is simply denoted as u⊗ v.
However, not every tensor in U ⊗V has this simple form—those
that do are called elementary, or decomposable tensors [78].
However, every tensor x ∈ U ⊗V allows a representation as a

finite sum of elementary tensors, i.e.

x =
n∑
i=1

ui⊗ vi.

The smallest such n is called the rank of the tensor. This definition
of rank easily generalises to higher order tensor products. Note
that for the Hilbert space tensor product (see Section 2.2) the
rank of a tensor need not be finite.

2.2 Tensor products of Hilbert spaces
For Hilbert spaces there is not so much choice as in the case
of Banach spaces, if the tensor product of the spaces should be
considered a Hilbert space itself again. The reason is that the
only natural inner product on H⊗K, where H and K are Hilbert
spaces, is given for elementary tensors by

〈u⊗ v|x⊗ y〉H⊗K = 〈u|x〉H〈v|y〉K. (2.4)

and can be extended to general tensors by bilinearity. For general
tensors w =

∑m
i=1 ui⊗ vi and z =

∑m
i=1 xi⊗ yi the inner product

〈w|z〉H⊗K is independent of the decompositions. The completion
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2.2 Tensor products of Hilbert spaces

of the algebraic tensor product in the topology induced by this
inner product is called the Hilbert space tensor product.

Remark 2.1. Note that a tensor in a tensor product of Hilbert
spaces may have infinite rank, if at least one of the spaces is
infinite dimensional. This is in contrast to the algebraic tensor
product, in which the rank of a tensor is always finite.

Remark 2.2. In analogy to the algebraic case, if H and K have
orthonormal bases {ei}i∈I and {fj}j∈J then H⊗K has orthonor-
mal basis {ei⊗ fj}(i,j)∈(I×J). Therefore, the Hilbert space dimen-
sion of H⊗K is the product of the dimension of H and K.

Remark 2.3. In contrast to the Banach space tensor product the
higher order Hilbert space tensor products are again associative
like the algebraic tensor product, i.e.

(H1⊗H2)⊗H3 ' H1⊗ (H2⊗H3) ' H1⊗H2⊗H3 (2.5)

The following interesting and for stochastic PDEs important
relations can be derived from this. First, for L2 spaces on product
domains X × Y it can be shown that L2(X × Y ) is isomorphic
to L2(X)⊗L2(Y ). Taking some f ∈ L2(X) and g ∈ L2(Y ) we
can define an h ∈ L2(X × Y ) by h(x, y) = f(x)g(y). This defines
a linear map from L2(X) × L2(Y ) → L2(X × Y ), which has
dense image if L2(X) and L2(Y ) are separable. By taking the
completion of the algebraic tensor product with respect to the
Hilbert space topology this results in the relation

L2(X)⊗L2(Y ) ' L2(X × Y ).

A second relation involves Hilbert spaces of functions with
values in other Hilbert spaces. Let e.g. f ∈ L2(X) and g ∈ H,
where H is some separable Hilbert space. Then we can map
(f, g) to x 7→ f(x)g which is in L2(X;H), the space of square
integrable functions with values in H. The same denseness argu-
ments as before can now be made to conclude that this defines
an isomorphism between L2(X)⊗H and L2(X;H). Furthermore,
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Chapter 2 Tensors and Tensor Products

this can easily be extended to the Sobolev spaces Hk, namely
Hk(X;H) ' Hk(X)⊗H.

2.3 Tensor products of operators
Since linear operators on vector spaces form a vector space them-
selves, a tensor product of operators (or operator vector spaces)
can also be constructed. Let A : U → U ′ and B : V → V ′ be two
linear operators, i.e. A ∈ L(U ,U ′) and B ∈ L(V,V ′). Then the
following theorem holds.

Theorem 2.4. The linear transformation

λ : L(U ,U ′)⊗L(V,V ′)→ L(U ⊗V,U ′⊗V ′)

defined by

λ = (A⊗B) 7→ ((u⊗v) 7→ A(u)⊗B(v))

is an embedding. It is further an isomorphism if the vector spaces
are finite dimensional. The tensor product A⊗B of linear oper-
ators is thus a linear operator on tensor products.

Proof. For a proof see e.g. [78].

In the case that the spaces involved are Hilbert spaces and
the operators are Hilbert-Schmidt the embedding λ also be-
comes an isomorphism on the completed space. Then the spaces
L(U ,U ′)⊗L(V,V ′) and L(U ⊗V,U ′⊗V ′) can be identified, and
it is permissible—with a slight abuse of notation—to omit the
isomorphism λ and directly write

(A⊗B)(u⊗v) = A(u)⊗B(v),

instead of the more cumbersome λ(A⊗B)(u⊗v).
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Chapter 3

Stochastic partial differential
equations

This chapter describes the discretisation of elliptic stochastic PDEs
and associated issues. As most of this has already been treated
thoroughly in the literature (see e.g. [28, 45, 56, 61, 91]), the
exposition is kept brief. The variational formulation for the de-
terministic equation is derived first, and then extended to the
stochastic variational formulation. Restriction to finite dimen-
sional subspaces and application of Galerkin’s principle lead to the
discrete equations. As tensor methods are central to this thesis,
the discrete equations are directly derived in tensor structure.
Though the form of the discrete equations is independent of the

concrete choice of bases, the particular choice for the discretisation
of the stochastic space taken in this thesis, the polynomial chaos
expansion, needs to be discussed. Further, the representation of
random fields in a finite number of random variables by using
the Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE) will be addressed, and the
relation of the KLE to the singular value decomposition (SVD)
and tensor representations. The chapter concludes with a method
that is used for the synthesis of random fields, needed for the
specification of the input uncertainties.

3.1 Variational formulation
Consider first the deterministic boundary value problem

−∇ · (κ(x)∇u(x)) = f(x), x ∈ D,
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Chapter 3 Stochastic partial differential equations

u(x) = g(x) x ∈ ΓD,
κ(x)∇u(x) · n = h(x) x ∈ ΓN , (3.1)

where D ⊂ Rd is a bounded and sufficiently regular domain (e.g.
polygonal or Lipschitz), ΓD is the Dirichlet boundary, and ΓN is
the Neumann boundary. In the following, homogeneous boundary
conditions, i.e. g(x) = 0 and h(x) = 0, have been assumed for
simplicity of the exposition. However, the treatment of inhomo-
geneous boundary conditions poses no theoretical difficulty and
has been handled in many books on finite element methods (see
e.g. [15, 31, 92]).

Let κ ∈ L∞ with κ(x) ≥ κmin > 0 almost everywhere in D and
X = H1

E(D) the Sobolev space of functions with square integrable
weak derivatives in D, vanishing on ΓD. Then

a(u, v) =
∫
D
∇u(x) · κ(x)∇v(x) dx (3.2)

defines a continuous and coercive bilinear form on X × X , and
thus the variational form of Eq. (3.1), namely

a(u, v) = b(v), v ∈ X (3.3)

has a unique solution in X , where b(v) =
∫
D f(x)v(x) dx is a

continuous linear form on X . Existence and uniqueness of the
solution follow from the Lax-Milgram lemma (see e.g. [15]).
The variational form Eq. (3.3) is also the starting point for

Galerkin’s method to find approximations to u in a finite dimen-
sional subspace of X . Let XN be an N dimensional subspace
of X , then the bilinear form in Eq. (3.2) is also continuous and
coercive when restricted to XN ×XN . Thus

a(uN , vN ) = b(vN ), vN ∈ XN (3.4)

has a unique solution uN ∈ XN .
In standard finite element texts the approximate solution is

usually denoted by uh, where h is a mesh parameter (generally
the largest edge length of the mesh) and convergence of uh → u is
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3.1 Variational formulation

shown for non-degenerate families of meshes Th as h→ 0. Since
the focus of this thesis is not on the convergence of the finite
element method itself, which is readily established, but on the
size of approximations the notation uN is adopted here, where N
is usually in a reciprocal relationship with h.
To be able to compute approximate solutions, a basis of XN

needs to be specified. Let this basis be denoted by (Φi)1≤i≤N ,
and uN in this basis given by the coefficient vector u, i.e. uN =∑N
i=1[u]i Φi = ΦTu with Φ(x) =

[
Φ1(x), . . . , ΦN (x)

]T
. Since it is

sufficient that Eq. (3.2) is fulfilled on all basis vectors Φi of XN ,
one requires

a

(
N∑
i=1

[u]i Φi, Φi′
)

= b(Φi′), 1 ≤ i′ ≤ N. (3.5)

Setting ã(u,v) = a(ΦTu,ΦTv) a bilinear form on RN ×RN

is obtained, which can be expressed as ã(u,v) = vTKu with
[K]ii′ = a(Φi, Φi′). Analogously, by setting b̃(v) = b(ΦTv) one
obtains a linear form on RN , which can be expressed as b̃(v) =
vTf with [f ]i′ = b(Φi′). Now, as ã(u,v) = b̃(v) for all v ∈ RN ,
it follows immediately that

Ku = f . (3.6)

This is a sparse linear system which can be solved with standard
methods of numerical linear algebra [36, 46, 89].

3.1.1 Stochastic variational formulation
For stochastic boundary value problems the deterministic fields κ
and f turn into random fields, and thus also the solution u (see
e.g. [61]). Eq. (3.1) then becomes

−∇ · (κ(x, ω)∇u(x, ω)) = f(x, ω), x ∈ D, (3.7)

where ω is an elementary event from a sample space Ω. The
sample space Ω together with the sigma algebra F ⊂ 2Ω and
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probability measure P : F → [0, 1] form a complete probability
space. As the sigma algebra and the probability measure are
usually fixed, we will mostly omit explicit mentioning them in
the following. Eq. (3.7) can now be turned into variational form
namely

a(u, v) = b(v), ∀v ∈ V (3.8)

by setting S = L2(Ω,F ,P) and choosing as ansatz space V = X ⊗
S = H1

E ⊗L2(Ω,F ,P) with the standard inner product on tensor
product Hilbert spaces

〈u|v〉H1
0 ⊗L2(Ω,F ,P) = E

[∫
D
u(x, ·) v(x, ·)dx

]
(3.9)

=
∫
Ω

∫
D
u(x, ω) v(x, ω) dx dP(ω). (3.10)

The bilinear form then becomes

a(u, v) =
∫
Ω

∫
D
∇u(x, ω) · κ(x, ω)∇v(x, ω) dx dP(ω) (3.11)

and the right hand side

b(v) =
∫
Ω

∫
D
f(x, ω)v(x, ω) dx dP(ω). (3.12)

The random field f is usually required to be from H−1(D)⊗
L2(Ω) and κ from L∞(D)⊗L∞(Ω). If additionally

0 < κmin ≤ κ(x, ω) (3.13)

almost everywhere in D×Ω, it can be shown that the variational
equation has a unique solution in H1

E(D)⊗L2(Ω) (see e.g. [45,
62]).

3.1.2 The Stochastic Galerkin method
Application of Galerkin’s principle to Eq. (3.8) is in principle
the same as in the deterministic case [61]. A subspace of V is
chosen and Eq. (3.8) is required to hold only in that subspace. As
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V = X ⊗S has tensor product structure, generally, though not
necessarily, also a tensor product space XN ⊗SM is chosen for the
finite dimensional approximation. Let (Ψj)1≤j≤M denote a basis
of SM , then Φi⊗Ψj is a basis of XN ⊗SM . Further, if the bases of
XN and SM can be extended to countable Hilbert bases of X and
S, respectively, then the Φi⊗Ψj also form a countable Hilbert
basis of X ⊗S. Let χk denote the same tensor product basis, i.e.
χk = Φi⊗Ψj for some i and j. This could be related by some
linear indexing scheme e.g. k = τ(i, j) with τ = N(j− 1) + i. The
approximate solution uNM in this basis is given by the coefficient
vector u, i.e. uNM =

∑N,M
i,j=1[u]τ(i,j) Φi⊗Ψj . Now Eq. (3.8) must

be fulfilled on all basis vectors Φi⊗Ψj of XN ⊗SM , requiring

a
(
uNM , Φi′ ⊗Ψj′

)
= a

 N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

[u]τ(i,j) Φi⊗Ψj , Φi′ ⊗Ψj′


= b(Φi′ ⊗Ψj′), (3.14)

for all i′ and j′ with 1 ≤ i′ ≤ N and 1 ≤ j′ ≤ M . Setting
[K]τ(i,j)τ(i′,j′) = a(Φi⊗Ψj , Φi′Ψj′) and [f ]τ(i′,j′) = b(Φi′ ⊗Ψj′)
and collecting those NM equations leads to the linear system

Ku = f , (3.15)

where K is now a huge NM ×NM matrix.

Variational formulation in tensor product form

The notion of a matrix in Eq. (3.15) is not optimal, even if
considered as a block matrix (see [74]), since the operator has
tensor product structure, which can be exploited numerically.
A formulation that takes this structure into account shall be
developed in the following.
Let κ have a separable expansion of the form

κ(x, ω) =
∞∑
k=1

κk(x)ξk(ω)
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=
∞∑
k=1

(κk⊗ ξk)(x, ω) (3.16)

where the κk are pure spatial functions and the ξk are random
variables. In practice, expansions of this kind most often come
from a Karhunen-Loève expansion (see Section 3.3) or from a
polynomial chaos expansion (see Section 3.2).
Since u is an element of a tensor product of Hilbert spaces it

also has a convergent expansion

u =
∞∑
l=1

ul⊗ ηl. (3.17)

Then the bilinear form in Eq. (3.11) can be formally expressed as

a (u, v⊗ ζ) = a

( ∞∑
l=1

ul⊗ ηl, v⊗ ζ
)

=
∞∑
k=1

aXk

( ∞∑
l=1

ul, v

)
aSk

( ∞∑
l=1

ηl, ζ

)
, (3.18)

where
aXk (u, v) =

∫
D
∇u(x) · κk(x)∇v(x) dx (3.19)

and

aSk (η, ζ) =
∫
Ω
η(ω) ζ(ω) ξk(ω) dP(ω). (3.20)

In general, the order of integration and summation in Eq. (3.18)
cannot be exchanged, as the series expansion of κ usually only
converges in L2(D × Ω) and the factors ∇u · ∇v and η ζ in the
integrals in Eq. (3.19) and Eq. (3.20) are only guaranteed to be
in L1(D) and L1(Ω), respectively. However, the function spaces
XN and SM typically have higher regularity than X and S, so
that when restricted to XN ⊗SM the argument can be made
rigorous there. For example, it is sufficient that ∇u ∈ L4(D) for
all u ∈ XN , which is the case for the usual finite element spaces,
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and η ∈ L4(Ω) for all η ∈ SM , which is also fulfilled for arbitrary
polynomials in Gaussian random variables.
Setting ã(u⊗v,u′⊗v′) = a((ΦTu)⊗ (ΨTv), (ΦTu′)⊗ (ΨTv)′)

defines a bilinear form on RN ⊗RM , which can be expressed by

ã(u⊗v,u′⊗v′) = (u′⊗v′)T K (u⊗v) (3.21)

where K is a linear map from RN ⊗RM to RN ⊗RM . As the
space of linear maps between tensor product spaces is isomorphic
to a tensor product of spaces of linear maps (see Section 2.3 on
page 16), there must be a representation of K in tensor product
form.
To this end, define bilinear forms on RN and on RM by

ãXk (u,u′) = u′TKku with [Kk]ii′ = aXk (Φi, Φi′) and ãSk (v,v′) =
v′T∆kv with [∆k]jj′ = aSk (Ψj , Ψj′), respectively. Then the bilin-
ear form ã can also be written as

ã(u⊗v,u′⊗v′) =
∞∑
k=1

ãXk (u,u′)ãSk (v,v′)

=
∞∑
k=1

(u′TKku)(v′T∆kv)

=
∞∑
k=1

(u′T ⊗v′T )(Kk⊗∆k)(u⊗v). (3.22)

As the linear operators in Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.22) define the
same bilinear form they can be identified, i.e.

K =
∞∑
k=1

(Kk⊗∆k) . (3.23)

If the discretisation u of u is now not regarded as a thin vector,
but as an element of RN ⊗RM , and the same for the right hand
side f then

Ku =
∞∑
k=1

(Kk⊗∆k) u = f . (3.24)

Interpreting the tensor product in Eq. (3.24) as the Kronecker
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product (see Section 4.1.3) and u would lead exactly back to
Eq. (3.15). Leaving the equation in abstract tensor notation (the
upright font here indicates this; see also Section A.2), however,
allows for more choice in representation, as will be shown in
Section 4.
To be able to use Eq. (3.24) in numerical computations, it

is necessary to truncate the infinite series. If the expansion in
Eq. (3.16) is the polynomial chaos expansion, it can be shown
that only finitely many terms in the series Eq. (3.23) are non-zero
anyway [62]. Otherwise, as the discrete operator K maps between
finite dimensional spaces, it is only finite dimensional itself and
the series Eq. (3.23) converges uniformly. It can thus be truncated
such that the finite sums are still positive definite with uniformly
bounded inverse [62].

Higher order tensor representation

If the random field of the diffusion coefficient κ is stochastically
independent of the loading f , it may be worthwhile to consider
a separation into third order tensor products. In this case the
stochastic variational space for u can be written as a tensor
product S = S(1)⊗S(2) where κ ∈ S(1) = L2(Ω(1),F (1),P(1))
and f, g ∈ S(2) = L2(Ω(2),F (2),P(2)). The full stochastic vari-
ational space is then S = L2(Ω,F ,P) ' L2(Ω(1),F (1),P(1))⊗
L2(Ω(2),F (2),P(2)), where the sample space Ω = Ω(1) × Ω(2) is
now the Cartesian product of the two sample spaces Ω(1) and Ω(2),
F = F (1)×F (2) is the product sigma algebra and P = P(1)⊗P(2)

is the (completed) product measure. This is due to the isometry
of tensor products of L2 spaces as seen in Section 2.2.
In order to apply Galerkin’s principle, subspaces S(1)

M(1) ⊂ S(1)

and S(2)
M(2) ⊂ S(2) for the discretisation can be defined indepen-

dently, so that the complete stochastic ansatz space becomes
SM = S(1)

M(1) ⊗S
(2)
M(2) and XN ⊗S

(1)
M(1) ⊗S

(2)
M(2) the full ansatz space.

Choosing bases (Ψ (l)
j )1≤j≤M(l) for the spaces S(l)

M(l) (l = 1, 2)
Eq. (3.7) can be discretised in the same manner as in Section 3.1.2
Noting that the stochastic bilinear form Eq. (3.20) now splits
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into a product of two integrals

aSk (η(1)⊗ η(2), ζ(1)⊗ ζ(2)) =
∫
Ω(1)

η(1)(ω) ζ(1)(ω) ξk(ω) dP(1)(ω)

×
∫
Ω(2)

η(2)(ω) ζ(2)(ω) dP(2)(ω),

the stochastic Galerkin matrices ∆k can be written as

∆k = ∆
(1)
k ⊗G

(2)
Ψ

where
[∆(1)

k ]jj′ = aSk (Ψ (1)
j , Ψ

(1)
j′ )

and
[G(2)

Ψ ]ll′ =
∫
Ω(2)

Ψ
(2)
l (ω)Ψ (2)

l′ (ω) dP(2)(ω)

is the Gramian matrix for the basis (Ψ (2)
j )1≤j≤M(2) of S(2)

M(2) . The
fully discretised equation can then be written as(

L∑
k=0

Kk⊗∆
(1)
k ⊗G

(2)
Ψ

)
u = f . (3.25)

Here, u and f are now third order tensors. The loading f can be
easily constructed from the second order tensor representation of
f by the following embedding from X ⊗S(2) → X ⊗S(1)⊗S(2),
namely

∑
i fi⊗ ξ

(2)
i 7→

∑
i fi⊗ 1⊗ ξ(2)

i .
The advantage of this form is that the representation of f

and u and of the stochastic operator can be made cheaper in
terms of memory usage, and further that the application of the
operator becomes more efficient, as the matrix G(2)

Ψ is diagonal
for orthogonal bases. However, as will be discussed in Section 4.2,
tensor truncations for third order tensors are generally not as
efficient as for second order tensors. Hence, computations in this
format are generally not as efficient in terms of runtime as for
second order tensors.
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3.2 The Polynomial Chaos Expansion
For the choice of the subspace SM and basis functions ψj different
methods have been developed, some of which shall be reviewed
in this section. Since the problems considered in this thesis
pose no particular difficulties for the stochastic discretisation, we
stick here with the classical expansion of random variables with
finite variance into an L2-convergent series, the polynomial chaos
expansion. This expansion goes back to Wiener [90] and was first
employed in numerical methods for uncertainty quantification by
Ghanem and Spanos [28]. As the approach has been described
numerously elsewhere (see e.g. [42, 45, 56]), only a brief sketch
shall be given here.
Let H ⊂ L2(Ω,F ,P) be a separable Gaussian Hilbert space

and X ∈ L2(Ω, σ(H),P) a random variable, that is measurable
with respect to the sigma algebra σ(H) generated by H. Let
θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , ) be a sequence of independent zero mean, unit
variance Gaussian random variables, and let J = (N0)Nc be the set
of sequences with values and in N0 and finite support. Elements
α ∈ J of this set are called multiindices and |α| = ‖α‖1 =
α1 + α2 + · · · is called the order of the multiindex. Then X can
be represented by the L2-convergent series

X =
∑
α∈J

XαHα(θ), (3.26)

where Hα denotes the multivariate Hermite polynomials, i.e.
Hα(θ) = Hα1(θ1)Hα2(θ2) · · · · is the product of the univariate
probabilist Hermite polynomials. Note, that in the product only
a finite number of terms is not equal to one, so that the product
depends only on a finite number of the random variables θi. Due
to the orthogonality of the multivariate Hermite polynomials the
coefficients Xα in Eq. (3.26) can be computed by

Xα = E [X(·)Hα(·)] /E
[
H2
α

]
. (3.27)

Remark 3.1. One possible difficulty for the use of the polynomial
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3.2 The Polynomial Chaos Expansion

chaos expansion is that the polynomial chaos over some Gaussian
Hilbert space H may not be dense in L2(Ω,F ,P), but rather in
a subspace L2(Ω, σ(H),P), where σ(H) ⊂ F denotes the sigma
algebra generated by all random variables in H. Since this sigma
algebra is in general coarser than F , there may be random variables
X that are measurable with respect to F , but not with respect to
σ(H). A question, that comes up naturally then, is, whether
this affects computability or approximability of random quantities
of interest in the intended applications, i.e. the solution of an
SPDE or functionals thereof. Luckily, the answer is no; the reason
being that all those quantities are Borel measurable functions of
the input random variables or fields, and thus measurable with
respect to the sigma algebra generated by them. As the space H
is chosen (or rather constructed) in such a way that the input
random quantities become measurable in σ(H), this carries over
to the quantities of interest as well.

3.2.1 Choice of a finite-dimensional subspace
For numerical computations a finite subset of the polynomial
chaos basis—or in other words a finite dimensional subspace of
L2(Ω)—has to be chosen. Since the PC basis is indexed by the
multiindex set J , choosing a subspace is equivalent to choosing a
subset I ⊂ J of multiindices, and this terminology will be used
interchangeably. In the literature a variety of subsets has been
used, from which the most common or interesting will be briefly
reviewed.

Complete polynomials: The polynomial chaos space is restricted
to complete a polynomials in m variables up to total order p,
i.e. the multiindex order |α| = α1 +α2 + · · · does not exceed
p (see e.g. [27, 28, 62, 86]). The size of this multiindex set
Im,p grows as

|Im,p| =
(m+ p)!
m! p! , (3.28)

where the highest order terms are mp/p! for fixed m and
pm/m! for fixed p. This approach is predominant in the
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literature and will also be employed in this thesis.

Complete polynomials with a limited number of terms: This
set, denoted by Im,p,l, is a subset of Im,p, in which no more
than l of the αi are allowed to be non-zero. However, for
small p the effect on size reduction is not too pronounced.

Tensor product polynomials: I is restricted to a subset of m
Gaussians up to polynomial order p in each variable, giving
rise to a set ITm,p of multiindices of size (p + 1)m (see e.g.
[86]). This is sometimes computationally advantageous as
the tensor product structure permits easy computation of
linear indices out of the multiindices, making computations
e.g. of the multiplication tensor particularly easy. However,
the size of the multiindex grows very fast with m and p, so
that this set is seldom employed.

Tensor product polynomials with variable degree: In this ap-
proach, which has been used e.g. by Ullmann [86] and
by Frauenfelder et al. [25], the polynomial degree is al-
lowed to vary and thus described by a tuple of degrees
p = (p1, . . . , pm). In the latter a stochastic boundary value
problem was solved with m = 30 and with maxi(pi) = 10,
where the polynomial degrees were chosen adaptively based
on the decay of the KL eigenvalues of the diffusion coeffi-
cient.

A priori adaptive reduction: For translation random fields the
Gaussian random variables are usually ordered by decreas-
ing mode strength in the underlying Gaussian random field.
In the approaches described above all Gaussians were ex-
panded up to the same polynomial order without taking the
relative mode strengths into consideration. In the frame-
work of stochastic collocation methods Nobile et al. (see
[65]) have used this to construct anisotropic sparse grids and
showed some strict error bounds. This approach can also
be translated to stochastic Galerkin methods, as the sparse
grids can be seen to directly correspond to some polynomial
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3.3 The Karhunen-Loève Expansion

interpolation. However, no strict results have been derived
in this case as yet. Furthermore, while this probably allows
more efficient approximation of the input fields, it is not
clear how good this is for the approximation of the solution.

Adaptive reduction: El Moselhy and Marzouk [21] have devel-
oped an adaptive strategy, which selects the best subspace
out of a huge initial space given by complete polynomials
in a large number of random variables (m ≈ 500) and up to
high order (p ≈ 14). They could show that usually a very
small subspace of dimension ≈ 2000 is sufficient to achieve
the required accuracy. An interesting aspect of their results
is that, while higher modes usually appear only in relatively
low order, they often appear not on their own, but as factors
of polynomials of higher order. The method needs certain
integrals to be known analytically and is thus tailored to
some particular input fields (log-normal) for which those
integrals are known. Whether extensions to arbitrary input
fields are possible is not yet resolved.

3.3 The Karhunen-Loève Expansion
One of the most important tools in the numerical treatment of
stochastic PDEs is the Karhunen-Loève expansion [44, 58]. A brief
review of the properties of the KLE for sufficiently well behaved
random fields shall be given here; more details can be found e.g.
in [28, 61].
Given a random field r(x, ω) ∈ L2(D)⊗L2(Ω) the KLE is the

representation of r as the infinite sum

r(x, ω) = r̄(x) +
∞∑
i=1

σi ri(x) ξi(ω) (3.29)

where r̄(x) = E [r(x, ·)] is the mean value of the random field and
σ0 ≥ σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · is a decreasing, non-negative sequence of real
numbers with limit point 0. The ri form an orthonormal system
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in L2(D), and the ξi are uncorrelated random variables in L2(Ω)
of unit variance.
Remark 3.2. Often the KLE is written in the more compact
form

r(x, ω) =
∞∑
i=0

σi ri(x) ξi(ω), (3.30)

where σ0, r0(x) = r̄(x) and ξ0(ω) = 1, which will be done fre-
quently in this work.
The importance of the KLE stems from the following facts:
• The KLE gives a representation of the random field in a
countable number of random variables.

• The random variables are uncorrelated, which in the case
of Gaussian random fields, implies independence.

• The truncation of the KLE after a finite number of terms, say
L, gives the best approximation in variance of the random
field r in L terms.

• The spatial part of the expansion can be computed from
second order statistical information on the random field
alone.

The computation of the KLE, which also proves its existence,
can be done in the following way. Define the operator

C : L2(D)→ L2(D) (3.31)

v 7→
∫
D
covr(·, y)v(y) dy (3.32)

where covr(x, y) = E [(r(x, ·)− r̄(x))(r(y, ·)− r̄(y))] is the covari-
ance function of r. The σi and the ri are solutions to the eigenvalue
problem

Cri = σ2
i ri. (3.33)

If covr ∈ L2(D × D), then C is a symmetric, positive-definite
Hilbert-Schmidt operator and has a countable number of eigenval-
ues. The eigenfunctions of C are mutually orthogonal and form
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a basis of L2(D) (for details see [45] and the references therein).
Using the orthogonality of the KL eigenfunctions the random
variables ξi in Eq. (3.29) can be computed by projection

ξi(ω) =
∫
D

(r(x, ω)− r̄(x)) ri(x) dx. (3.34)

Further for the KL eigenvalues it holds that
∞∑
i=1

σ2
i = ‖r − r̄‖2L2(D)⊗L2(Ω), (3.35)

and for the truncated KLE with L terms
∞∑

i=L+1
σ2
i = ‖rL − r‖2L2(D)⊗L2(Ω). (3.36)

which can be employed for estimating the error in truncating the
KLE in practice. If the random field r has constant variance σ2,
it follows immediately that

‖rL − r‖2L2(D)⊗L2(Ω) = |D|(σ2 −
L∑
i=1

σ2
i ), (3.37)

where |D| is the area of the domain.

Remark 3.3. Note that while the KL eigenvalues and eigen-
functions can be computed from second order statistics alone, for
the computation of the KL random variables the field must be
completely specified. Typically, this is only the case, if the field is
Gaussian or a function of a Gaussian field, or some special type
of field that does not need the KLE for approximation anyway
(like e.g. zonal approximations in geostatistical modelling [70]).
Notwithstanding, the term KLE is often used in the literature
misleadingly for the solution of the eigenvalue problem alone, and
the random variables are not computed by (3.34), but specified in
some rather ad-hoc fashion.

Analytical solutions to Eq. (3.33) are known in only a few cases
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[28]. For most problems in higher dimensions numerical solutions
have to be sought [4, 45].

There is a natural connection between the KLE and the singular
value decomposition as will be shown in the case of discretised
random fields in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Numerical computation of the KLE
Methods for the numerical computation of the KLE depend on
whether the expansion needs to be computed from the covariance
for the input random fields or whether it has to be computed for a
random field that is already discretised. For the former a variety of
different methods exist. Standard Galerkin methods are discussed
in [45], H-matrix based methods in [47], fast multipole methods
in [25]—just to name a few. As this part is insignificant for this
thesis, standard Galerkin type approximations as discussed in
[45] have been used. These may not be as efficient as some of
the advanced methods, but are stable and straightforward to
implement.
For the latter, SVD based methods can be used, which will

be shown in the next section (see also tensor truncation in Sec-
tion 4.1.5). Methods based on the covariance function of the
discretised field have also been employed in some publications
(see e.g. [20]). In the author’s view, this is not optimal since
it negatively affects the condition of the problem, and is not as
efficient as SVD based methods.

3.3.2 The KLE and the SVD
The singular value decomposition [3, 32, 84] for a given real matrix
A ∈ RN×M is the product

A = UΣV T , (3.38)

where U and V are orthogonal and Σ is a diagonal matrix with
monotone decreasing positive entries. If the columns of U and V
are denoted by ui and vi, Eq. (3.38) can also be written in the
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form
A =

n∑
i=1

σiuiv
T
i , (3.39)

where n = min(N,M). From the Eckart-Young theorem it is well
known that truncating the sum in Eq. (3.39) after L terms gives
the best rank-L approximation to A. In other words,

AL =
L∑
i=1

σiuiv
T
i , (3.40)

minimises |||A−AL||| over all matrices of rank L, where |||·||| is
any unitarily invariant matrix norm.
It is apparent from the properties of the SVD and the form

of Eq. (3.39) on the one hand, and from the properties of the
KLE and Eq. (3.29) on the other, that the SVD is the discrete
form of the KLE. While it is a classical result that the KLE of a
random field r is equivalent to the SVD of the integral operator
R : ϕ 7→

∫
D r(x, ·)ϕ(x)dx (see e.g. [53]), the exact connection

between discretised random fields and the matrix SVD of its
coefficient matrix and its implications for practical computations
have not been studied so far. In the following this connection
shall thus be elucidated in more detail.
A discretised random field r in L2(D)⊗L2(Ω) can be written

as
r(x, ω) = Φ(x)TRΨ(ω) (3.41)

where Φ(x) and Ψ(ω) are the vectors of spatial and stochastic
basis functions and R is the matrix of coefficients. For ease of
presentation r is assumed to be zero-mean.
Now, the spatial KL eigenfunctions rk of r can be written as

rk(x) =
N∑
i=1

sikΦi(x) =
[
Φ(x)TS

]
k
, (3.42)

where [S]ik = sik and the KL random variables ξk can be written
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as

ξk(ω) =
M∑
j=1

ξkjΨj(ω) =
[
Ψ(ω)TΞ

]
k
, (3.43)

where [Ξ]jk = ξjk. Inserting this into Eq. (3.29) gives

r(w,ω) =
n∑
k=1

[
Φ(x)TS

]
k
σk
[
Ψ(ω)TΞ

]
k

= Φ(x)TSΣΞTΨ(ω) (3.44)

Since the basis functions are linearly independent, it follows
immediately that SΣΞT must be a decomposition of R. Further,
from the orthogonality of the KL eigenfunctions and random
variables follows

I = 〈Φ(·)S|Φ(·)S〉L2(D)

= ST
(∫
D
Φ(x)Φ(x)T dx

)
S

= STGΦS, (3.45)

and

I = 〈Ψ(·)Ξ|Ψ(·)Ξ〉L2(ω)

= ΞT
(∫

Ω
Ψ(ω)Ψ(ω)T dP(ω)

)
Ξ

= ΞTGΨΞ, (3.46)

i.e. S is orthogonal with respect to the inner product 〈u|v〉GΦ
=

uTGΦv, where

GΦ =
∫
D
Φ(x)Φ(x)T dx (3.47)

is the spatial Gram matrix, and Ξ is orthogonal with respect to
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the inner product 〈φ|ψ〉GΨ
= φTGΨφ, where

GΨ = E
[
Ψ(·)Ψ(·)T

]
(3.48)

is the stochastic Gram matrix. The product SΣΞT can thus be
regarded as a generalised singular value decomposition (GSVD)1

of R, with orthogonality defined by the scalar products 〈·|·〉GΦ

and 〈·|·〉GΨ
.

Remark 3.4. In some works a generalised Karhunen-Loève ex-
pansion, called the Hilbert-Karhunen-Loève expansion, is used
in which the spatial inner product is adapted to the problem do-
main [20]. For example, for elliptic SPDEs with solutions in
H1, it may be preferable to use the H1 inner product defined by
〈u|v〉H1 =

∫
D∇u ·∇vdx. This can be easily accomplished with the

method presented here by using [GΦ]ij =
∫
D∇Φ(x) · ∇Φ(x) dx as

the spatial Gramian instead of Eq. (3.47).

Computation of the KLE for discretised random fields

To the author’s knowledge, the only published approach for com-
puting the KLE of a discretised random field as given by Eq. (3.41),
is based on the diagonalisation of the covariance matrix [20]. Since
this approach is numerically not optimal, a new approach based
on the results of the previous section has been developed in this
work.

Basically, there are two methods to compute the KLE based
on the SVD approach. The first one can be used if N or M is
small, or if the full KLE is needed. In this case one computes the
Cholesky decompositions LΦ and LΨ of GΦ and GΨ, which does
not add significantly to the effort spent in computing the SVD.
Then the SVD of the product LΦRLTΨ is computed by

UΣV T = LΦRL
T
Ψ. (3.49)

1Note that there are more ways to generalise the SVD, and thus the term is
used ambiguously in the literature. The meaning here is that of a weighted
PCA as given e.g. in [1, 43].
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Now, solving with the Cholesky factors gives S = L−1
Φ U and

Ξ = L−1
Ψ V and SΣΞT is the SVD of R with respect to the GΦ

and GΨ inner products, or in other words, the KLE of r.
If N or M are not small, or if only a few modes of the KLE

need to be computed, it is common to use iterative, matrix-free
methods for computing the SVD. Computing the Cholesky factors
would be infeasible then or add significantly to the cost, so that a
different approach has to be taken. Many procedures (e.g. svds
in Matlab R© [60] or las1 in SVDPACK [11]) compute the sparse
SVD of a matrix R by computing the eigensystem of the matrix
[10]

R′ =
[

0 R

RT 0

]
(3.50)

using a sparse eigenvalue solver (e.g. ARPACK [57]). Defining
now the matrix

G =
[
GΦ 0
0 GΨ

]
(3.51)

the SVD can be computed by solving the generalised eigenvalue
problem

(GR′G)w = λGw, (3.52)

which can be done by matrix-free methods without explicitly
forming the matrix on the left hand side. The generalised singular
values of R are the positive eigenvalues λ of Eq. (3.52) and
the left and right singular vectors (or KL eigenfunctions and
random variables) can be extracted from the eigenvectors w. The
left singular vectors correspond to the upper part and the right
singular vectors to the lower part of w, i.e. if w =

[
ũT ṽT

]T
is

an eigenvector to the positive eigenvalue λ, then u = ũ/‖ũ‖2 and
v = ṽ/‖ṽ‖2 are the left and right singular vectors corresponding
to the singular value σ = λ.
In numerical application the KLE is often used to produce

optimal low-rank approximations of random fields by retaining
only a few modes of its KLE. It is now interesting to see, whether
the quality of a k-term approximation rk to a random field r
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depends on whether the GSVD, corresponding to the exact KLE,
or the standard matrix SVD is employed—in other words, whether
the best k-term approximation in the L2- or in the `2-sense is
computed.

In order to analyse this, the errors in the L2(D ×Ω) norm be-
tween a random field r and its truncated k-term KLE ‖r−rKL

k ‖L2 ,
computed by the GSVD described above, and its truncated SVD
expansion ‖r − rSVD

k ‖L2 have been measured. The random field
used for the numerical experiments was the solution u of the
stochastic PDE using the medium model described in Section 8.1
on page 117. The measured L2-errors can be seen in Fig. 3.1 (left)
and the difference in the errors in Fig. 3.1 (right). The difference
in the truncation errors are barely visible in the left figure, and
the right figure supports this. Of course, this finding is not too
surprising as the stochastic Gramian is diagonal with only small
entries (between minα(‖Hα‖)2 = 1 and maxα(‖Hα‖)2 = 6) and
the spatial Gramian comes from a mesh with triangles of nearly
the same size, which gives the basis functions nearly equal weights.
However, the result indicates that it is valid to use the standard
matrix SVD for truncation, instead of using the GSVD, because
this is computationally much more efficient.
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Figure 3.1: The left graph shows the error in the L2 norm for
different truncation ranks k using SVD-based and KLE-/GSVD-
based truncation. The right graph show the difference between
the L2-errors incurred. (Script: figures/show_svd_vs_kl_error)

Remark 3.5. If the H1-norm, instead of the L2-norm, or adap-
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tively refined grids are used, it has to be seen whether this obser-
vation still holds or the true KLE is better computed according to
the GSVD algorithm outlined above.

3.4 Discretisation of random fields
For numerical tests of the methods developed in this thesis random
fields as inputs for the right hand side and for the conductivity had
to be generated. In general, to fully describe a random field all
finite joint distributions (fidi) must be specified (see e.g. [45]). For
practical reasons, however, it was assumed that only the marginal
distributions and second order statistics, i.e. the covariance, of
the field are available. Since this data is not sufficient to fully
specify the random field, the common assumption is made that
the field is a nonlinearly transformed Gaussian random field.
Remark 3.6. This method is also known as NORTA method,
which is an abbreviation for “NORmal To Anything”. Here, it is
specifically adapted to the case of a random field given in PCE
variables. The random fields constructed by this method are often
called—in a slightly misleading way—translation Gaussian random
fields.
The method used here is adopted from a paper by Sakamoto

and Ghanem [81]. However, we restrict ourselves here to stationary
random fields, making notation a bit simpler and allowing for
some optimisations, and further clarify some points left unclear
in [81]. The general outline of the method is the following:
• Infer from the covariance of the target random field the
covariance of the underlying Gaussian random field. Note
that in some works, the covariance of the Gaussian random
field is assumed to be given. This assumption is, however,
quite artificial, given that generally only measurements of
the target random field are available.

• Using the covariance of the Gaussian random field, compute
its KLE. The random variables of the KLE are uncorre-
lated and jointly Gaussian, thus independent. This is all
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information that needs to be known about a set of Gaus-
sian random variables to infer every possible statistics of
them. In other words, although the Gaussian random vari-
ables θi are in L2(Ω,F ,P), the functional dependence on Ω
can be ignored from now on, since any statistical inference,
which amounts to some kind of integration over the θi, can
be directly obtained. This can also be seen as replacing
the probability space (Ω,F ,P) by (RN,B(RN),ΓN), where
(θ1, . . .) ∈ RN, B(RN) is the Borel sigma algebra on RN
and Γ is the Gaussian measure.

• Via an expansion of the transform into Hermite polynomials
the PCE of the target random field can be directly computed
from the KLE of the Gaussian random field.

3.4.1 Transformation of the covariance
The following is adopted from [81] to the notation used within
this thesis, and some details of the derivation have been added.
Let the target random field, which is assumed to be a transformed
Gaussian random field, be denoted by r(x, ω). For simplicity it
is further assumed that the field is stationary, because then no
explicit location dependence is needed in the transform function
(and in this thesis only stationary fields are used as inputs). Let
the marginal cumulative probability density function (CDF) of r
be given by Fr(r′) = P(r(x, ω) < r′) and its covariance function
by covr(x, y). Then the random field r can be written as

r(x, ω) = F−1
ρ (Φ(γ(x, ω)))

= ϕ(γ(x, ω)), (3.53)

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard
normal distribution N (0, 1). For example, for a stationary log-
normal random field r ∼ lnN (µ, σ2) the transform function is
ϕ(γ) = exp(σγ + µ), for a uniformly distributed field with dis-
tribution U(a, b) the transform is ϕ(γ) = a + (b − a)Φ(γ). The
Gaussian random field γ is assumed to have a standard normal
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distribution, since otherwise this can always be achieved by a
change of the transform function.
Expanding ϕ in a series in the Hermite polynomials gives

ϕ(z) =
∞∑
i=0

ϕiHi(z), (3.54)

where
ϕi =

∫
R

ϕ(z)Hi(z)
exp(−z2/2)√

2π i!
dz. (3.55)

Now, it follows for the covariance of the Gaussian field covγ

covr(x, y) = 〈r(x, ·)|r(y, ·)〉

=
∞∑

i,j=0
ϕiϕj〈Hi(γ(x, ·))|Hj(γ(y, ·))〉

=
∞∑

i,j=0
ϕi ϕj i! δij 〈γ(x, ·)|γ(y, ·)〉i

=
∞∑
i=0

i!ϕ2
i covγ(x, y)i, (3.56)

where in the last equality the relation

〈Hi(γ1)|Hj(γ2)〉 = δij i! 〈γ1|γ2〉i (3.57)

has been used. To see this, assume without loss of generality
that i ≥ j. Further, set γ2 = αγ1 + γ̂2 with α = 〈γ1|γ2〉 and
〈γ1|γ̂2〉 = 0. Then

〈Hi(γ1)|Hj(γ2)〉 = 〈Hi(γ1)|Hj(αγ1 + γ̂2)〉
= αj〈Hi(γ1)|Hj(γ1) + pj−1;γ̂2(γ1)〉 (3.58)

where pj−1;γ̂2(γ1) is a polynomial of degree at most j − 1 in γ1
with coefficients depending on γ2. The relation Eq. (3.57) then
follows immediately from the orthogonality relation of the Hermite
polynomials.

When the series in Eq. (3.56), is truncated after n terms, solving
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the equation reduces to finding the roots of a polynomial in
covγ(x, y) with coefficients i!ϕ2

i for i > 0 and ϕ2
0 − covr(x, y) for

i = 0, i.e.

ϕ2
0 − covr(x, y) +

n∑
i=1

i!ϕ2
i (covγ(x, y))i = 0. (3.59)

This equation can be solved for covγ(x, y) numerically for all pairs
x and y of nodes N of the triangulation Th of the domain D.

Remark 3.7. Solving Eq. (3.59) for all (x, y) ∈ N × N can
be very time-consuming if the number of nodes is large. The
efficiency of this computation can be greatly increased, if the
random field is stationary and has monotone covariance function.
In this case, the covariance between two points x and y of the
target field depends only on the covariance between x and y of the
underlying Gaussian field, i.e. covr(x, y) = f(covγ(x, y)), where
f does not depend on x or y. Since the Gaussian random field
has a standard normal distribution, its covariance is limited to
the range [−1, 1], and thus it is enough to solve Eq. (3.59) on
this range. To do this efficiently one can solve Eq. (3.59) at
say N = 1000 (equidistantly spaced) points in [−1, 1] and then
use some appropriate interpolation method, e.g. monotonic cubic
splines, to get very accurate approximations for covγ(x, y).

Remark 3.8. It should be noted that this covariance transfor-
mation is not always possible. There are cases in which the
prescribed marginal densities and the target covariance function
do not match, i.e. there is no covariance function for a Gaussian
field that would yield the target covariance. This is mainly due
to the following two reasons: Eq. (3.56) has no solution, which
is termed “bivariate level” or “Type I” incompatibility, or the
resulting covariance function is not positive definite, which is
called “multivariate level” or “Type II” incompatibility, see e.g.
[76]. As a remedy, Phoon et al. propose a method to construct
translation Gaussian fields that provide a kind of best match to the
target marginal density and covariance function [76]. Since this
is not vital to this work, this approach has not been pursued here
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further, and the input random fields will be restricted to the class
of translation Gaussian random fields with compatible marginal
densities and covariance function.

3.4.2 Transformation of the Gaussian random field
Given the covariance of the underlying Gaussian random field on
N ×N , we can compute its KLE

γ(x, ω) =
∞∑
k=1

gk(x)θk (3.60)

noting that the mean of γ is zero. The θk are uncorrelated due to
the KLE, and jointly Gaussian since they are linear transforms
of the Gaussian random field γ, thus independent. The KL
eigenvalues have been subsumed into the gk, so only the θk are
normalised. Together with Eq. (3.54) we get

r(x, ω) =
∞∑
i=0

ϕiHi

( ∞∑
k=1

gk(x)θk
)
. (3.61)

Getting from there to the PCE

r(x, ω) =
∑
α∈J

rα(x)Hα(θ), (3.62)

first the following lemma is needed.

Lemma 3.9. Let g = (g1, g2, . . .)T ∈ `2(N) with ‖g‖ = 1and
θ = (θ1, θ2, . . .)T ∈ L2(Ω)N and each θi ∼ N (0, 1). Then

Hp(gTθ) =
∑

α∈J ,|α|=p

(
p

α

)
gαHα(θ) (3.63)

where
(p
α

)
is the multinomial coefficient.

Proof. In the relation E [∂αf ] = E [fHα] (see e.g. [45, 59]) set

f(θ) = Hp(gTθ). (3.64)
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3.4 Discretisation of random fields

Further, using ∂Hn = nHn−1 (as the Hermite polynomials are a
Scheffer sequence [79]) and simple induction on α we get

∂αf = ∂αHp(gTθ) (3.65)

= p!
(p− |α|)! g

αHp−|α|(gTθ). (3.66)

Since ‖g‖ = 1 we know gTθ ∼ N (0, 1) and thus E
[
Hn(gTθ)

]
=

δn,0 for any n ≥ 0. Using this we see that E [fHα] = E [∂αf ] =
p! gαδ|α|,p. Inserting this into the expansion

f(θ) =
∑
α∈J

E [fHα] /α!Hα(θ) (3.67)

gives Eq. (3.63).

Theorem 3.10. Let r and γ be random fields as stated above and
ϕ a transformation mapping γ to r. Then the coefficients rα(x)
of the PCE of r can be obtained through the Hermite coefficients
ϕp of ϕ and the KL eigenfunction gk(x) of γ via

rα(x) =
(
|α|
α

)
ϕ|α|g(x)α (3.68)

where
(|α|
α

)
= (α1+α2+···+αN )!

α1!α2!···αN ! is the multinomial coefficient and
g = (g1, g2, . . .).

Proof. Setting the polynomial chaos expansion of r equal to the
expansion of ϕ and inserting there the expansion of γ gives

∑
α∈I

rα(x)Hα(θ) =
∞∑
p=0

ϕpHp

( ∞∑
i=1

gi(x)θi
)
. (3.69)

Since γ(x, ·) =
∑∞
k=1 gk(x)θk ∼ N (0, 1) at each x ∈ D, it follows

that ‖g(x)‖22 =
∑∞
k=1 g

2
k(x) = 1. Thus Lemma 3.9 can be applied

on the right hand side, and projecting both sides onto Hβ(θ) then
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leads to

r(β)β! = E

 ∞∑
p=0

ϕpHp

( ∞∑
i=1

gi(x)θi
)
Hβ(θ)

 (3.70)

= E

 ∞∑
p=0

ϕp

 ∑
α∈I,|α|=p

(
p

α

)
g(x)αHα(θ)

Hβ(θ)


(3.71)

=
∞∑
p=0

∑
α∈I,|α|=p

ϕp

(
p

α

)
g(x)αβ! δα,β (3.72)

= ϕ|β|

(
|β|
β

)
g(x)ββ! , (3.73)

concluding the proof.

Remark 3.11. In the following, it shall be briefly described how
a random field r is discretised in the numerical codes developed
for this thesis. Given a target covariance function covr together
with some probability distribution and its corresponding transform
function ϕ, Eq. (3.59) is solved to approximate the covariance
function covγ of the underlying Gaussian random field. The KLE
of the Gaussian field is then computed from covγ and truncated
after mr terms. Given some polynomial degree pr, the PCE of the
field r for the multiindex set Imr,pr is computed using Eq. (3.68).
In many cases a KLE of this field is then computed using the meth-
ods described in Section 3.3.2 and truncated after lr terms. The
complete algorithm thus needs the five tuple (ϕ, covr,mr, pr, lr)
as inputs. For a sample implementation of the complete algo-
rithm see expand_field_kl_pce and expand_field_pce_sg in
sglib. The code for the transformation of the covariance function
and for the computation of the PCE coefficients can be found
in transform_covariance_pce and pce_transform_multi, re-
spectively.
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Chapter 4

Numerics of Tensor Products

Algebraic properties of tensor products were discussed in Chap-
ter 2. In order to use tensor quantities in numerical algorithms,
additional issues and questions have to be resolved:

• How can tensors be represented in a memory efficient way?
• Is the approximation problem well defined for those repre-
sentations and are there efficient algorithms to solve it?
• How can vector space operations and arithmetic be performed
on those representation?
• Are there efficient algorithms for those operations and what
is their complexity?

These questions have been addressed in recent years under
the heading of numerical multilinear algebra. For an overview,
including the historical roots of the field, see the report by Kolda
and Bader [51]. For a review on more recent advances, see the
article by Khoromskij [48]. Software packages that implement
tensor formats and arithmetic are also available, most notable the
TensorToolbox by Bader and Kolda [7] and the N-way toolbox by
Andersson and Bro [2].

Most of the recent literature in numerical multilinear algebra
directly focuses on the numerical representation of tensors in fi-
nite dimensions, viewing tensors basically as multidimensional
arrays of numbers and all other representations as approxima-
tions of those objects. This thesis will pursue an approach in
which the representations and methods ensue from the algebraic
properties of the tensor product as outlined in Chapter 2. Tensors
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themselves are regarded as abstract entities and multidimensional
arrays as just one way of representation, which is equivalent via
isomorphisms to other tensor formats.
The exposition will first focus on second order tensors, where

efficient methods for tensor approximation are available via the
singular value decomposition (SVD), and later move on to higher
order tensors, where some properties and methods simply carry
over, while others become substantially more complicated or have
no efficient solution as yet.

4.1 Second order tensors
Most of the following can be found in review articles on numerical
multilinear algebra, e.g. the one by Bader and Kolda [51, 52].
However, the notation used here is different and the presentation
is mainly restricted to second order tensors.
For tensors in RN ⊗RM there are two commonly used repre-

sentations, which arise both from the two general constructions
for tensor product spaces described in Section 2.1. The first rep-
resentation derives from the construction using a tensor product
basis and represents tensors as matrices or long vectors, i.e. as
elements of RN×M or RNM , respectively. While objects in this
format are in some publications equated with tensors (see e.g.
[52]), they will be denoted here as full tensors to avoid confusion
with elements of abstract tensor product spaces that have no
specified representation. The second representation is based on
the construction using formal sums of pairs and represents the
tensors as a sum of rank one outer products. This is often called
the canonical format or canonical representation (see e.g. [52]).
To make the types of representation clearly distinct, different

typefaces were chosen for each. In the following a bold, upright
symbol like x denotes a general tensor, without concrete, specified
representation. This can be seen analogously to the case of vectors
in linear algebra, which can be defined and used without reference
to a basis, and which only gain coordinate values when a basis
is specified. In the same way, a tensor x can be viewed as an
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abstract quantity that only takes on a specific form and specific
numerical values when a representation is given. To separate the
representation from the abstract object itself, different notation
will be employed.

When a tensor is represented in matrix format a bold, italic,
uppercase symbol, like e.g. X, is used in this thesis. So, the
expression x : = X denotes that a matrix format has been chosen
as the concrete representation of the abstract tensor x. For tensors
represented in vector format bold, italic, lowercase symbols are
used, which is denoted e.g. by x : = x. The representation in the
canonical format is denoted by the use of bold, upright, sans serif
symbols such as x : = x (see Section 4.1.4).
Numerical algorithms for solving linear systems can often be

expressed without resorting to the actual representation of vec-
tors and linear operators. Everything that is required is that all
operations for normed vectors spaces, i.e. addition, multiplication
with scalars, and computation of norms (and sometimes inner
products), are defined. Further, the application of linear operators
needs to be compatible with the vector representation. In order to
use tensor formats in linear solvers, it is therefore necessary to de-
rive the concrete operations from the properties and requirements
that were defined abstractly for any tensor representation.
In the following, conforming to the notation of Chapter 2,

a concrete vector space representing the tensor product of the
vectors spacesRN andRM will be denoted by T , and the universal
bilinear map fromRN×RM into T by τ . The equivalence relations
Eq. (2.1)–(2.3) then turn into relations the vector space operations
on T have to fulfil. Addition on T needs to satisfy

τ(x1 + x2,y) = τ(x1,y) + τ(x2,y) (4.1)
τ(x,y1 + y2) = τ(x,y1) + τ(x,y2), (4.2)

and scalar multiplication

τ(x, αy) = ατ(x,y) = τ(αx,y). (4.3)

In general, the computation of norms when the tensors are
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considered as vectors may depend on the chosen basis. Since
this is undesirable for tensor representations, norms in this work
are required to be unitarily invariant. Of the unitarily invariant
norms the 2-norm (or Frobenius norm) will be preferred, since
it is the only one that arises from a scalar product and can be
computed efficiently in any of the treated representations.
In Section 2.3 it was shown that for the map λ, which maps

tensor products of linear operators into linear operators on the
tensor product space, the relation

λ(A⊗B)(τ(x,y)) = τ(Ax,By) (4.4)

must hold. Because the way that the operator λ(A⊗B) acts on
the tensor τ(x,y) is completely specified by the tensor format
τ , Eq. (4.4) can be used as the defining relation for λ for each
such format. Since a linear operator is completely specified by
its action on a basis of its domain and the elementary tensors
include a basis of the tensor product space, the mapping λ can
be extended naturally, i.e. by linearity, to the full tensor product
space.

4.1.1 Representations
In the following the preceding abstract requirements for tensor
arithmetic are made concrete for the different tensor representa-
tions. The presentation starts with full tensor formats, namely the
matrix and the vector format, which is equivalent to the notion
of the Kronecker product, and concludes with a low-rank format,
the so-called canonical representation.

4.1.2 Matrix format
The most common way to represent elements of RN ⊗RM is as
matrices, i.e. as elements of T = RN×M . The map τ : RN ×
RM → T can be defined as τ(x,y) = xyT , or speaking in terms
of representation x⊗y : = xyT .
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Addition and scalar multiplication

Addition of tensors in matrix representation is elementwise, i.e.
[X +Y ]ij = [X]ij + [Y ]ij . While this may be obvious, it can also
be formally derived from X =

∑
i,j xijeie

T
j =

∑
i,j xijτ(ei, ej)

and the bilinearity of τ . The operation count for addition is thus
Θ(NM)1.

Multiplication with scalars in matrix representation is again
elementwise, i.e. [αX]ij = α[X]ij , as the same reasoning as
for addition applies here also. The operation count for scalar
multiplication is thus Θ(NM).

Norms and inner products

Note first that even when the a tensor is represented in matrix
format the norms of interest here are vector norms. I.e. the p-
norm of a tensor x should be independent of representation, so
for the matrix format the p-norm is defined by

‖X‖p =

 N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1
|[X]ij |p

1/p

(4.5)

since X is essentially a vector in this context, not a linear map.
Remark 4.1. Note that for the matrix norm induced by the
vector p-norm the notation |||X|||p is used in this thesis instead of
‖X‖p, which is purely reserved for vector norms. Some care has
to be taken in implementations that indeed the vector p-norms are
computed in this case. In Matlab R© e.g. norm(X(:),p) must be
used to actually compute the vector p-norm, instead of the induced
matrix p-norm, which would be computed by norm(X,p).
The norm that will be mainly used is the vector 2-norm, as

this is the only p-norm that can be efficiently computed in other
1For comparison of runtime and memory requirements of tensor formats
and algorithms the symbol Θ is used throughout this thesis for the exact
asymptotic order in Landau notation. The symbol O, which is in more
widespread use, denotes an asymptotic upper bound and is unsuitable for
meaningful comparisons.
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tensor representations. In the matrix case the vector 2-norm also
corresponds to the Frobenius norm, i.e. ‖X‖2 = |||X|||F . The
inner product between tensors corresponds in this representation
to the Frobenius inner product between matrices

〈x|y〉 = 〈X|Y 〉F = Tr(XY T ) =
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[X]ij [Y ]ij . (4.6)

In practice, of course the expression containing the trace is not
used, but rather the last expression containing the double sum.
If � denotes the (elementwise) Hadamard product, and the Σ
function denotes summing over all matrix elements, this can be
written succinctly as

〈x|y〉 = Σ(X �Y ). (4.7)

The operation count for the computation of the inner product
and therefore also for the norm is Θ(NM).

Operator application

As outlined in Section 4.1, the application of a tensor operatorA⊗
B needs to be consistent with the chosen tensor representation, i.e.
λ(A⊗B)τ(x,y) = τ(Ax,By). So for simple tensors in matrix
representation we have

λ(A⊗B)(xyT ) = (Ax)(By)T (4.8)
= A(xyT )BT (4.9)

Since this must hold for all basis vectors of RN and RM , it follows
from extension by linearity that

λ(A⊗B)(X) = AXBT (4.10)

holds for any matrix representation X of the tensor x. The
runtime for this operation depends on the cost of the two matrix-
matrix multiplications. As the matrices A and B are in general
sparse matrices it is not appropriate to estimate the complexity
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of these operations purely in terms of the size of the matrices,
because the runtime depends highly on the sparsity structure of
the matrices and the data format used. The runtime will therefore
be described by τA and τB as time used per matrix application
to one column vector. The total runtime for (4.10) is thus

τAΘ(N) + τBΘ(M) (4.11)

as matrix A has to be applied to N columns and BT to M rows.

4.1.3 The Kronecker product
The Kronecker product is a product between matrices that is often
regarded as the tensor product between matrices (see e.g. [41]).
For vectors as special matrices with only one column it is a tensor
product of vector spaces, and for matrices it is a tensor product
of linear operators, which is compatible with that for vectors. For
a summary of many interesting relations and applications of the
Kronecker product see the article by Van Loan [87].

The Kronecker product between two matrices A ∈ RP×M and
B ∈ RQ×N is defined as

A ⊗̂B =

a11B · · · a1MB
... . . . ...

aP1B · · · aPMB

 , (4.12)

which is a matrix of size PQ ×MN . Note that the Kronecker
product is denoted by ⊗̂ here, to distinguish it from the abstract
tensor product denoted by ⊗. For vectors x ∈ RM and y ∈ RN

applying the same definition yields

x ⊗̂y =

 x1y
...

xMy

 . (4.13)

Note that the Kronecker product of two vectors is not a matrix
but a long thin vector. It is obvious that the Kronecker product
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for vectors in Eq. (4.13) defines a tensor product as the right
hand side is trivially isomorphic to xyT via the matrix stacking
operation, i.e. x ⊗̂y = vec((xyT )T ). The Kronecker product
can be seen just as a reordering of the matrix tensor format
by mapping the indices by (i, j) 7→ j + (i − 1)N , which is an
invertible map from [1,M ]× [1, N ]→ [1, NM ]. As this defines an
isomorphism between RM×N and RMN the Kronecker product
defines a tensor product via τ(x,y) = x ⊗̂y into T = RMN .

Addition and scalar multiplication are the standard elementwise
operations on vectors. Memory and runtime for those operations
is as in the matrix format of the order Θ(NM).

It can be shown that the Kronecker product satisfies the equality

(A ⊗̂B)(x ⊗̂y) = (Ax) ⊗̂(By). (4.14)

Together with the requirement Eq. (4.4) for the mapping λ for
the Kronecker product, i.e. λ(A⊗B)(x ⊗̂y) = (Ax) ⊗̂(By), it
follows that λ can be represented by

λ(A⊗B) = A ⊗̂B. (4.15)

This means that the same product can be used for the represen-
tation of the tensor product of linear operators as for the tensor
product of vectors.

Remark 4.2. Note also that it is sometimes customary to denote
by Kronecker product representations products that are in tensor
form, which could be interpreted as a Kronecker product, but in
which the Kronecker product is not actually carried out (see e.g.
the Kronecker product preconditioner in Section 7.1.2).

Reverse Kronecker Product

In the following an alternate definition for the Kronecker prod-
uct is proposed. Using the standard definition of the Kronecker
product in computer codes, often the order of factors has to be
reversed when converting between different tensor representations.
Forgetting this reversal at the right points usually leads to pro-
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grams, that still work, but compute wrong results, leading thus
to subtle, hard to detect bugs. Therefore, first the cause of the
problem will be analysed, and then an alternate definition, called
the reverse Kronecker product, will be given, which does not suffer
from this problem.
One short-coming of the standard definition of the Kronecker

product is, that it is not compatible with the vectorisation opera-
tion, usually denoted by vec, which maps a matrix to a vector by
stacking its columns, i.e.

vec(A) = vec
([
a1 a2 . . . an

])
=


a1
a2
...
an

 .

When building the outer product xyT of two vectors x and y, we
have the relation

vec(xyT ) = y ⊗̂x, (4.16)

reversing the order of factors in the right hand side. Similar
relations hold if matrices are involved, e.g.

(A ⊗̂B) vec(X) = vec(BXAT ) (4.17)

for matrices A, B and X (see [87]).
In computer codes conversion between different representations

is frequently needed, e.g. is the matrix format in many respects
better to handle internally, but off-the-shelve linear solvers take
only thin vectors, so that conversion is necessary. The reversal
of the order of the operands in the Kronecker product is then
a common and hard to detect source of errors. A simple, but
effective remedy for this is defining the product in the reversed
way, i.e.

A ⊗̌B =

b11A · · · b1NA
... . . . ...

bQ1A · · · bQNA

 = B ⊗̂A. (4.18)
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With the reversed Kronecker product most identities come out in
a more natural way, e.g. instead of Eq. (4.17) we have

vec(xyT ) = x ⊗̌y (4.19)

and
(A ⊗̌B) vec(X) = vec(AXBT ). (4.20)

As the order of factors stays consistent this way, one source of
errors can be eliminated using this definition. Hence, in computer
codes developed for this work, only this definition has been used.

4.1.4 Low-rank format
If the matrix representation of a tensor has a rank that is substan-
tially lower than min(N,M), there are formats in which it can be
represented much more economically (see e.g. [52]). We will call
every such format that uses less memory than MN a “low-rank
format”. For tensors of order two there is effectively only one
low-rank format as this can be proven to be optimal. The name
in the literature for this representation is not unique, sometimes
it is called separated format, canonical format or sometimes CP
format (for CANDECOMP/PARAFAC)[52]. In this work the
term canonical format is used for exactly this representation. If
any other format with memory requirements much lower than
MN could be substituted, the generic term low-rank format will
be employed.
As shown in Section 2.1 any tensor from a finite dimensional

tensor product space U ⊗V can be represented as a finite sum

x =
R∑
i=1

sixi⊗yi (4.21)

for some integer R, and vectors xi ∈ U and yi ∈ V. The integer
R is called the rank of x if it is the smallest such integer, and
otherwise just the numerical rank (sometimes also separation
rank). If the vectors xi and yi are collected into matrices X and
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Y the tensor x can be represented as

x : = x = (s;X,Y ) (4.22)

where x denotes the representation in canonical format. The
relation to the matrix format from Section 4.1.2 is given by

X̂ =
R∑
i=1

sixiy
T
i = XSY T (4.23)

where the matrix representation is now referred to by X̂, and

S = diag(s) =

s1
. . .

sR

 (4.24)

is the diagonal matrix formed by the entries of s. The mem-
ory requirements for this format are Θ(R(N + M)), which is
substantially lower than for the matrix format with Θ(NM) if
R� min(N,M).

The representation as defined in Eq. (4.22) is not unique. Any
matrix decomposition like in Eq. (4.23) yields a valid representa-
tion in the canonical format. The preferred method, however, is
to use the singular value decomposition (SVD) here. The SVD
factors X̂ into the product

X̂ = UΣV T (4.25)

such that U and V are orthogonal and Σ is diagonal with non-
negative entries σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · ·σR > 0 and σR+1 · · ·σmin(M,N) = 0,
called singular values. The number of non-zero singular values
equals the rank of the matrix. The last equation can also be
written in the form

X̂ =
R∑
i=1

σiuiv
T
i (4.26)
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The special significance of the SVD comes from the fact that,
if Eq. (4.26) is truncated to some R′ < R, the truncated sum
yields the best approximation from all rank-R′ matrices in the
Frobenius norm. If

X̂R′ =
R′∑
i=1

σiuiv
T
i (4.27)

denotes the truncated sum, the following result holds∣∣∣∣∣∣X̂ − X̂R′
∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

= min
rank(Z)≤R′

∣∣∣∣∣∣X̂ −Z∣∣∣∣∣∣
F
. (4.28)

This is the well-known Eckart-Young theorem (see e.g. [3]) and
holds also for any other unitarily invariant norm. If we denote the
(unitarily invariant) Schatten-p norms by |||·|||Sp

—the Frobenius
norm is a special case corresponding to the Schatten-2 norm—the
truncation error can be expressed as

∣∣∣∣∣∣X̂ − X̂R′
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Sp

=

 R∑
i=R′+1

σpi

1/p

. (4.29)

As has already been pointed out in Section 3.3.2 the SVD is
equivalent to the KLE, if the U and V are orthogonal with respect
to the spatial and stochastic Gram matrices. This can be achieved
either by solving from the left and right with the Cholesky factors
of the Gram matrices, or by performing a modified Gram-Schmidt
process first [29, 30]. Eq. (4.29) for p = 2 gives then directly the
L2 approximation error.

Addition and scalar multiplication

Addition of tensors in low-rank format is very straightforward.
Since for the general tensor product we have

x1 + x2 =
R1∑
i=1

s1,ix1,i⊗y1,i +
R2∑
i=1

s2,ix2,i⊗y2,i, (4.30)
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it follows that in the canonical representation the sum is repre-
sented as

x1 + x2 =
([
s1
s2

]
;
[
X1 X2

]
,
[
Y 1 Y 2

])
, (4.31)

where the square brackets denote the concatenation of the matri-
ces, i.e.

[
X1X2

]
is the block matrix formed by the columns ofX1

and then the columns of X2. This operation can be performed
in Θ(1) operations, if no memory has to be moved, and only
pointers are manipulated. Since most systems move the memory
in order to keep memory locations contiguous which is of order
Θ(R(N + M)), the cost for this operation will be denoted by
O(R(N +M)). Scalar multiplication is defined by

αx = (αs;X,Y ) (4.32)

which makes it an Θ(R) operation.

Norms and inner products

From the definition of the inner product for tensor product Hilbert
spaces (see Section 2.2), the inner product between tensors xi : =
xi = (si;Xi,Y i) for i ∈ {1, 2} can be expressed as

〈x1|x2〉 = 〈x1|x2〉 =
〈 R1∑
i=1

s1,ix1,i⊗y1,i

∣∣∣ R2∑
j=1

s2,jx2,j ⊗y2,j

〉
(4.33)

=
R1,R2∑
i,j=1

s1,is2,j〈x1,i|x2,j〉〈y1,i|y2,j〉 (4.34)

This can also be written (and efficiently evaluated numerically)
as

〈x1|x2〉 = Σ((s1s
T
2 )�(XT

1X2)�(Y T
1 Y 2)), (4.35)

using the notation introduced in Section 4.1.2. The operation
count for this computation comes from the matrix products and
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from the Hadamard product. Since the matrices multiplied by
the Hadamard product have size R1 × R2, the operation count
for this part is Θ(R1R2). The operation counts for the outer
products are Θ(R1R2), Θ(MR1R2) and Θ(NR1R2) respectively
so that the total operation count is Θ((N +M)R1R2).

The norm of a tensor x can be computed via the scalar product
by

‖x‖ = 〈x|x〉1/2. (4.36)

Note, however that this may suffer severely from cancellation
if this formula is applied directly to the difference between two
tensors like one has to do for the computation of errors. Especially,
if x and x̃ are close, the result of computing 〈x− x̃|x− x̃〉 may be
orders of magnitude off the mark, such that e.g. convergence of
iterative methods cannot be observed. To alleviate that problem
one can either bring x − x̃ into a normalised form, or use the
algorithms as described in Appendix B. If the representation
has been normalised e.g. by using the truncation algorithm (see
Section 4.1.5) the norm of the x can be computed from the singular
values alone

‖x‖ =
(

R∑
i=1

σ2
i

)1/2

(4.37)

As x is often brought into normalised form (i.e. x = (σ;X,Y )
with X and Y having orthonormal columns) in many of the
algorithms this formula can often be used and is preferred, as it
is more efficient being of order Θ(R) and also more stable than
using Eq. (4.36).

Operator application

Application of operators in the canonical format is very straight-
forward by

λ(A⊗B)(s;X,Y ) = (s;AX,BY ), (4.38)

which follows directly from the requirement Eq. (4.4). The runtime
complexity is of order τAΘ(R)+τBΘ(R) = Θ(R) = (τA+τB)Θ(R),
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since each operator is applied only to R columns.
Problematic about operator application is, however, that the

operators of interest are generally sums of tensor products of
operators. Application of such an operator sum to a tensor
x = (s;X,Y ) of rank R in canonical format leads to

L∑
i=1

λ(Ai⊗Bi)(s;X,Y ) =


s...
s

;
[
A1X, . . . ,ALX

]
,
[
B1Y , . . . ,BLY

].
The numerical rank of the tensor on the right hand side is now LR,
i.e. a factor of L larger than before. It is evident that proceeding
in this way in iterative methods would quickly produce tensors
with huge ranks, such that no gain in memory or computational
efficiency could be expected from the use of the format.

4.1.5 Truncation
One solution for this is to use approximate representations. Fre-
quently, e.g. after each addition of tensors, the canonical tensor x
with numerical rank R is approximated by a tensor x′ of smaller
rank R′ such that the difference ‖x′ − x‖ is small. The effects
on iterative methods that is caused by of this loss in accuracy
is discussed in the next chapter. Here we shall first describe a
method for efficient truncation of second order tensors in canoni-
cal format. The algorithm itself, albeit without derivation, can
be found in [34].

The basic truncation algorithm

Suppose the tensor at hand is given in a canonical format x =
(s;X,Y ), such that the respective matrix representation would
be

A = XSY T (4.39)
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where A is an M × N matrix, X is M × R, S = diag(s) is
R × R, and Y is N × R. The question is now, how to reduce
this representation to a smaller rank R′ such that the matrix
representation stays unchanged or that the difference is minimal
in the Frobenius norm for the given rank R′. As already discussed,
this can be achieved via the SVD. The essential problem is now,
how to compute the SVD of XSY T without forming the matrix
A explicitly, as this would incur a huge amount of memory and
runtime, that we tried to avoid in the first place.

One method to achieve this can be found in [34]. Take orthogo-
nal decompositions of X and Y

QXRX = X

QYRY = Y . (4.40)

A common choice is the QR decomposition, but also e.g. the QL,
SVD, or polar decomposition could be used. Essential is only that
a “thin” decomposition is used such that RX and RY are R×R
matrices. The cost for this type of decomposition is typically
Θ((N +M)R2), for both decompositions, only the constant factor
depending on the concrete decomposition and algorithm used.
Inserting Eq. (4.40) into Eq. (4.39) yields

A = (QXRX)S(QYRY )T

= QX(RXSR
T
Y )QT

Y (4.41)

The right hand side of Eq. (4.41) is already similar to the SVD
except that the inner term (RXSR

T
Y ) is in general neither diag-

onal nor positive definite. As this matrix is only of size R × R
taking the SVD

URΣRV
T
R = RXSR

T
Y (4.42)

is a relatively cheap operation of order Θ(R3). Inserting this
factorisation into Eq. (4.41) and reordering yields

A = QX(URΣRV
T
R)QT

Y
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= (QXUR)ΣR(QY V R)T , (4.43)

which evidently is the SVD ofA as the outer factors are orthogonal
and the inner factor is diagonal and positive semi-definite.

The total cost of the preceding operations is Θ((N+M)R2+R3).
If the QR decomposition is used for the orthogonal factorisation
the number of operations (multiplications and additions) can be
exactly stated as 23R3 + 6R2(M + N) [34]. If only a rank-R′
approximation to A is needed, only the first R′ singular values of
ΣR = diag(σr), and the first R′ columns of UR and V R can be
taken in Eq. (4.43) instead of the full matrices. Summarising the
steps taken in the preceding derivation leads to Alg. 4.1 (see also
[34]).

Algorithm 4.1 Fixed rank truncation
Input: vector s, matrices X, Y , an integer R′
Output: vector σ, matrices U , V
1: (QX ,RX)←QR(X) . economy QR
2: (QY ,RY )←QR(Y )
3: (σR,UR,V R)←SVD(RX diag(s)RT

Y )
4: σ←σR(1:R′)
5: U←QXUR(1:M, 1:R′)
6: V←QY V R(1:N, 1:R′)

Remark 4.3. The algorithm does not necessarily need to use
the QR factorisation. Important is only that the first factor in
the decomposition is orthogonal—so e.g. the polar decomposition
could as well be used here. In fact, to speed up computational
time we don’t always factor into a right triangular matrix (see
Section 4.1.5). In principle one could determine any orthogonal
basis Q of the column span of A and use R = QTA. It is essential,
however, that always a “thin” or “economy” decomposition is used,
such that Q has the same shape as A.

The result of the computation of Alg. 4.1 can be seen as a
map from the full tensor space RN ⊗RM into the submanifold of
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rank-R′ tensors. This map will be referred to as the truncation
operator and denoted by TR′ .

In many algorithms it is better to bound the error incurred by
the truncation, instead of truncating to a fixed rank R′. As the
error in the Schatten-p norm for a rank R′ truncation is given by

|||A− TR′A|||Sp
=

 R∑
i=R′+1

σpi

1/p

(4.44)

the minimum rank R′ such that the error does not exceed the
bound ε is given by

R′ = arg min
r≤R

 R∑
i=r+1

σpi ≤ ε
p

 . (4.45)

The modified algorithm using this formula is given by Alg. 4.2.
The map implemented by this algorithm will be denoted by Tε
and satisfies the inequality

|||A− TεA|||Sp
≤ ε. (4.46)

The effect these truncations have, when they are applied inside
iterative methods, will be studied in Section 5.1. A sample
implementation of this algorithm can be found in sglib in the file
tensor/private/tensor_truncate_svd.

Optimised truncation algorithm

The truncation algorithm (Alg. 4.1) is chiefly run immediately
after adding two tensors x1 and x2 on their sum x = x1 + x2 =
(s;X,Y ) where X =

[
X1 X2

]
and Y =

[
Y 1 Y 2

]
. The algo-

rithm needs to apply two QR decompositions both on X and on
Y . Very frequently, however, X1 and Y 1 already have orthogo-
nal columns due to previous truncations. In that case it is not
necessary to orthogonalise the columns again, and computational
time can be saved by making use of this fact. The basic idea for
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Algorithm 4.2 Epsilon rank truncation
Input: vector s, matrices X, Y , a real number ε > 0
Output: vector σ, matrices U , V
1: (QX ,RX)←QR(X) . economy QR
2: (QY ,RY )←QR(Y )
3: (σR,UR,V R)←SVD(RX diag(s)RT

Y )
4: R′←arg minr≤R

(∑R
i=r+1 σ

p
i ≤ εp

)
5: σ←σR(1:R′)
6: U←QXUR(1:M, 1:R′)
7: V←QY V R(1:N, 1:R′)

the updating algorithm can be found in a paper by Brand [14],
the improved algorithm (Alg. 4.4) was developed by the author.
As the update of the factorisation is the same for X as for Y

the discussion will be restricted to the former. The orthogonal
decomposition of X =

[
X1 X2

]
can be written as

[
X1 X2

]
=
[
Q1 Q2

] [I A
0 B

]
(4.47)

where by assumption thatX1 is already orthogonal Q1 = X1 and
the matrices Q2, A and B still have to be determined. Forming
the product on the right hand side leads to

X2 = Q1A+Q2B. (4.48)

Multiplying the last equation from the left with QT
1 yields

A = QT
1X2, (4.49)

as Q1 and Q2 are required to be orthogonal with respect to each
other. The matrices Q2 and B can then be found by a QR
decomposition of P = X2 −Q1(QT

1X2), i.e.

Q2B = P = X2 −Q1(QT
1X2) (4.50)
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or any other procedure that yields Q2 as an orthogonal basis of
the range of P , and then projecting with B = QT

2 P . This leads
to the algorithm for the QR update as given in Alg. 4.3.

Algorithm 4.3 Simple orthogonal decomposition update
Input: matrix X =

[
X1 X2

]
, where X1 has orthogonal

columns
Output: matrices Q, R
1: Set Q1←X1
2: Set A←QT

1X2
3: Set P←X2 −Q1A
4: Set Q2←Orth(P )
5: Set B←QT

2 (X2 −Q1A)
6: Set Q←

[
Q1 Q2

]
7: Set R←

[
I A
0 B

]

This algorithm in the given form has unfortunately some defi-
ciencies. First, column vectors in X2 can be (almost) pure linear
combinations of column vectors of Q1 = X1, leading to zero
or near-zero column vectors in P . Second, orthogonalisation of
P = X2−Q1A may reintroduce components that are in the span
of Q1, making Q2 and Q1 not “orthogonal enough” with respect
to the required precision.
In practice this may lead to spurious dimensions and subse-

quently to a blow-up of the numerical rank in iterative methods
using this algorithm. There are two remedies for mitigating these
effects. First, near-zero column vectors in P = X2 −Q1A need
to be detected and removed. This is done by selecting only those
columns whose norm is not reduced by a factor smaller than some
chosen threshold (10−14 in the current implementation worked
well). Second, by removing components in span(Q1) twice, as
was also shown to be generally sufficient in [30], Q1 and Q2 are
kept orthogonal. Including both steps into the algorithm then
leads to Alg. 4.4. An implementation of this algorithm can be
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found in sglib in linalg/qr_internal.

Algorithm 4.4 Orthogonal decomposition update
Input: matrix X =

[
X1 X2

]
, where X1 has orthogonal

columns
Output: matrices Q, R
1: Set Q1←X1
2: Set A←QT

1X2
3: Set P←X2 −Q1A
4: Select only those columns of P into P̃ , such that the ratio

of the norm of the column vector in P̃ to that of the corre-
sponding column vector in X2 is greater than some threshold
(e.g. 10−14).

5: Set Q2←Orth(P̃ )
6: Set Q2←Q2 −Q1(QT

1Q2)
7: Set Q2←Orth(Q2)
8: Set B←QT

2 (X2 −Q1A)
9: Set Q←

[
Q1 Q2

]
10: Set R←

[
I A
0 B

]

Remark 4.4. In practice it is necessary to perform the second
orthogonalisation with higher precision than the first one, since
otherwise still spurious dimensions will be encountered. For the
first orthogonalisation this is not necessary. In the Matlab R©

implementation the first orthogonalisation is thus performed by
qr, while the second one is performed by orth, which is slower
but more accurate than qr, as it is based internally on the SVD.

Remark 4.5. Routines for updating QR factorisations with im-
plementations in Fortran 77, including modification as well as
insertion and deletion of columns, are summarised in the excel-
lent report by Hammarling and Lucas [40]. For the special case of
rank-1 updates to the SVD where the number of updates is large
see also the paper by Brand [14], in which a decomposition into
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five matrices is proposed, such that the outer orthogonal matrices
need not be rotated on each update.

Non-continuity of the truncation operator

In the previous sections the truncation operators TR′ and Tε
were introduced. For the investigation of iterative methods that
are perturbed by those truncations it is an important question,
whether those operators are continuous. However, it is easy to see
that neither TR′ nor Tε in general are continuous. As an example,
take the family of matrices

Aδ =
[
1 0
0 1 + δ

]

and consider fixed rank truncation. For target rank R′ = 1
the truncation operator TR′ will have a discontinuity at δ = 0.

Namely, for δ < 0 we get TR′Aδ =
[
1 0
0 0

]
and for δ > 0 we get

TR′Aδ =
[
0 0
0 1 + δ

]
. If we consider truncation to some fixed ε,

then Tε will have discontinuities at δ = ε and at δ = −ε. For
|δ| ≤ ε the truncation rank will be R′ = 2, i.e. no truncation is
performed at all. Outside this range, i.e. |δ| > ε, the truncation
rank will be R′ = 1 with the same results as in the example of
fixed rank truncation.

4.2 Higher order tensors
Representations of tensors of order higher than two exhibit some
difficulties that are not present for second order tensors. As
those difficulties are essentially the same as long as the order is
higher than two, the presentation will be limited to third order
tensors, as this considerably simplifies notation. A good overview
on decompositions for higher order tensors can be found in the
review article by Kolda and Bader [52].
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For higher order tensors one would like to keep the nice proper-
ties that are guaranteed by the SVD for second order. I.e. given
a tensor x one would like to have a representation

x : =
R∑
i=1

σixi⊗yi⊗ zi (4.51)

such that the spanning vectors are pairwise orthogonal or at least
independent. If x is represented by

x : =
R1,R2,R3∑
i,j,k=1

sijk xi⊗yj ⊗ zk (4.52)

the spanning vectors can indeed be chosen to be orthogonal. This
format is called the Tucker format; sikj is itself a tensor of order
three and is called the core tensor. A generalisation of the SVD
to third order tensors would thus mean diagonalising the core
tensor sijk and having the spanning vectors pairwise orthogonal.
This, however, is not possible in general [52]. Due to this difficulty
various formats have been developed and are currently a field
of active research. Some of the formats thus developed shall be
briefly discussed.
For the canonical format the tensor approximation problem

is not well posed as the subset of rank R tensors is generally
not closed for R > 1 [52]. Furthermore, even if a best rank R
approximation exists, the best rank R+ 1 approximation can in
general not be computed from there. Heuristic approaches to
compute a rank R approximation, which is not necessarily the
best, are mostly based on the alternating least squares methods
(ALS). However, the ALS method is very slow compared to the
truncation algorithm for second order tensors, and furthermore
not guaranteed to converge at all [52].

The canonical format using ALS for truncation from the Tensor
Toolbox [6, 7] has been tried by the author on stochastic systems.
While it did work for small systems, for larger systems the runtime
needed for the truncations made the method very inefficient. More
efficient approaches based on solving a minimisation problem
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have been developed by Espig [22], but have not been studied on
stochastic systems yet.

In contrast to the canonical format a best approximation does
exist in the Tucker format. Truncations in the Tucker format are
generally performed by ALS and high order SVD (HOSVD) [55].
One problem with the Tucker format in higher dimensions is that
the size of the core tensor itself grows exponentially. Thus, other
representations have been developed recently, e.g. so-called tensor
trains [72, 73], or the H-Tucker format [33], but are beyond the
scope of this thesis.

4.3 Motivation for tensor product solvers
As could be seen in the previous sections, tensor approximations
can significantly reduce memory and runtime costs. The results
have been summarised in Table 4.1. Clearly, as long as the
representation rank R is small in comparison to N and M , the
savings in storage and runtime can be compelling.

Format full/matrix canonical
Memory Θ(MN) Θ(R(M +N))
Operator application τAΘ(N) + τBΘ(M) (τA + τB)Θ(R)
Vector space ops. (+, ·) Θ(MN) O(R(M +N))
Truncations QR Θ(R2(M +N))
Truncations SVD Θ(R3)

Table 4.1: Comparison of memory and runtime costs between the
full (matrix) and canonical representations for tensors in RM ⊗
RN . R denotes the representation rank of the tensor in canonical
format. τA and τB denote the typical operation counts for matrix
multiplication with matrices A and B for a given tensor product
operator A⊗B.

To illustrate the relative magnitudes of the quantities in Ta-
ble 4.1 some rough back-of-the-envelope calculations shall be
given here. As only orders of magnitude are important here for
comparison all values are given simply as powers of 10.
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In the models used in this thesis values for N and M are
about 104 (see Section 8.1). So storing a full tensor takes about
108 units of memory, typical vector space operations take about
108 operations. Operator applications take roughly 104τ ≈ 108

operations, where the time per operator application τ has been
approximated by 104, since the operation count for application
of the matrices involved is roughly the size of the matrix times a
small number (see e.g. [89, p. 10]).

• If the numerical rank is small, say R = 10, then in the
canonical format, storage takes about 105 units of memory,
and vector space operations and operator applications take
about 105 operations. Additionally, there are QR and SVD
factorisations, which take about 106 and 103 operations,
respectively. Overall, storage and runtime are reduced by
about three orders of magnitude.

• If the numerical rank is larger, say R = 100, storage takes
about 106 units of memory, and vector space operations
and operator applications take about 106 operations. The
QR and SVD factorisations, however, take now about 108

and 106 operations, respectively. Storage is still reduced
by a large factor, however, runtime is approximately in the
range as for the full format, due to the time spent in the
QR decompositions.

• If the numerical rank is large, say R = 1000, storage takes
about 107 units of memory and thus still less than the full
format. The QR and SVD factorisations, however, take
now about 1010 and 109 operations, making the method
computationally unattractive.

Though the estimates above are very rough, as any constants
have been omitted (and would have depended on details of the
problem, anyway), the scaling behaviour is clearly visible.

It is further consistent with the findings from the numerical ex-
periments (see Section 8), that for systems with low rank solutions
tensor methods can outperform methods based on the full tensor
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format. However, if the rank is high and the problem can still be
computed in a full tensor format the full format solver is usually
faster. The main area of application for those low-rank methods
is thus, when either the rank is very low, or if the dimensions of
the problem are such that computation in the full format is not
feasible.
In applications involving elliptic stochastic PDEs the random

fields of the solution often show low rank due to the smoothing
properties of the operator. Thus it would be advantageous to use
a low-rank format throughout the process of solving the SPDE,
i.e. if the input fields are given in a low-rank format as can be
achieved by the KLE for example, this format should be kept
through the whole solution process, to finally yield a low-rank
solution to the SPDE itself. In this manner, problems can be
computed that would not be feasible to compute in the full format
due to memory constraints. If the solution has furthermore low
rank the methods developed in this thesis can be expected to
speed up the solution process significantly.
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Chapter 5

Perturbed iterative processes

This chapter discusses convergence issues of iterative solvers based
on tensor product methods. In the first section basic facts about
iterative methods in general are recollected and how they are af-
fected by the tensor approximations. Most of this can be done
without reference to specific solvers or tensor formats, and be
regarded abstractly as perturbations of general iterative processes.
As the perturbed iterations tend not to converge, but to stagnate
in some neighbourhood of the solution, a procedure to detect this
stagnation is developed. The chapter concludes with a scheme to
dynamically select the truncation parameter and hence the pertur-
bation in order improve the performance of tensor approximation
based methods.

5.1 Iterative processes
In this section a few basic results about iterative processes shall
be recollected. For more elaborate treatments see e.g. [9, 36, 89].
The discretisation of linear (stochastics) PDEs usually results in
large systems of linear equations of the form

Ax = b (5.1)

where x and b are elements of some finite dimensional normed
vector space V and A : V → V is a non-singular linear operator.
In general, iterative solvers turn Eq. (5.1) into an iterative process
of the form

x(k+1) = Φ(k)(x(k)) (5.2)
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such that the solution x∗ = A−1b of Eq. (5.1) is the unique stable
fixed point of Eq. (5.2). In other words, x∗ is the only solution
to x = Φ(k)(x) for every fixed k. In case the iteration map Φ(k)

depends on k the process is called instationary, otherwise it is
called stationary and the index can be dropped. The iterates
of the process will form a sequence which will be denoted by
(x(k))k≥0 = (x(0), x(1), x(2), . . .). The error at iteration k will be
denoted by e(k), i.e.

e(k) = x∗ − x(k). (5.3)

Some results about convergence of iterative processes of the form
Eq. (5.2) and corresponding error estimates are summarised in
the following (see e.g. [9, 19, 71, 89]).

Convergence of stationary methods

For stationary methods with Φ(k) = Φ convergence of the sequence
(x(k))k≥0 can be established by using the contraction mapping
principle (also known as the Banach fixed point theorem). If Φ is
a contraction, i.e. if there is a constant q < 1, such that for all
x, y ∈ V it holds that

‖Φ(x)− Φ(y)‖ ≤ q‖x− y‖, (5.4)

the contraction mapping principle asserts that Φ has a unique
fixed point x∗, and the sequence of iterates x(k) converges at least
linearly to x∗ (see e.g. [71, Theorem 5.1.3]). For the k-th iterate
the a priori error estimate

‖e(k)‖ ≤ qk‖e(0)‖, (5.5)

can be established [71]. Though the a priori error estimate gives
bounds on the rate of convergence, it not practical for computa-
tions, since there are quantities involved that are not computable,
namely the initial error e(0). Of greater practical value is the a
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posteriori error estimate

‖e(k)‖ ≤ q

1− q‖x
(k) − x(k−1)‖. (5.6)

For a derivation see e.g. [71, Theorem 12.1.2]. If the constant
of contractivity q is known, an estimate or upper bound for the
error can thus be computed. If q is not known exactly, it can be
estimated before or during the iterative process itself.

Convergence of instationary methods

For instationary methods the case is slightly more difficult. Since
the Φ(k) may be all different, there is no theorem that guar-
antees the existence of a unique fixed point. In the methods
discussed, however, the construction of the Φ(k) is such that each
has the same fixed point, namely the solution of Eq. (5.1) (see
Remark 5.1).

Remark 5.1. For many iterative processes, including the ones
discussed in this thesis, the iteration maps Φ(k) can be written in
the form

Φ(k)(x) = x+ Ψ(k)(r) (5.7)

with r = b−Ax and Ψ(k)(r) = 0 if and only if r = 0. It follows
immediately that x is a fixed point of Φ(k) if and only if r = 0,
i.e. if x is a solution to Ax = b.

For instationary methods we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. Let
(
Φ(k)

)
k≥0

be a family of uniformly contrac-
tive maps, i.e. there is a q < 1 such that for all x, x∗ ∈ V and all
k > 0 it holds that

‖Φ(k)(x)− x∗‖ ≤ q‖x− x∗‖, (5.8)

then the sequence (x(k))k≥0 will also be at least linearly convergent,
and the same error estimates as in Eq. (5.5) and in Eq. (5.6)
hold.
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Proof. See e.g. Theorem 11.1.2 in [71].

Most instationary methods, like e.g. the Krylov subspace meth-
ods, attain superlinear order of convergence, which is essentially
the reason for the construction those methods1.

5.2 Perturbed iterations
Section 4.1.4 described how the numerical rank of a tensor in
the canonical format grows with each addition, and that the
tensor therefore has to be truncated frequently to keep memory
and runtime moderate. This truncation—when happening inside
an iterative method—can be regarded as a perturbation to the
sequence of iterates given by Eq. (5.2).

An important question is, how these perturbations affect conver-
gence and error estimates in relation to the unperturbed sequence.
This change can be studied in an abstract way without resorting
to the details of specific linear solvers and of the tensor format.
Rather, the effect of perturbations on a general iterative process
will be analysed.

Further, as it can be expected that the perturbed iterations will
not converge, but in the best case stagnate in some neighbourhood
of the solution, an indicator that signals the occurrence of this
stagnation needs to be developed.

Perturbed iterations have been discussed at some places in the
literature. Many basic results for approximate contractions can
be found in the book by Ortega and Rheinboldt [71, Section 12.2].
Hackbusch et al. [38] have addressed this problem for approximate
iterations on matrices and superlinearly convergent methods. The
results there are quite strong, however, the preconditions for those
results to hold are generally difficult to satisfy. Furthermore,
the methods analysed here are to the most part only linearly

1Theoretically, since Krylov subspace methods are direct methods in finite
dimensions, the concept of convergence does not really apply. In practice,
however, those methods are used as iterative methods and superlinear
convergence can be observed experimentally [83].
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convergent, so that those results do not apply directly. Otherwise,
the topic, especially in the context of the effects of rounding errors
or floating point precision issues has mostly been discussed in
respect to specific algorithms. Especially in the area of Krylov
subspace methods there is a lot of literature to be found on the
subject, see e.g. [35]. Most of the following results, except for the
dynamic truncations, have already been published by Matthies
and the author in [63, 64].

5.2.1 Error estimates
Fixed perturbations

When the iterates are represented in a tensor format like the
canonical representation the iterates need to be truncated after
each step, resulting in a perturbation of the original sequence x(k)

to a new sequence x̃(k), i.e.

x̃(k+1) =
(
Tε ◦ Φ(k)

)
(x̃(k)), (5.9)

and x̃(0) = Tεx
(0). The perturbation effected by the truncation

algorithm can be described by a perturbation operator Tε, char-
acterised by the property that

‖Tεx− x‖ ≤ ε (5.10)

for all x ∈ V. Since in this case the maximal magnitude of the
perturbation does not depend on x, this kind of perturbation is
called fixed perturbations. Relative perturbations, in which the
magnitude of the perturbation depends on the magnitude of x,
are treated in the next section.
Often the truncation is performed already during or inside

the iteration operator resulting in a perturbed operator Φε. If
the operator is still contractive with contractivity q, the results
derived in the following are still valid if the perturbed operator
fulfils

‖Φ(k)
ε (x)− Φ(k)(x)‖ ≤ ε. (5.11)
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The case in which the perturbation is applied only after the
iteration operator can be subsumed under this case by setting
Φ(k)
ε = Tε ◦ Φ(k).
The questions that arise now are, what the limiting behaviour

of the perturbed sequence will be. For example, will the sequence
still converge, or will it stagnate in some vicinity of the fixed
point? What can be said about a priori and a posteriori error
estimates? To answer the question about convergence, first a
theorem on the a priori error will be given (see [63]).

Theorem 5.3. Let V be a Banach space and Φ(k) : V → V a
family of uniformly contractive mappings, i.e. for all k there is
some q < 1 such that ‖Φ(k)(x)−Φ(k)(y)‖ ≤ q‖x− y‖ and all Φ(k)

have the same fixed point x∗. Let
(
x(k)

)
k≥0
∈ V be a sequence

generated by some x(0) ∈ V and x(k+1) = Φ(k)
(
x(k)

)
. Let Φ(k)

ε be

a perturbed operator such that ‖Φ(k)
ε (x) − Φ(k)(x)‖ ≤ ε, and let(

x̃(k)
)
k≥0
∈ V be a perturbed sequence generated by x̃(0) = x(0)

and x̃(k+1) = Φ(k)
ε (x̃(k)). Then the a priori error estimate

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ qk ‖x(0) − x∗‖ + ε
1− qk

1− q . (5.12)

holds for all k ≥ 0.

Proof. In the following let the difference between the original and
the perturbed sequence be denoted by

δ(k) = x(k) − x̃(k) (5.13)

and the error made in the perturbed sequence by

ẽ(k) = x∗ − x̃(k). (5.14)

The error ẽ(k) in the perturbed sequence can be written as the
sum of the perturbation error δ(k) and the error of the unperturbed
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sequence e(k). Using the triangle inequality

‖ẽ(k)‖ ≤ ‖e(k)‖ + ‖δ(k)‖ (5.15)

the components of the error can be estimated separately. The
first term has already been estimated by ‖e(k)‖ ≤ qk‖e(0)‖ (see
Eq. (5.5)). For the second term we see that

‖δ(k+1)‖ = ‖x̃(k+1) − x(k+1)‖
= ‖Φ(k)

ε (x̃(k))− Φ(k)(x(k))‖
≤ ‖Φ(k)

ε (x̃(k))− Φ(k)(x̃(k))‖ + ‖Φ(k)(x̃(k))− Φ(k)(x(k))‖
≤ ε+ q‖δ(k)‖ (5.16)

using the contractivity of Φ(k) and the fact that the perturbation of
Φ(k)
ε is limited by ε (see Eq. (5.11)). Using this formula inductively

on δ(0) = 0 it follows that

‖δ(k)‖ ≤ ε(1 + q + · · ·+ qk−1) = ε
1− qk

1− q , (5.17)

where in the last equality the well-known formula for the geometric
series has been used (see e.g. [16]). Combining both terms proves
the theorem.

Hence the error is composed of a part that tends to zero for
large k and another part proportional to the perturbation ε that
will not vanish for large k. Letting k go to infinity in the preceding
theorem leads immediately to the following corollary.

Corollary 5.4. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 5.3, then
it holds that

lim sup
k→∞

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ ε

1− q . (5.18)

So for large k we can expect the iterates to stagnate in a
neighbourhood of size δε = ε/(1 − q) around the true solution
x∗. How this stagnation can be detected will be discussed in
Section 5.2.2. First, an estimate for the a posteriori error shall
be given.
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Theorem 5.5. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 5.3, then
the a posteriori error estimate

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q

1− q‖x̃
(k) − x̃(k−1)‖ + ε

1− q . (5.19)

holds.

Proof. The a posteriori estimate for the unperturbed sequence
Eq. (5.6) can be rewritten in the form

‖Φ(k−1)(x)− x∗‖ ≤ q

1− q‖Φ
(k−1)(x)− x‖.

Then it follows that

‖ẽ(k)‖ ≤ ‖x̃(k) − Φ(k−1)(x̃(k−1))‖ + ‖Φ(k−1)(x̃(k−1))− x∗‖
≤ ‖Φ(k−1)

ε (x̃(k−1))− Φ(k−1)(x̃(k−1))‖+
‖Φ(k−1)(x̃(k−1))− x∗‖

≤ ε+ q

1− q‖Φ
(k−1)(x̃(k−1))− x̃(k−1)‖

≤ ε+ q

1− q
(
‖Φ(k−1)(x̃(k−1))− Φ(k−1)

ε (x̃(k−1))‖+

‖Φ(k−1)
ε (x̃(k−1))− x̃(k−1)‖

)
≤ ε

1− q + q

1− q‖x̃
(k) − x̃(k−1)‖,

proving the theorem.

If the contractivity constant q is known or can be estimated
this estimate can be used in practical computations, serving for
example as a termination criterion.

Relative perturbations

In practice it is often preferable not to truncate to some fixed ε,
but rather relative to the size of the current iterate. In this case
the preceding theorems have to be modified. If the perturbation
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effected can be described by the perturbed family of operators
(Φ(k)

ε )k≥0 for which the property

‖Φ(k)
ε (x)− Φ(k)(x)‖ ≤ ε‖x‖ (5.20)

holds, the following estimates can be derived.

Theorem 5.6. Let the conditions hold as in Theorem 5.3 ex-
cept that for the perturbation operator it holds that ‖Φ(k)

ε (x) −
Φ(k)(x)‖ ≤ ε‖x‖. Further let cx = supk≥0‖x(k)‖ and q̃ = q+ε < 1.
Then

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q̃k ‖x(0) − x∗‖ + εcx
1− q̃k

1− q̃ (5.21)

holds for all k ≥ 0.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in the case of fixed
perturbations. Only in the estimate for ‖δ(k+1)‖ in Eq. (5.16)
explicit reference to the perturbation operator was made. The
estimate for ‖δ(k+1)‖ for relative perturbations then changes here
to

‖δ(k+1)‖ ≤ ε‖x̃(k)‖ + q‖δ(k)‖
= ε‖x(k) + δ(k)‖ + q‖δ(k)‖
≤ ε‖x(k)‖ + (q + ε)‖δ(k)‖ (5.22)

As the sequence x(k) is convergent, it can be bounded by some
cx such that ‖x(k)‖ ≤ cx for all k > 0. The estimate for ‖δ(k+1)‖
is thus the same as for fixed perturbation only with cxε replaced
for ε and q̃ = q + ε replaced for q.

As for the fixed perturbations the following corollary follows
immediately.

Corollary 5.7. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 5.6, then
it holds that

lim sup
k→∞

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ εcx
1− q̃ . (5.23)
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So, in order to guarantee stagnation for relative truncation,
we need to limit ε to 1− q or combine it with fixed truncation.
However, the update ratio and dynamic truncation that will be
introduced in the next two sections, also provide a measure to
protect against cases like this.
Though the proof is trivial, the a posteriori error estimate for

relative perturbations shall also be given as a theorem here.

Theorem 5.8. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 5.6. Then
the a posteriori error estimate

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q

1− q‖x̃
(k) − x̃(k−1)‖ + ε‖x̃(k−1)‖

1− q . (5.24)

holds.

Proof. As the a posteriori estimate depends only on the one
step taken from x̃(k−1) to x̃(k) the estimate is the same as for a
fixed perturbation of size ε‖x̃(k−1)‖. Inserting ε‖x̃(k−1)‖ for ε in
Eq. (5.19) gives Eq. (5.24).

This error estimate has been tested in practice and, especially
in the case of simple iterative solvers, proved to give good upper
bounds for the error (see Section 8.3 on page 125).

Remark 5.9. Note that in the methods actually implemented only
relative truncations (perturbations) were performed. Usually it is
not sensible to perform truncation to some fixed ε, irrespective of
the norm of the iterate x, which would make sense only when the
norm of the fixed point were known a priori. However, when the
iterates approach the fixed point, the truncation with fixed and with
relative ε become more or less equivalent, with εabs = ‖x∗‖εrel.

5.2.2 Detection of stagnation
It is common for iterative processes that the steps x̃(k+1) − x̃(k)

are relatively large during the first iterations and tend to get
consecutively smaller as the exact solution is approached. There-
fore, the influence of the perturbations will be very small in the
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beginning and grow with every iteration until it is comparable
in size with the actual update, which becomes evident in the a
priori estimates Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.21). In this case it is futile
to further continue the iteration, since every progress is undone
by the truncation. There are two alternatives that can be chosen
from: either stop the iteration at this point and return the current
iterate as the best possible given the current truncation parame-
ter, or reduce the truncation parameter by a certain factor and
continue the iteration until the iteration goal has been achieved
(see Section 5.2.3).

Either way, it has to be determined whether this stagnation
regime has been reached. Stagnation caused by truncation can
be detected by comparing the steps the iterative process would
take with and without truncation. As first case we will consider
perturbed operators that can be decomposed as Φ(k)

ε = Tε ◦ Φ(k).
Then the steps of the truncated iterations can be dissected into
the following sequence:

1. Compute the next iterate without truncation:
x(k+1) = Φ(k)(x̃(k)) (5.25)

2. Compute the proposed step that would be taken in the
absence of truncation:

∆x(k) = x(k+1) − x̃(k) (5.26)

3. Perform the truncation:
x̃(k+1) = Tε(x(k+1)) (5.27)

4. Compute the actual step that is taken by the perturbed
iterative process:

∆x̃(k) = x̃(k+1) − x̃(k) (5.28)

In order to detect stagnation the proposed step ∆x(k) needs to be
compared to the truncated step ∆x̃(k). Since not only the size of
the step is important, but also its direction it makes sense to take
the inner product of the proposed and the truncated step and
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further to scale it by the size of the proposed step. This quantity

υ(k) = 〈∆x̃
(k)|∆x(k)〉

〈∆x(k)|∆x(k)〉
(5.29)

will be called the update ratio, since it reflects how much of the
proposed update is effectively used. The update ratio should
always be around 1 for the iterative process to be efficient. If it
is smaller than one not all of the proposed step is taken, while
if it is larger the iteration “overshoots” in some way, which is
not desirable either, and usually leads to oscillations during the
iteration. Thus, as a criterion, of whether the update is still
satisfactory, the condition

|1− υ(k)| ≤ δmax (5.30)

can be used, where δmax is some threshold for the deviation of
the update ratio. Experimentally, setting δmax to values between
0.01 and 0.1 produced satisfying results, in that on the one hand
iterations are not stopped while still progress is being made, while
on the other not many unnecessary iterations are performed,
which do not improve the solution.

Numerical experiments

To see whether the update ratio performs well in practice as an
indicator for the deterioration of the convergence of perturbed
iterative processes, numerical experiments have been conducted.
Fig. 5.1 shows the update ratio and relative error for the model
problem (see Section 8.1) and a perturbed iterative process using
simple iterations (see Section 6.1.1). It can be seen in the left
figure for δmax = 0.1, that the deviation of the update ratio
from 1 passes the threshold (indicated by the dashed black line)
approximately where the convergence of the relative error starts to
deteriorate. The more conservative choice of δmax = 0.1 stops a bit
earlier, but can sometimes lead to faster convergence, especially
in conjunction with dynamic truncation.
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Figure 5.1: Relative error and update ratio for the generalised
simple iterations. The threshold for the update ratio is δmax = 0.1
(left) and δmax = 0.01 (right); the cutoff indicated by the dashed
lines. (Script: figures/show_update_ratio_and_posterior_err)

Remark 5.10. As noted earlier, the indicator works exactly as
proposed only, if the perturbed operator is of the form Tε ◦ Φ(k).
However, if the operator can be decomposed as Tε2◦Φ

(k)
ε1 the method

still works, if ε1 � ε2 holds for the respective perturbations, i.e.
the perturbations inside the operator are at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the perturbations after the update step.
This needs to be respected when choosing the truncation parameters
in Section 6.1.1.

5.2.3 Dynamic truncation
In the first steps of an iterative process the iterate is generally
far away from the solution. Then especially the modes with
small amplitude do not contain relevant information about the
exact solution and may just as well be discarded. As during the
iterative process the iterates come closer to the exact solution
also the smaller modes will become important for an accurate
representation of the solution and should be retained.

From this rather qualitative observation it can be assumed that
during the first stages of the iterative process the truncation may
be done with a higher value of ε as no, or at least not much,
relevant information is lost. When the process comes closer to the
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exact solution, also the weaker modes contribute to the accuracy
of the approximate solution, and should not be truncated, hence
requiring a smaller ε.
A reliable and efficiently computable criterion, of whether the

information contained in the update step is nearly completely
used or whether most of the new information is discarded by
the truncation, is the update ratio described in Section 5.2.2. If
the update ratio is near one, almost all information contained in
the update step has been incorporated in the new iterate. If in
contrast the update ratio is significantly different from one, this
indicates that a large part of the information contained in the
update step has been discarded by the truncation. Thus, in the
latter case the truncation parameter ε should be reduced. As this
cannot be done indefinitely for performance reasons and memory
constraints, it is usually be performed only until some prescribed
minimal truncation parameter εmin or maximal numerical rank
kmax is reached. The resulting algorithm, combining the ideas
of the update ratio and the dynamic truncation, is sketched in
Alg. 5.1.

Error estimates

The convergence results and error estimates of Section 5.2.1 were
derived for a constant truncation parameter. In the following these
results are adapted for dynamic truncation. As the propositions
and proofs are almost identical for fixed and relative perturbations
both cases will be handled together.

Suppose ε(k) is a non-increasing sequence of truncation param-
eters, chosen e.g. by Algorithm 5.1. Then the following theorem
can be proven.

Theorem 5.11. Let the assumptions hold as in Theorem 5.3 and
Theorem 5.6, where now for the perturbed operators ‖Φ(k)

ε(k)(x)−
Φ(k)(x)‖ ≤ ε(k) and ‖Φ(k)

ε(k)(x)− Φ(k)(x)‖ ≤ ε(k)‖x‖, respectively,
holds and

(
ε(k)

)
k≥0

is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative
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Algorithm 5.1 Dynamic truncation
Input: initial guess x(0), truncation parameter ε, initial

truncation parameter ε0, reduction factor α,
update ratio threshold δ

1: ε̃←ε0
2: for k ← 1, 2, . . . , do
3: compute exact step: y(k)←Φ(k)(x(k−1))
4: loop
5: x(k)←Tε̃ y(k)

6: υ(k)←〈∆x(k)|∆y(k)〉/〈∆y(k)|∆y(k)〉
with ∆y(k) = y(k)−x(k−1) and ∆x(k) = x(k)−x(k−1)

7: if |υ(k) − 1| < δ then
8: . Ok, update ratio close enough to 1
9: exit loop

10: else if ε̃ > ε then
11: reduce truncation parameter: ε̃←max(ε, αε̃)
12: else
13: . Error, no further reduction of ε̃ possible
14: exit for
15: end if
16: end loop
17: end for
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numbers. Then the a priori error estimate

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ qk−s ‖x̃(s) − x∗‖ + ε(s) 1− qk−s

1− q . (5.31)

holds for fixed perturbations and

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q̃k−s ‖x̃(s) − x∗‖ + ε(s)cx,s
1− q̃k−s

1− q̃ . (5.32)

hold for relative perturbations, where s ≥ 0 is a non-negative
integer.

Proof. All perturbed operators Φ(k)
ε(k) with k ≥ s induce pertur-

bations with magnitude smaller or equal to ε(s) as
(
ε(k)

)
k≥0

is
a decreasing sequence. Thus the results for fixed and relative
perturbations (see Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.21)) can be applied a
fortiori with ε = ε(s) for the subsequence starting at k = s. The
constant cx, used in the estimate for the relative perturbations,
can then be reduced to cx,s = supk≥s‖x(k)‖ ≤ cx as the supremum
needs to be taken only over the subsequence.

For the a posteriori error the following theorem can be proven.

Theorem 5.12. Let the assumptions hold as in Theorem 5.11.
Then the a posteriori error estimate

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q

1− q‖x̃
(k) − x̃(k−1)‖ + ε(k−1)

1− q . (5.33)

holds for fixed perturbations, and the estimate

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q

1− q‖x̃
(k) − x̃(k−1)‖ + ε(k−1)‖x̃(k−1)‖

1− q . (5.34)

holds for relative perturbations.

Proof. As the a posteriori error estimate depends only on the
truncation performed in the last iteration, the estimate Eq. (5.19)
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can be used with perturbation size ε(k−1) and ε(k−1)‖x̃(k−1)‖
respectively.

Remark 5.13. Note that in instationary methods like conjugate
gradients, though the results still hold as long as every iteration is
contractive, the overall convergence may be negatively influenced
by the dynamic truncation, as the relatively coarse truncations in
the beginning of the iteration may have negative impact on the
conjugacy of the sequence.

Numerical experiments

The algorithm has been implemented as part of a simple iterative
solver (see generalised_solve_simple in sglib for a sample im-
plementation). Experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.2. Here,
the dynamic truncation algorithm has been applied as part of the
simple iteration solver (gsi) with different parameter choices of
δ = 0.02, 0.1 and 0.7 for the update ratio threshold and α = 1/10,
1/4 and 1/2 for the reduction factor. The initial truncation
parameter has been kept constant as ε0 = 0.1.

As the intention of applying dynamic truncations is to optimise
performance of the solver, the best parameter combinations are
those, in which the rank grows as slow as possible, while the
error drops as fast as possible, preferably as fast as for iterations
without truncation. The latter is the case for δ = 0.02 and 0.1, and
α = 1/2, where the rank growth is slower for δ = 0.1. For δ = 0.7
the rank growth is generally slower as for the other cases, as ε is
decreased less often, however, the decrease in error deteriorates
significantly. If the reduction factor is small, like α = 0.1, the
rank increases too much in one step leading to plateaus in the
rank curve, as can be seen in the left column in Fig. 5.2.
From the cases shown in Fig. 5.2, the best combination of

parameters is thus δ = 0.1 and α = 1/2, which has been used as
the default in all later numerical experiments.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the performance of the dynamic
truncation algorithm for different parameter choices δ = 0.02, 0.1
and 0.7 and α = 1/10, 1/4 and 1/2. Shown are the rank of the
current iterate, the relative error, the deviation of the update
ratio from one and the current truncation parameter per iteration.
Note: The scale on the left is only valid for the rank. The other
quantities have logarithmic scaling that is multiplied by a factor
such that the qualitative behaviour becomes visible. The scaling
factors and the axis limits have been chosen the same for all graphs
to facilitate comparison of the effects of parameter choice.

(Script: figures/show_dynamic_truncation_stats)
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Chapter 6

Tensor product solvers

The effects of perturbations induced by tensor product methods
on convergence have been discussed in an abstract setting in the
preceding chapter. Further, algorithms to detect stagnation and
dynamically choose the truncation parameter have been developed.
In this chapter these results are transferred to the implementa-
tion of tensor methods in concrete iterative methods like simple
iterations and the conjugate gradient method.

6.1 Simple iterations
Stationary methods, also known as simple iterations or the pre-
conditioned Richardson method, are treated exhaustively in the
literature, see e.g. [9, 36, 46]. Here some basic facts that will be
needed later for the extension to tensor methods will be recol-
lected.
In stationary methods the iteration operator Φ(k) = Φ is the

same for all iterations. If Φ is a linear operator it can be repre-
sented by a matrix, and it is easy to show that each iteration of
this kind has to take the form

x(k+1) = x(k) + P−1(b−Ax(k)). (6.1)

The matrix P , called the preconditioner, is usually chosen such
that the iterations converge as fast as possible to the solution
x∗ and the cost of solving with P is relatively cheap. Common
choices for P are diagonal or triangular matrices, incomplete
factorisations or multigrid iterations (see e.g. [32, 36]). If A is a
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tensor operator, different choices of P are common, which will be
discussed in Section 7.
In some cases—for analysis and discussion of implementation

issues—it is better to separate Eq. (6.1) into the two equations

r(k) = b−Ax(k) (6.2)
x(k+1) = x(k) + P−1r(k), (6.3)

where r(k) denotes the residual after step k.
Convergence of stationary methods is readily established. Let

the error in iteration n be defined by

e(n) = x∗ − x(n) (6.4)

where x∗ = A−1b is the true solution of Eq. (5.1). The error after
the n-th iteration e(n) is related to the initial error e(0) by

e(n) = (I − P−1A)ne(0). (6.5)

It follows immediately that iteration Eq. (6.1) converges if for
any consistent matrix norm |||I − P−1A||| < 1. Necessary and
sufficient for convergence is that ρ(I − P−1A) < 1 holds for the
spectral radius (see e.g. [36, Theorem 2.1.1]).
Ideally, termination criteria for iterative methods should be

based on the true error in the current iterate and on whether any
progress can still be made. Because the true error is generally
not available, estimates that are based on the residual and/or
on the size of the update steps are often employed. Advantages
and disadvantages of different termination criteria are discussed
extensively in [9, Section 4.2].

In the algorithms given for the iterative solvers the termination
criterion will be specified in general as TermCrit(A, r, b) and
the iteration be terminated if TermCrit(A, r(k), b) < τ . The
termination criterion that is mostly employed in this thesis is
based on the relative residual ‖r(k)‖/‖b‖. The iteration is stopped
when

‖r(k)‖ ≤ τ‖b‖ (6.6)
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where τ is the stop tolerance. This criterion, while being some-
times hard to fulfil, has the advantage of not requiring the norm
of the operator A, which is often expensive to obtain (see also
the discussion of Criterion 2 in [9, Section 4.2.1]). Furthermore,
this criterion is implemented also in commercial solvers like those
in Matlab R©, and thus using this one facilitates performance com-
parisons with those solvers as then both stopping criteria are the
same.

6.1.1 Implementation of truncated simple iterations
For an implementation of simple iterations (see e.g. [9, Section 2.2])
that works with tensor representations x, e.g. in a low-rank format
like the canonical representation (see Section 4.1.4 on page 54),
some modifications need to be made to the standard algorithm.
For the modification the details of the tensor format are not
relevant, but the following points become important:

• The operator A turns into a sum of operators, i.e. A =∑L
i=1 Ai, where each of the Ai has tensor product struc-

ture1.

• Additions have to be followed by truncations to keep the
rank small, i.e. x + y becomes Tε(x + y). As this nota-
tion becomes unwieldy for repeated additions, the notation
x � y : = Tε(x+y) is introduced. The binary operation � is
understood to be left-associative, i.e. x�y�z = (x�y)�z.

• Computations of norms and inner products, e.g. in the
termination criterion, have to modified in order to work
with the tensor representation at hand. For the canonical
format this is discussed in Section 4.1.4 on page 57.

1Note that in the following to distinguish between vectors and matrices
on the one hand and tensors and tensor operators on the other, bold
italic symbols (e.g. x, A) are used for the former, while the latter will be
displayed in bold upright symbols (e.g. x, A).
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For the simple iterations mainly Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.3) have to
be modified, leading to the perturbed iterative process

r(k) = b− Top(Top(· · ·Top(A1x(k) + A2x(k)) · · · ) + ALx(k))
= b− (A1x(k) � A2x(k) � · · · � ALx(k)) (6.7)

x(k+1) = Ta(x(k) + P−1Tb(r(k))). (6.8)

Since not all truncations have to be performed with the same
truncation parameter ε, distinct symbols have been assigned
depending on where the truncation is performed. Top denotes
truncation inside the application of the operator A using trunca-
tion parameter εop

2, Tb denotes truncation before application of
the preconditioner P using truncation parameter εb, and Ta de-
notes truncation after preconditioner application using truncation
parameter εa.
The modified algorithm is shown in Alg. 6.1. The tensor trun-

cations are performed in line 6 for the operator, line 8 for the
residual (i.e. before preconditioning) and line 13 for the solution
(i.e. after preconditioning). A justification, why the operator ap-
plication in lines 5–7 is performed in the reverse direction, will be
given in the following section. Furthermore, the combined effects
of the truncations and how the error estimates of Section 5.2 can
be applied to the modified algorithm will also be discussed there.
A reference implementation of the algorithm can be found in

sglib in the file solver/generalised_solve_simple. Since the
solver can work on standard full vectors as well as on low-rank
formats, it is referred to as “generalised simple iterations” in this
work, or gsi for short.

6.1.2 Analysis of perturbations
The theorems on error estimates and convergence of perturbed
sequences, derived in Section 5.2.1, apply only if the total fixed
or relative perturbation for each step in the iterative process

2The truncated addition operator � also refers to εop, i.e. in the following
we will always assume x � y : = Tεop (x + y).
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6.1 Simple iterations

Algorithm 6.1 Low-rank simple iterations
Input: Operator sum A =

∑L
i=1 Ai, preconditioner P, right

hand
side in tensor format b, real number τ > 0

Output: vector x approximates A−1b
1: k←0
2: x(k)←0
3: for k ← 1, 2, . . . do
4: q←0
5: for i← L,L− 1, . . . , 2, 1 do
6: q←Top(q + Aix(k))
7: end for
8: r(k)←Tb(b− q)
9: if TermCrit(A, r(k),b) then

10: exit for
11: end if
12: z(k)←P−1r(k)

13: x(k+1)←Ta(x(k) + z(k))
14: k←k + 1
15: end for
16: x←x(k)

can be bounded. If the truncations are performed as described
above with three truncation operators Top, Tb and Ta, it is not
obvious what the total perturbation parameter ε in the perturbed
update step Φε will be. Only in the case that Top = Tb =
Id and Ta = Tεa it is immediately clear that ε = εa. In the
other cases, we need to estimate first, how the truncation errors
accumulate during multiple additions and truncations, and second,
how the application of the preconditioner amplifies or dampens
the truncation error. This shall be answered in the following
theorems.
For fixed perturbations and multiple truncated additions the

following result holds.

Theorem 6.1. Let y1, . . . ,yL be a set of vectors and Tε a trun-
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cation operator with fixed truncation such that ‖Tε(y)− y‖ ≤ ε.
For all k ≥ 0 let sk denote the partial sums defined recursively by
s0 = 0 and sk = sk−1 + yk. Let s̃k denote the truncated partial
sums defined by s̃0 = 0 and s̃k = Tε(s̃k−1 + yk). Then it holds
that

‖s̃L − sL‖ ≤ Lε. (6.9)

Proof. With δk = Tε(s̃k−1 + yk) − (s̃k−1 + yk) and ‖δk‖ ≤ ε it
follows

‖s̃k − sk‖ = ‖(s̃k−1 + yk + δk)− (sk−1 + yk)‖
≤ ‖s̃k−1 − sk−1‖ + ‖δk‖
≤ ‖s̃k−1 − sk−1‖ + ε

the result follows immediately by induction on ‖s̃0− s0‖ = 0.

For relative perturbations and multiple truncated additions the
following result holds.

Theorem 6.2. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 6.1, except
that ‖Tε(y)− y‖ ≤ ε‖y‖ holds for the truncation operator. Then
it holds that

‖s̃L − sL‖ ≤ ε
L∑
i=1

(1 + ε)L−i‖si‖. (6.10)

and

‖s̃L−sL‖ ≤ ε(1+ε)L−1(L‖y1‖+ · · ·+2‖yL−1‖+‖yL‖). (6.11)

Proof. In the same manner as in the previous proof it can be seen
that

‖s̃k − sk‖ ≤ ‖s̃k−1 − sk−1‖ + ε‖s̃k−1 + yk‖

holds for the difference between the perturbed and the unper-
turbed partial sums. Using the triangle inequality in the last term
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leads to

‖s̃k−1 + yk‖ ≤ ‖s̃k−1 − sk−1‖ + ‖sk−1 + yk‖
= ‖s̃k−1 − sk−1‖ + ‖sk‖,

and thus

‖s̃k − sk‖ ≤ (1 + ε)‖s̃k−1 − sk−1‖ + ε‖sk‖.

The first inequality then follows immediately by induction. Noting
that (1 + ε)L−i ≤ (1 + ε)L−1 and ‖si‖ ≤ ‖y1‖ + · · ·+ ‖yi‖ for all
i ≥ 1 proves the second inequality.

Consequently, in order to minimise the overall truncation error,
it is advisable to begin adding and truncating with the smaller
components and to end with the larger ones. As the norm of the
sequence of operators Ai is in general decreasing—remember that∑L
i=1 Ai is the truncation of a norm convergent infinite sum—it

makes sense to reverse the order of summation in Eq. (6.7) and
compute the residual as

r̃ = b− (ALx � AL−1x � · · · � A1x). (6.12)

Then it follows using Theorem 6.2 that

‖r̃− r‖ ≤ εop(1 + εop)L−1(|||A1||| + · · ·+ L |||AL|||)‖x‖, (6.13)

where r is the exact residual without truncations. So the combined
relative truncation parameter is given by

ε̃op = εop(1 + εop)L−1(|||A1||| + · · ·+ L |||AL|||). (6.14)

Finally, the influence of the truncation Tb needs to be estimated.
From

|||P−1r−P−1Tb(r)||| ≤ |||P−1||| |||r− Tb(r)||| (6.15)
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follows immediately for the effective truncation parameter ε̃b

ε̃b = εb|||P−1|||, (6.16)

independent of whether fixed or relative truncations are used.
Combining the bounds given above, one can estimate the total
truncation per iteration by

‖Φε(x)− Φ(x)‖ ≤ε̃op|||P−1|||‖x‖+
(εa + ε̃b)(‖b‖ + |||A||| ‖x‖), (6.17)

where relative perturbations have been assumed everywhere. Note
that while this gives an upper bound for the induced perturbation,
it often overestimates the true perturbation often considerably.
This will be shown in the following example.

Example 6.3. In the following estimates computed by Eq. (6.14)
and Eq. (6.16) will be given separately and compared to actual
perturbations computed numerically. The model used is the small
model of Section 8.1.1, in order to make computations of operator
norms feasible. Only relative truncations were used with trunca-
tion parameters set to εop = εb = 10−4. Further, the tensor x was
set equal to the right hand side f , as this is a common starting
guess in iterative methods. Numbers are always rounded to two
decimal places. The code for this example can be found in sglib in
the script tests/test_estimate_truncations.
For the given parameters and model Eq. (6.14) results in the

estimate ‖r̃− r‖ ≤ 0.21, while direct comparison shows ‖r̃− r‖ =
0.0015, i.e. the perturbation is overestimated by a factor of about
140. Just for comparison the operator has also been evaluated in
normal order, resulting in an estimate of ‖r̃ − r‖ ≤ 0.48 and a
computed difference shows ‖r̃− r‖ = 0.0032 with a factor of about
150. This shows that Eq. (6.14) gives qualitatively the correct
results, and that indeed reverse summing of the operator leads to
smaller perturbation errors.
For truncation before preconditioning Eq. (6.16) results in an

estimate |||P−1r−P−1Tb(r)||| ≤ 0.18 while computation produced
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|||P−1r−P−1Tb(r)||| = 0.010. Here, the perturbation error is still
overestimated, albeit with a smaller factor of about 18.

Note that though the truncations in Eq. (6.17) are all of the
relative type, Eq. (6.17) itself is neither a fixed nor a relative
truncation, but a combination of both. The equation in fact has
the form

‖Φε(x)− Φ(x)‖ ≤ εf + εr‖x‖ (6.18)

with fixed truncation parameter εf = (εa + ε̃b)‖b‖ and relative
truncation parameter εr = ε̃op|||P−1||| + (εa + ε̃b) |||A|||. However,
the error estimates for the relative perturbations from Section 5.2
can be easily adapted to accommodate this form. The a priori
error for iterations of the form Eq. (6.18) becomes

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q̃k ‖x(0) − x∗‖ + (εf + εrcx) 1− q̃k

1− q̃ . (6.19)

with q̃ = q + εr. This follows immediately from the proof of
Theorem 5.6 when the estimate Eq. (5.22) is changed according to
Eq. (6.18). The argument given in the proof of Theorem 5.8 can
be used unchanged also for this case leading to the a posteriori
error estimate

‖x̃(k) − x∗‖ ≤ q

1− q‖x̃
(k) − x̃(k−1)‖ + εf + εr‖x̃(k−1)‖

1− q . (6.20)

6.2 Conjugate Gradients
In this section some basic facts about Krylov subspace methods
in general and the conjugate gradient method (CG) in particular
shall be recollected (see e.g. [9, 36, 89]). If the system at hand is
symmetric and positive definite the Krylov subspace method of
choice is usually the conjugate gradient method, as it does not
require long recurrences, is very stable and converges quite fast
in general.

Assuming that P is the identity in Eq. (6.1), it is obvious that
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the k-th iterate is contained in the so-called Krylov subspace

Kk(A, r0) = span{r0,Ar0, . . . ,A
k−1r0}, (6.21)

or rather in x0 +Kk(A, r0), if the iteration starts with a non-zero
initial guess x0. The essence of Krylov subspace methods is to
find the best iterate that minimises some norm of the error over
Kk (see e.g. [89]) in every iteration. In case of conjugate gradients
this is the energy norm, so that in each step k

‖x(k) − x∗‖A = min
x∈Kk

‖x− x∗‖A (6.22)

holds. It turns out that the update of the iterate x(k) can be
written as

α(k−1) = 〈r(k−1)|p(k−1)〉
〈p(k−1)|Ap(k−1)〉

(6.23)

x(k) = x(k−1) + α(k−1)p(k−1), (6.24)

where p(k) is the search direction and α(k−1) the minimiser from
the line search for Eq. (6.22). The update of the search directions
is done via

β(k−1) = 〈r(k)|r(k)〉
〈r(k−1)|r(k−1)〉

(6.25)

p(k) = r(k) + β(k−1)p(k−1), (6.26)

keeping the p(k) mutually conjugate, i.e. A-orthogonal.
The conjugate gradient method can be preconditioned if the

preconditioner P is symmetric positive-definite. Fortunately, it is
not necessary to compute the Cholesky decomposition of P and
use symmetric preconditioning [9]. Rather the algorithm can be
modified to employ the preconditioned residual z(k) = P−1r(k)

by modifying Eq. (6.23), Eq. (6.25), and Eq. (6.26) as follows:

α(k−1) = 〈r(k−1)|z(k−1)〉
〈p(k−1)|Ap(k−1)〉

,
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β(k−1) = 〈r(k)|z(k)〉
〈r(k−1)|z(k−1)〉

,

p(z) = r(k) + β(k−1)p(k−1). (6.27)

The resulting algorithm is called the preconditioned conjugate
gradient method (PCG).

6.2.1 Convergence of the CG method
As the CG method has not the simple form as Eq. (6.1) the analysis
of the convergence of CG and the effects of perturbations is more
involved as for simple iterations. Convergence of the standard CG
method is studied in many books on Krylov subspace methods
(see e.g. [36, 89]), from which the points relevant for this thesis
shall be summarised here. As already pointed out, CG always
leads to the best approximation in the Krylov subspace Kk with
respect to the A-norm of the error. Since the best approximation
in Kk is a polynomial pk in A, one can get an upper bound for the
error via interpolation by Chebyshev polynomials on the interval
[λmin, λmax], where λmin and λmax are the minimal and maximal
eigenvalue of A, respectively. The estimate thus obtained is

‖e(k)‖A
‖e(0)‖A

≤ 2

(√κ− 1√
κ+ 1

)k
+
(√

κ+ 1√
κ− 1

)k−1

≤ 2
(√

κ− 1√
κ+ 1

)k
,

(6.28)
where κ = λmax/λmin is the spectral condition number of A
[36]. For the preconditioned conjugate gradient methods κ is the
spectral condition number of P−1A (see e.g. [36]).
The last estimate in Eq. (6.28) is the commonly reported one

for the convergence of CG. It shows that in CG the square root
of the condition number enters into the rate of convergence, in
contrast to, for example, steepest descent in which the condition
number enters directly, making CG asymptotically superior. Due
to the factor 2, however, it does not show for a single step of the
iteration that the iteration map is contractive as required by the
theorems of Section 5.2.
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Setting k = 1 in the first inequality leads to

‖e(1)‖A
‖e(0)‖A

≤ κ− 1
κ+ 1 . (6.29)

This estimate is the same as the convergence rate of steepest
descent, which is dependent on the condition number itself instead
of its square root. However, this estimate can be used for the
contractivity q of the iteration operator and thus allows the a
priori estimates in Theorems 5.3 and 5.6 and the a posteriori
estimates in Theorems 5.5 and 5.8 to be applied.
In numerical experiments it turned out that for sufficiently

small values of the truncation parameters convergence rates like
in Eq. (6.28) can be recovered, but often deteriorated for larger
truncation parameters to rates like in Eq. (6.29).

6.2.2 Implementation of conjugate gradients with
truncation

The modifications that need to be done for an implementation of
the preconditioned conjugate gradient method to work with low-
rank formats are essentially the same as for the simple iterations
(see Section 6.1.1). However, there is one point in the standard
CG algorithm that needs attention. In the CG algorithm the
residual is efficiently computed by the update formula

r(k) = r(k−1) − α(k−1)Ap(k−1), (6.30)

because then application of the operator A needs to be performed
only once per iteration. The standard formula

r(k) = b−Ax(k) (6.31)

needs an extra evaluation, which in standard codes (see e.g. the
PCG implementation in Matlab R© [60]) is only performed when the
iterations stagnate or to “double-check” the termination criterion.

If in codes based on tensor formats the update formula Eq. (6.30)
is used, the error in the residual builds up very fast and the residual
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becomes very inaccurate after just a few iterations. Because CG
is very sensitive to errors in the residual (see e.g. [36, 89]), this
leads to severe deterioration of the convergence rate, making it
necessary to recompute the residual based on Eq. (6.31) frequently.
Since this destroys any performance gain offered by the residual
update formula Eq. (6.30), only the standard formula for the
residual Eq. (6.31) is used in the low-rank solvers presented here.
A sample algorithm for the modified PCG is given in Alg. 6.2,

where the application of the application of the operator A to
the tensor x with truncations using the truncation operator Tε is
denoted by ApplyTrunc(A,x, Tε) for shorter presentation.
A sample implementation in sglib can be found in the file

solver/generalised_solve_pcg. Since this solver works with
standard full vectors as well as with low-rank formats, it is referred
to as “generalised PCG” in this work, or gpcg for short.
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Chapter 6 Tensor product solvers

Algorithm 6.2 Low-rank Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients
Input: Operator sum A =

∑L
i=1 Ai, preconditioner P, right

hand
side in low-rank format b, initial approximation x(0)

Output: approximation x in low-rank format for A−1b
1: q←ApplyTrunc(A,x(0), Top)
2: r(0)←Tb(b− q)
3: z(0)←P−1r(0) . i.e. solve Pz(0) = r(0)

4: p(0)←z(0)

5: for k ← 1, 2, . . . do
6: q←ApplyTrunc(A,p(k−1), Top)
7: α(k−1)← 〈r

(k−1)|z(k−1)〉
〈p(k−1)|q〉

8: x(k)←x(k−1) + α(k−1)p(k−1)

9: q←ApplyTrunc(A,x(k), Top)
10: r(k)←Tb(b− q)
11: if TermCrit(A, r(k),b) then
12: exit for
13: end if
14: z(k)←P−1r(k) . i.e. solve Pz(k) = r(k)

15: β(k−1)← 〈r(k)|z(k)〉
〈r(k−1)|z(k−1)〉

16: p(k)←z(k) + β(k−1)p(k−1)

17: end for
18: x←x(k)
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Chapter 7

Preconditioning

This chapter studies preconditioning of linear systems in tensor
form. The first section deals with the case that the operator is
given in tensor form, regardless of whether the solution is given in
a full or a low-rank format. Most of this is already covered in the
literature, but one new preconditioner with favourable properties
for simple iterations is presented. The second section deals with
techniques that can be used to improve performance of linear
solvers, when the solution is represented in a low-rank format.

7.1 Tensor operator preconditioning
Most iterative methods for solving linear systems of the form

Ax = b (7.1)

can be accelerated when the system is multiplied from the left
by an operator P−1 such that P−1A is in some sense, which
may depend on the iterative method, close to the identity or,
equivalently, P is in some sense close to A. The preconditioned
system to be solved by the iterative method is then

P−1Ax = P−1b. (7.2)

Furthermore, P must be efficiently invertible, i.e. solving with P
must be much faster than solving with A. An important fact for
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preconditioning the linear operator A in the tensor equation

Ax =
(

L∑
i=0
Ai⊗Bi

)
x (7.3)

is that elementary tensor products of operators are simple to
invert, since (A⊗B)−1 = A−1⊗B−1. Most preconditioners for
Eq. (7.1) thus have the form

P = P ⊗Q. (7.4)

If the tensor x is e.g. in canonical format x = (s;X,Y ) application
of the preconditioner gives

P−1x =
(
s;P−1X,Q−1Y

)
. (7.5)

Applied to a tensor in matrix format X gives

P−1X = P−1XQ−T = (Q−1(P−1X)T )T . (7.6)

A preconditioner like P = P 1⊗Q1 + P 2⊗Q2 would not lead to
equally simple formulas and would be nearly as difficult to solve
with as Eq. (7.1) itself.1

7.1.1 Mean based preconditioner
One common preconditioner of this form is the so called mean
based preconditioner [27, 74, 77, 85]. For stochastic systems, espe-
cially when the standard deviation of the conductivity is relatively
small compared to its mean, the deterministic part of the operator
K0⊗∆0 is dominating the operator in Eq. (3.24). In the general
setting here this would correspond to using

Pmean = A0⊗B0 (7.7)

1Note that also preconditioners of the form P−1 = P−1
1 ⊗Q

−1
1 + P−1

2 ⊗
Q−1

2 could be applied efficiently. However, to the author’s knowledge no
results on this type of preconditioner have been reported in the literature
so far.
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as the preconditioner. However, as this corresponds in the stochas-
tic setting to Pmean = K0⊗∆0 it is generally called the mean
based preconditioner. However, Eq. (7.7) can also be used for gen-
eral tensor equations as long as A0⊗B0 dominates the operator
in some sense.
Advantages of this preconditioner are that it is readily avail-

able from the operator A without any computational overhead,
and further that, if A corresponds to a positive definite elliptic
SPDE, then Pmean is also symmetric and positive definite, which
is especially important for the CG method. If the spatial dimen-
sion is not too large, as it is mostly here in this work, the full
LU or Cholesky decomposition of A0 and B0 can be computed,
where the latter is mostly diagonal anyway. In some works also
the incomplete LU or Cholesky decomposition are used or alge-
braic multigrid methods (AMG), which, however, do not seem to
perform as well as the exact decomposition [77].

7.1.2 Kronecker product preconditioner
A preconditioner that has better spectral properties especially
for the conjugate gradient method was proposed by Ullmann
[85] based on work of van Loan and Pitsianis [88]. Given some
fixed matrix P a best approximation for A in the form P ⊗Q is
constructed by solving the minimisation problem

Q = arg min
Q′

∣∣∣∣∣∣A− P ⊗Q′∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (7.8)

for Q. With most norms this is a very difficult problem to solve.
In the Frobenius norm |||A|||F , however, which is defined via the
scalar product 〈A|B〉F = Tr(ATB), it has a simple analytical
solution. Using the relation

∂〈A|X〉F
∂X

= A (7.9)
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(see e.g. [75, Section 2.5.1]) one obtains for the minimiser

Q =
L∑
i=0

〈P |Ai〉F
〈P |P 〉F

Bi (7.10)

(see [88]), which can be evaluated in a numerically efficient way.
Setting P = A0 in Eq. (7.10) leads to

Pkron = A0⊗
(

L∑
i=0

〈A0|Ai〉F
〈A0|A0〉F

Bi

)
, (7.11)

which is known as the Kronecker product preconditioner This
preconditioner was used by Ullmann [85] and Powell and Ullmann
[77]. Like the mean based preconditioner, the Kronecker product
preconditioner Pkron is also symmetric positive definite if the
operator A is.

Remark 7.1. Note that the minimisation in Eq. (7.8) can be
performed iteratively for Q and P in turn. According to [88] this
iteration converges to the minimiser over both Q and P . Due
to the symmetry of the tensor product for the minimisation of P
Eq. (7.10) can also be applied with the roles of the matrices Q and
P and those of Ai and Bi interchanged. A preconditioner Pkron-3,
where this iteration has been performed 3 times, has also been
tested numerically (see Table 7.1 and the discussion thereafter).

7.1.3 Inverse Kronecker product preconditioner
While the Kronecker product preconditioner was shown to perform
well for CG on symmetric positive definite systems by Ullmann [85]
and for MINRES on symmetric saddle point systems by Powell
and Ullmann [77], it did not work so well on many examples
studied in this work. Especially for simple iterations the use of
Pkron sometimes lead to divergent iterations.

The rate of convergence of simple iterations is determined by the
spectral radius of the iteration operator I−P−1A (see Section 6.1).
However, the minimisation of |||P−A|||F , which is done for the
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Kronecker product preconditioner, does not necessarily lead to a
small spectral radius of I−P−1A, and can even increase it in some
cases. Since solving the minimisation problem for the spectral
radius is a very difficult nonlinear problem, we can instead (in
analogy to Eq. (7.8)) try and solve the minimisation problem

V = arg min
V ′

∣∣∣∣∣∣I− (U ⊗V ′)A
∣∣∣∣∣∣
F (7.12)

in the Frobenius norm, where U = P−1. Using the equalities

∂〈I|XA〉F
∂X

= ∂〈AT |X〉F
∂X

= AT (7.13)

∂〈XA|XB〉F
∂X

= X(ABT +BAT ). (7.14)

for derivatives of the Frobenius inner product (see e.g. [75, Sec-
tion 2.5.2]) the problem can be solved analytically:

V = arg min
V ′

∣∣∣∣∣∣I− (U ⊗V ′)A
∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

= arg min
V ′

(∑
i,j

〈UAi|UAj〉F 〈V ′Bi|V ′Bj〉F

− 2
∑
i

〈I|UAi〉F 〈I|V ′Bi〉F

)

= root
V ′

(
V ′∑

i,j

〈UAi|UAj〉FBT
i Bj −

∑
i

〈I|UAi〉FBT
i

)

=
(∑

i

〈I|UAi〉FBT
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

K

)(∑
i,j

〈UAi|UAj〉FBT
i Bj︸ ︷︷ ︸

H

)−1

(7.15)

The preconditioner, which will be called the inverse Kronecker
product preconditioner in this thesis, can then be written as

Pikron = U−1⊗V −1 = P ⊗(HK−1),
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with (as for the Kronecker product preconditioner) P = A0 and

K =
∑
i

〈I|A−1
0 Ai〉FBT

i (7.16)

H =
∑
i,j

〈A−1
0 Ai|A−1

0 Aj〉FBT
i Bj . (7.17)

One obvious drawback of this preconditioner is that it is in general
not symmetric. It is hence unusable for methods like CG, which
requires the preconditioner to be symmetric positive definite. An
implementation of this preconditioner and the preconditioners of
the preceding sections can be found in sglib in the file stochastic_
precond_mean_based.

Preconditioner Pmean Pkron Pkron-3 Pikron
Setup time (s) 0.0024 0.0057 0.0092 12.20
ρ(P−A) 14.28 6.92 6.88 8.46
|||P−A|||2 14.28 6.92 6.88 8.52
|||P−A|||F 353.48 261.69 261.55 275.93
ρ(I−P−1A) 0.900 0.973 0.969 0.894∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣I−P−1A

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

0.967 1.088 1.082 0.937∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣I−P−1A
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

77.31 70.68 70.66 66.75
npcg 23 25 24 —
ngsi 81 > 300 280 76

Table 7.1: Comparison of different measures of similarity (i.e.
the Frobenius norm, the spectral norm and the spectral radius) for
the stochastics preconditioners Pmean, Pkron, Pikron and Pkron-3.
In the last two rows are the number of iterations needed for a
conjugate gradient (pcg) and a simple iteration solver (gsi) for
solving the medium model using the given preconditioner (see
Section 8.1). (Script: tests/test_preconditioners)

In order to compare the preconditioners of this and the pre-
ceding sections some numerical experiments have been conducted
which are summarised in Table 7.1. The main goal was to measure
how much the norms and spectral radii of P−A and I−P−1A
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are indeed reduced and to compare the actual performance of the
preconditioners on a model problem. The following observations
can be made from Table 7.1:

• The Frobenius norm of P − A is smallest for Pkron and
Pkron-3 with Pkron-3 being only minimally smaller. The same
holds also for the spectral norm and the spectral radius,
which coincide for each preconditioner except Pikron, since
P−A is symmetric.

• The Frobenius norm of I−P−1A is smallest for the inverse
Kronecker product preconditioner Pikron. For Pkron and
Pkron-3 the Frobenius norm is smaller than for the mean
based preconditioner Pmean

2.

• The spectral norm and spectral radius of I − P−1A are
higher for Pkron and Pkron-3 than for Pikron and Pmean. This
difference is especially significant, when considering that the
speed of convergence for simple iterations is asymptotically
proportional to 1/ log(ρ) (see e.g. [89]), which can be well
approximated by 1/(1− ρ) for ρ ≈ 1.

• The number of iterations for PCG is roughly the same for
all preconditioners. The number of iterations is larger for
Pkron and Pkron-3 than for Pmean, contrary to what was
expected. Note that Pikron cannot be used for PCG as it is
not symmetric.

• The number of iterations for simple iterations is smallest for
Pikron and Pmean. Convergence is very slow for Pkron-3, and
the solver did not converge for Pkron within 300 iterations.

• The setup times Pmean, Pkron and Pkron-3 are very small
compared to the total runtime spent in the solvers. In
contrast, the setup time for Pikron is prohibitively large,

2However, this was often not the case in other numerical experiments con-
ducted by the author, in which the Frobenius norm of I−P−1A was often
even larger for Pkron and Pkron-3 than for Pmean.
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being approximately three orders of magnitude slower than
for e.g. Pkron-3.

In summary, the Kronecker product preconditioners Pkron and
Pkron-3 did not perform better for the PCG solver than Pmean
and Pikron, and much worse for the simple iterations. While the
inverse Kronecker product performed slightly better there, the
gain is relatively small. The cost of constructing this precondi-
tioner currently outweighs the savings in iterations. Thus, in the
following only the mean based preconditioner Pmean has been
used, since it showed the best relation between performance and
cost of construction and application.

7.2 Preconditioning strategies
When examining the update step of the simple iterative method

x(k+1) = x(k) + P−1(b−Ax(k)) (7.18)

the most performance-critical part is the evaluation of the operator
on the right hand side and the truncations occurring inside. The
operator has the following form

Ax =
L∑
i=1

Aix. (7.19)

Performing the additions with truncation leads to

Ax ≈ A1x � A2x � · · ·� ALx, (7.20)

where the symbol � denotes addition with subsequent truncation
and the expression is evaluated from left to right.
Now, in Eq. (7.18) it is rather the term P−1Ax that needs to

be evaluated. This, however, can be done in two forms. The first
one

P−1Ax ≈ P−1(A1x � A2x � · · ·� ALx), (7.21)
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is common, since it is the form encountered in any conventional
solver: first add up all the components and then apply the pre-
conditioner to the sum. The second one

P−1Ax ≈ P−1A1x � P−1A2x � · · ·� P−1ALx, (7.22)

is not encountered in conventional solvers, because it would lead to
a huge loss in performance as the preconditioner has to be applied
L times now. For a tensor product solver, however, this scheme
can be advantageous, which shall be shown in the following.
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Figure 7.1: Numerical rank of the residual and the solution per
iteration of the simple iterations solver for the large model with
preconditioning strategy basic (left) and with preconditioning
strategy inside (right). (Script: figures/show_ranks_res_and_solution)

One can observe in Fig. 7.1 that the residual has much higher
rank than the solution given the same relative truncation param-
eter. The reason for this is that the differential operator and
its discrete counterpart A is smoothing, taking a rough right
hand side into a much smoother solution. A large fraction in the
runtime of a low-rank solver are the orthogonal and the singular
value decompositions in the truncation operator, which have a
complexity of the tensor rank to the second and third power,
respectively. Thus, if the truncations could be performed in the
solution space instead of the residual space, it may be possible to
reduce that fraction of the runtime considerably.
One way to achieve this is by applying the preconditioner as

shown in Eq. (7.22). If the preconditioner P approximates the
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operator A well in some sense it should also mirror its smoothing
properties. Given the ranks as in Fig. 7.1 the following rough
calculation can be made: the ratio of ranks is about three in the
mean. As the runtime of the QR decompositions scales with the
square of the rank, it can be expected that the speed up of the
orthogonalisations will be about nine3.

Strategy basic dyn/basic dyn/inside dyn/ilu
Mean rank res. 506 194 86 69
Mean rank sol. 110 41 45 40
Final rank res. 735 589 200 148
Final rank sol. 127 99 117 98
Iterations 7 10 11 11
Runtime 222.1 100 68.8 47.1
Truncations 193.9 77.2 41.3 31.6

QR 54.9 39.4 31.3 26.1
SVD 129.4 34 7.7 4.1

Operator 8.3 4.7 14.4 4.7
Precond. 6.7 3.7 11.4 2.7

Memory (MiB) 154.59 127.89 60.03 46.54

Table 7.2: Performance comparison of the tensor product solver
gsi using different preconditioning strategies. Note that runtime is
in seconds and the indentation indicates that the given runtime is
a part of the runtime shown further up with lower indentation.

(Script: solver/cmpsol_large)

Table 7.2 shows tests that have been performed with this strat-
egy. The first two columns show for comparison memory and
runtime statistics for the simple iterations solver (gsi) with fixed
and with dynamic truncation (dyn) and standard preconditioner
application (strategy basic). The third column shows again sim-
ple iterations with dynamic truncation, but this time with the
preconditioner applied inside the operator according to Eq. (7.22)

3Note, that for small to medium ranks the QR usually dominates the runtime
spent in truncations due to the large constant, while SVD becomes only
important for larger ranks.
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(strategy inside). It can be observed that approx. 30% of the total
runtime could be saved using this preconditioning strategy for
the given example.
Looking closely at the time measurements shown in it can be

seen that some of the time that was saved in the QR and SVD
decompositions was spent in extra time in the preconditioner4.
Considering again the heuristics that led to the introduction
of this scheme, it was only important that the preconditioner
being pulled inside the operator had similar smoothing properties
as the original differential operator. If it is possible to find
a preconditioner that has similar smoothing properties but is
cheaper to evaluate, larger savings are possible. Let Pc denote
such a preconditioner, than we can rewrite the preconditioner as
P−1 = P−1PcP−1

c and only pull the cheap preconditioner into
the operator

P−1Ax ≈ P−1Pc(P−1
c A1x�P−1

c A2x� · · ·�P−1
c ALx). (7.23)

The remaining issue is to find a good preconditioner Pc that is
on the one hand cheaper to apply (but not necessarily to set up)
than P and on the other still has smoothing properties similar
to the expensive one. In this respect no hard and fast rules exist.
One possibility that has been explored here is to use incomplete
factorisations like the incomplete LU or incomplete Cholesky
decompositions.
As not all preconditioners used in this work are symmetric,

favour was given to the LU decomposition, especially since the
advantages in using Cholesky in this context were minor and could
be ignored in terms of total memory consumption and runtime.
Further, using the LU decomposition lead to more robust code.
The main difference between LU and Cholesky as efficiency is
concerned is the setup time and a factor two in storage, which
plays only a marginal role in the total resource consumption
of the algorithms. A more important fact is, that the time for

4Note that in some numerical experiments done by the author the effect was
much more pronounced than here.
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application is equal, since the same number of back substitutions
has to be performed in both cases. Since setup time was a minor
factor in the present stochastic problems and due to the greater
applicability of the LU factorisation, only the incomplete LU
decomposition (ILU) was used. The ILU implementation in Mat-
lab R© allowed the following variants:

• nofill: the sparsity pattern of the factors L and U is a
true subset of the sparsity pattern of the matrix A. This
variant is also known as ILU(0).

• droptol: Instead of dropping all elements in L and U
that are zero in A, only those are zeroed that are below
some parameter τ , the drop tolerance. This leads to better
approximations of the inverse than ILU(0).

• milu: in the (row-) modified ILU the factors are scaled such
that for an all-one vector e the relation Ae = LincU ince
holds. This variant is known as MILU and can be combined
with the nofill and droptol options.

Remark 7.2. The best performance in this work could be achieved
when setting droptol to 0.02 and using the row-modified ILU.
However, the best settings certainly depends on the problem at
hand, and manual tuning of the parameters will be needed in each
case.

The preconditioning strategy based on a cheap preconditioner
using ILU is referred to as strategy ilu in the rest of this thesis. In
the last column of Table 7.2 it can be observed that this strategy
still brings some performance gains, as the runtime spent in the
preconditioner application drops considerably. For similar results
computed for a larger model see also Table 8.4 on page 129.

7.2.1 Implementation of preconditioning strategies
For implementing these preconditioner strategies existing code
for the solvers need not be changed. Instead, the operator A can
be modified and then used in the unmodified solver. How the
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operator is modified can be seen in Alg. 7.1, setting Ps = P for
preconditioning strategy inside and Ps = Pc for strategy ilu.

Algorithm 7.1 Preconditioning strategy with preconditioner Ps

Input: Operator sum A =
∑L
i=1 Ai, preconditioner Ps

Output: Modified operator ˜̃A
1: for i← 1, 2, . . . , L do
2: Ãi←P−1

s ◦Ai

3: end for
4: ˜̃Ai←Ps ◦

(∑L
i=1 Ãi

)
Note that forming the matrix product in the algorithm by

setting Ãi = P−1
s Ai instead of the abstract composition would

lead to full matrices and is thus not efficient for large systems.
A requirement is hence, that the library used supports abstract
composition and inversion of linear operators. In object-oriented
frameworks this can easily achieved by implementing a class hier-
archy for operators, and composition and inversion as operations
thereon return wrapper classes that perform the given opera-
tions on the wrapped objects. In sglib this is implemented by
cell arrays, representing the linear operators, and the functions
operator_apply, operator_compose, operator_from_matrix.
The former three are probably self-explanatory; the latter con-
structs a linear operator that either solves each time it is applied
with the Matlab R© solve function, or—depending on some Boolean
parameter—constructs on initialisation the LU decomposition of
the matrix and then uses this for each solve. The full algorithm
is implemented in precondition_system.

Remark 7.3. One remark has to be made concerning the trunca-
tion parameters εop and εb. Suppose that εop and εb are chosen
to be equal to εa. If preconditioning is done only after operator
application (i.e. preconditioning strategy basic), truncation in the
operator is performed in the space of the residual. Since the op-
erator A−1 is smoothing, the residual is much rougher than the
solution, and truncation will thus lead to a significantly larger
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numerical rank. When truncation is then performed on the so-
lution with parameter εa the update ratio is still able to detect
stagnation, since most of the truncation will occur then.
If, however, preconditioning is done inside the operator (like

in the preconditioning strategies inside and ilu), the truncations
are done in the same space the solution lives in. In that case
the truncation operator Ta will not reduce the numerical rank sig-
nificantly anymore, and comes close to the identity. The update
ratio then cannot detect stagnation and will falsely indicate that
the truncation parameter is sufficiently small for the solver to
continue. One remedy for this is to choose εop and εb sufficiently
smaller than εa, such that enough information on the rougher
modes is retained after operator application. The coarsest trunca-
tion will then still be performed by Ta and the update ratio can
still detect stagnation. A common choice in this work that worked
satisfactorily was to set εop = εb = εa/10.

Remark 7.4. Another strategy can be applied if the spatial pre-
conditioner is based on a multigrid algorithm. If the algorithm
does more than one cycle, then some of the cycles could be pulled
into the operator, and the remaining cycles be performed after
summing up the terms. This has the advantage that the effect of
the inner preconditioner does not have to be reversed. Since in
this work the spatial dimensions were small enough to do explicit
LU decompositions of the spatial preconditioner, this has not been
tested experimentally.

Remark 7.5. The results on perturbed iterations from Chapter 5
can be applied when the estimate for the effective operator trunca-
tion in Eq. (6.14) from Section 6.1.2 is adapted for the modified
operator used here. A simple estimate shows that

ε̃op = εop(1 + εop)L−1 |||P||| (|||P−1A1||| + · · ·+ L|||P−1AL|||),
(7.24)

which takes on the same form for the two preconditioning strategies
inside and ilu, while the other estimates from Section 6.1.2 stay
unchanged.
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Chapter 8

Numerical results

In this chapter the numerical results attained with the methods
described in the foregoing chapters on models derived from the
stochastic groundwater equation are described. First the different
models are presented. Then performance results and comparisons
for variations of different parameters that influence convergence
and efficiency of the algorithms are presented.

8.1 Models
In order to gauge the performance of the numerical methods de-
veloped in this thesis, numerical models of varying size have been
used. All of those models rely, however, for ease of presentation
on the same continuous model. This reference model is then
discretised using different levels of accuracy such that the size
of the discrete system ranges from approx. 104 to approx. 108

degrees of freedom (DOF).

8.1.1 The continuous model
The partial differential equation employed here is the stationary
diffusion equation

−∇ · (κ(x, ω)∇u(x, ω)) = f(x, ω) on D, (8.1)
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on the domain D with Dirichlet and Neumann conditions

−u(x, ω) = g(x, ω) on ΓD ⊂ ∂D (8.2)
−n · (κ(x, ω)∇u(x, ω)) = h(x, ω) on ΓN = ∂D \ ΓD, (8.3)

on the boundary ∂D. The domain D of the problem is the so-called
L-shaped domain D = [−1, 1]2 \ [−1, 0]2 depicted in Fig. 8.1.
All input random fields are assumed to be spatially homoge-

neous (in the strict sense) and nonlinear transforms of Gaussian
random fields.

• The hydraulic conductivity κ has Gaussian covariance func-
tion covκ(x, y) = exp(‖x − y‖2/l2κ) with lκ = 0.8. The
marginal density of κ is a Beta distribution with param-
eters a = 2.52 and b = 0.39 shifted by sκ = 0.001, i.e.
κ(x, ·) − sκ ∼ Beta(a, b) for all x ∈ D. The coefficient of
variation for those parameters is 0.2. A sample realisation
of this field is shown in Fig. 8.2(a).

• The right hand side f has exponential covariance function
covf (x, y) = exp(‖x− y‖/lf ) with lf = 1.8. The marginal
density of f is a uniform distribution between -1 and 1, i.e.
f(x, ·) ∼ U(−1, 1) for all x ∈ D. A sample realisation of
this field is shown in Fig. 8.2(b).

• The Dirichlet boundary conditions were chosen as g(x, ω) =
x1(1− x2

2), where the Dirichlet boundary was ΓD = ∂D ∩
{(x1, x2) ∈ R2|x1 > −1}. On the Neumann boundary
ΓN = ∂D∩{(x1, x2) ∈ R2|x1 ≤ −1} homogeneous boundary
conditions were chosen, i.e. h(x, ω) = 0. The boundary
conditions are depicted in Fig. 8.1

8.1.2 Discretisation parameters
For the discretisation of the continuous model different levels of
accuracy have been defined, leading to discrete models of varying
sizes. The differently sized models are used for the analysis of the
numerical algorithms depending on the aspect under investigation.
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Figure 8.1: Boundary conditions for the model problem. The
Dirichlet boundary ΓD is indicated by the solid, red line, the
Neumann boundary ΓN by the broken, blue line.

(Script: figures/show_model_bcs_and_solution)

(a) Diffusivity κ (b) Right hand side f

Figure 8.2: Sample realisations of the input random fields κ
(left) and f (right). (Script: ranfield/show_input_random_fields)
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For example, some studies need relatively small models for making
the quantities of interest computationally feasible, while others
try to reach the limits of what is possible with the algorithms
developed. For studies of parameter dependence these models
will serve as a basis with usually only one or two parameters
simultaneously modified.
For the spatial discretisation the mesh in Fig. 8.3(a) was used

with different levels of global refinement as depicted in Fig. 8.3(b)
and Fig. 8.3(c). For the huge model an even finer mesh has been
used, which is not depicted here. However, for the discretisation of
the input random fields in this model still the mesh in Fig. 8.3(c)
was used and the data then interpolated onto the finer mesh (as
no optimised algorithm for computing the KLE has been used,
and the smoothness of the fields allowed for this approach).
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(c) Fine mesh
(N = 2145)

Figure 8.3: The L-shaped domain with three different levels of
discretisation. N denotes the number of inner nodes.

(Script: figures/show_geometry)

The parameters used for the stochastic discretisation of the
input random fields are summarised in Tab. 8.1. Those for the
solution and the size of the resulting discrete system are sum-
marised in Tab. 8.2. The intended uses of the full discretisation
models (i.e. spatial plus stochastic discretisation parameters) are
described below.

• The small model is used for verification of certain aspects
of the algorithms where the full system matrix K can be
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computed explicitly and computationally expensive oper-
ations on K can be performed. For example, to be able
to compute all of the quantities for the different stochastic
preconditioners in Table 7.1 the small model was needed, as
the computation of the spectral radius of the preconditioned
operator becomes quickly infeasible for larger models.

• The medium model is also used for verification of certain
aspects of the algorithms, in which the full system matrix
needs to be computed, but the complexity of the algorithms
is not as high as of those, for which the small model is
needed. Further, it is used for most of the plots depicting
the random fields graphically like Fig. 8.2 or Fig. 8.4, since
the accuracy of this model is sufficient for these purely
demonstrative purposes.

• The large model is intended for comparisons with standard
solvers (like PCG acting on a full tensor product represen-
tation), where the standard solver is at or near its limit due
to memory limitations.

• The huge model is used to demonstrate the solution of
systems using the low-rank tensor methods developed in
this thesis, which are not feasible to solve on standard PC
hardware using conventional methods (see also Remark 8.1).

Remark 8.1. Note that it would of course be possible to solve
also the huge model with standard solvers on larger hardware
with larger or distributed memory, or by employing swapping
to hard disk to virtually enlarge memory capacity. However,
whatever capable the hardware is, it will always be interesting to
solve “larger” problems. Thus, no attempt has been made to apply
or port the software developed to high performance computing
machinery. Without much doubt the methods developed here can
also be used to increase the speed and extend the limitations of
solving stochastic problems on larger machines as they can on
standard PC hardware.
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Model lκ mκ pκ %varκ lf mf pf %varf
small 3 3 2 71 4 4 2 81.7
medium 5 5 3 85.2 6 6 3 86.0
large 10 10 3 97.3 20 20 3 93.1
huge 15 15 3 99.2 30 30 3 94.4

Table 8.1: Parameters for the stochastic discretisation of the
input random fields κ and f for the the numerical models. l
denotes the number of terms retained from the KLE, and m and
p are the number of Gaussians and the polynomial degree for
the polynomial chaos expansion for the respective field. %var is
the percentage of the variance of the field captured with those
parameters. (Script: figures/show_table_models)

Model mu pu M N MN

small 7 2 36 124 4,464
medium 11 3 364 506 184,184
large 30 3 5,456 2,044 11,152,064
huge 45 3 17,296 8,216 142,103,936

Table 8.2: Parameters for the discretisation of the solution
and resulting degrees of freedom. The number of Gaussians is
the sum of those for the fields κ and f , i.e. mu = mκ + mf .
M = (mu + pu)! /(mu! pu! ) denotes the stochastic, N the spatial,
and MN the total number of DOFs.

(Script: figures/show_table_models)
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8.2 Solvers and solver parameters

For computation of errors these systems (except, of course, the
huge model) have been solved with a standard PCG solver up
to a relatively fine tolerance of 10−12 for the residual. The mean
and standard deviation of a reference solution computed with the
medium model is shown in Fig. 8.4.

Figure 8.4: Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of the
stochastic Galerkin solution for the large model computed with
a standard PCG solver and threshold for the relative residual
10−12. (Script: figures/show_model_bcs_and_solution)

8.2 Solvers and solver parameters
Linear solvers were implemented as described in Section 6.1.1
and Section 6.2.2 for the simple iterations and the preconditioned
conjugate gradients1. Since the implemented solvers work on
arbitrary vectors, which can be vectors in the classical sense or
have tensor product structure (i.e. they just need to be vectors
in the mathematical sense of a vector space and the operations
defined thereupon, not in the sense of an n-tuple of real numbers),
they are called here generalised solvers.
To easily refer to them in the following, some abbreviations

are introduced. The solver using simple iterations is called gsi
for generalised simple iterations, the solver using preconditioned
conjugate gradient iterations is called gpcg. When these solvers

1Reference implementations can be found in sglib in the files solver/
generalised_solve_simple and solver/generalised_solve_pcg.
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are compared to the traditional PCG method this is simply called
pcg
The standard preconditioner generally used here is the mean

based preconditioner described in Section 7.1.1. If different pre-
conditioners are compared they are indicated by mean for the
mean based, kron for the Kronecker product (see Section 7.1.2),
and ikron for the inverse Kronecker product preconditioner (see
Section 7.1.3).
If not otherwise noted, none of the preconditioning strategies

mentioned in Section 7.2 are used. If the strategies are compared,
basic stands for using the preconditioner outside the operator,
inside for using the standard preconditioner inside the operator,
and ilu for using an ILU-based preconditioner inside the operator.
The standard options for the ILU-preconditioner are, unless other-
wise noted, to use type=’ilutp’, droptol=2e-2, milu=’row’,
udiag=1. For the exact meaning of the parameters see the Mat-
lab R© documentation [60].
The abbreviations for the solvers and the solver options and

strategies are summarised in Tab. 8.3.

gsi generalised simple iteration solver
gpcg generalised preconditioned conjugate gradients
pcg standard preconditioned conjugate gradients
mean mean based preconditioner
kron kronecker product preconditioner
ikron inverse kronecker product prec.
basic preconditioner is applied normally
inside preconditioner applied inside operator
ilu ILU preconditioner inside operator

Table 8.3: Abbreviations used to describe the solvers, solve
options and preconditioning strategies.
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8.3 Convergence
In this section convergence of the solvers gsi and gpcg is examined.
Comparisons are done for different truncation parameters, and
the usefulness of the error estimators is evaluated.
Figure 8.5 shows the relative residual ‖r(k)‖/‖r(0)‖ and the

relative error ‖e(k)‖/‖x‖ as a function of the iteration number k.
The plots are made for different values of the truncation parameter
ε from 10−5 to 10−2 in logarithmic steps of size

√
10. It can be

seen clearly how the solvers go into stagnation depending on the
size of the truncation parameter. Further, the figures show that
the residual stagnates earlier than the error and is thus not a
good indicator for stagnation. Figure 8.6 shows the same for the
generalised PCG. Convergence is quicker compared to the simple
iterations, but shows some oscillations when stagnation is reached.
The reason for these oscillations is not yet clear to the author,
but does not seem to influence overall convergence.
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Figure 8.5: Relative residual (left) and relative error (right) per
iteration for the generalised simple iterations (gsi) for truncation
parameters ε from 10−2 to 10−5 (from top to bottom).

(Script: figures/show_residual_and_error_gsi)

Fig. 8.7(a) shows the relative residual, relative error, a posteriori
error estimate and the update ratio for a truncation parameter ε =
10−4 over 20 iterations. The figure shows again that the relative
residual stagnates earlier then the relative error. Furthermore,
it can be seen that the relative error and the a posteriori error
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Figure 8.6: Relative residual (left) and relative error (right)
per iteration for the generalised PCG solver (gpcg)for truncation
parameters ε from 10−2 to 10−5 (from top to bottom).

(Script: figures/show_residual_and_error_gpcg)

estimate match well and that the deviation of the update ratio
from one is also closely correlated with the stagnation of the error.
Fig. 8.7(b) shows the same for the generalised PCG.
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Figure 8.7: Relative residual, relative error, a posteriori error
estimate and update ratio for the generalised simple iterations
(left) and for PCG (right) per iteration for the truncation param-
eters ε = 10−4.

(Script: figures/show_update_ratio_and_posterior_err)
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8.3.1 Comparison of KLE modes
The KLE modes computed in a tensor product solver are supposed
to match those computed a posteriori from a full PCE solution.
The result of such a comparison is shown in Fig. 8.8.

Figure 8.8: Comparison of KLE modes between the normal
solver and the low-rank solver. On the left are the first three
modes computed from a full solution with a standard PCG solver
with tolerance set to 10−6; in the middle are the corresponding
modes directly taken from the generalised simple iteration solver
with dynamic truncation and tolerance set to 10−2; on the right
the absolute difference between the modes is shown.

(Script: figures/show_compare_modes)

The KLE modes on the left are computed from a full PCE
solution with a standard PCG solver with tolerance set to 10−6.
From this solution the first three KLE modes were computed
using the algorithm described in Section 3.3.2. In the middle
column the corresponding modes were directly taken from the
simple iteration solver using the canonical format with dynamic
truncation (minimal truncation parameter εmin = 10−8) and
tolerance set to 10−2. The modes were scaled such that both
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had the same L2-norm and multiplied by −1 if the inner product
between corresponding modes was negative, in order to make
the modes visually comparable without changing their shape.
Comparison between the left and middle column show almost no
difference as can be seen in Fig. 8.8. In the right column the
difference between the modes was computed and shows that the
difference is about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the
modes themselves. In other words, the solution computed with
the low-rank solver is indeed a good approximation of the KLE
of the full solution.

8.4 Large systems
How the tensor product solvers performs on large systems was
tested with the huge model of Section 8.1.2, containing approx.
1.4 · 108 degrees of freedom. Since this model could not be solved
with standard solvers, only results with the tensor product solver
are supplied.
Table 8.4 shows in the left columns a comparison between the

solver gsi using the standard QR algorithm in the truncation algo-
rithm and using the optimised one described in Section 4.1.5. It
can be observed that the runtimes cost of the QR decompositions
could be reduced by approx. 60% leading to a total runtime reduc-
tion of about 15%. Note that this effect could only be observed
for really large models like this one.

Table 8.4 further shows in the rightmost columns that the rank
of the residual becomes much smaller when one of the precon-
ditioning strategies described in Section 7.2 is applied (columns
“dyn/inside” and “dyn/ilu”). It can also be seen that when the
normal preconditioner is used inside the operator the runtime for
preconditioner applications grows severely (column “dyn/inside”),
but is largely reduced when the cheap inner preconditioner (col-
umn “dyn/ilu”) is used. This leads to a reduction in runtime by a
factor of approx. 2.5 and a reduction in memory of more than 10,
showing convincingly the potential of the method.
It can further be observed that dynamic truncation leads to a
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Mode/strategy fix qr fix optqr dyn/basic dyn/inside dyn/ilu
Mean rank res. 963 963 332 110 99
Mean rank sol. 135 135 56 55 56
Final rank res. 1364 1364 1085 254 208
Final rank sol. 150 150 140 139 138
Iterations 8 8 11 11 12
Runtime 3766 3183 1571 882 601
Truncations 3255 2689 1277 514 480

QR 1501 940 775 442 421
SVD 1436 1427 379 32 23

Operator 214 213 105 297 51
Precond. 199 199 96 274 39

Memory (MiB) 894 882 729 93 60

Table 8.4: Performance comparison of the solver gsi with fixed
truncation using standard qr and optimised qr decomposition in
the left two columns, and with dynamic truncation using different
preconditioning strategies in the three rightmost columns. Note
that runtime measurements are in seconds and the indentation
indicates that the given runtime is a part of the runtime shown
further up with lower indentation. (Script: solver/cmpsol_huge)

slight increase in the number of iterations compared to truncations
with a fixed truncation parameter. However, the total runtime is
still much lower for the former, since the cost per truncation and
thus also per iteration is much smaller. Possibly the number of
iterations could be reduced by choosing a smaller initial truncation
parameter for the dynamic truncation, or by reducing it more
aggressively; however, it is questionable whether this will reduce
runtime further, as most of the additional iterations are performed
with relatively low rank, and thus very fast.

8.5 Performance
In this section the performance of the low-rank solvers is compared
to that of a conventional PCG solver. The discrete systems used
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are relatively large, but only such that low-rank and conventional
methods both work. The relative performance of the solvers
depends on a number of parameters, of which the most important
are:

• Threshold of the relative error: While both kinds of solvers
need to iterate longer to achieve a small error, low-rank
solvers can use approximations of even lower rank if the
target error is not tight. Hence, it can be expected that
full-rank solvers may perform better on tight error goals,
while low-rank solvers have an advantage for looser error
goals.

• Number of KLE modes in the operator: The effect of this
parameter should be small, as the runtime of both types of
solvers depends linearly on the number of modes.

• Number of spatial and stochastic degrees of freedom: From
the asymptotic behaviour of the different solver types, as
outlined in Section 4.3, the relative performance advantage
of low-rank solvers should increase with system size. On
the opposite, for smaller system sizes conventional solvers
should have the advantage.

In the following, after a brief discussion on how the runtime
and memory measurements were performed, it will be shown how
variation of these parameters affects relative performance of the
solvers. The base model and discretisation parameters chosen
were those of the large model (see Section 8.1.2).

8.5.1 Runtime and memory measurements
In order to make the measurements in this work comparable, all
timings were performed on the same hardware. The computer
used had a 64bit PC architecture with 2 IntelR© Xeon R© 5160 CPUs
with 4 cores running at 3.00GHz and 4 MiB L2 cache. The total
memory of the machine was 8 GiB of RAM. The operating system
used was GNU/Linux 2.6.31.6.
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The runtime measurements were performed by using the Mat-
lab R© tic and toc functions. tic and toc measure the so-called
wall clock time, i.e. the time that could be measured by some-
one doing the measurements manually with a stopwatch. This
time measurement then includes also CPU time spent by other
processes. However, time saved by Matlab R© by automatically
distributing work over several cores on multi-core CPUs is not
counted herein. This is in contrast to the cputime function, which
measures only the CPU time used by the MatlabR© process, but
sums up the times used on all cores. This measure can thus also
be higher than the pure wall clock time (see Example 8.2).

Example 8.2. For inverting a 4000× 4000 matrix tic/toc re-
ports approx. 7 s, while cputime reports approx. 26 s. When two
parallel Matlab R© processes perform this computation at the same
time, the reported times are 15 s and 32 s, showing that the wall
clock time doubles, as expected, while the CPU time increases
much less significantly. The increase therein can probably be
attributed to more cache misses or other memory related issues.

Which kind of measurement to use is a subjective issue, since
arguments can be made for both. The argument for using CPU
time measurements is that all operations are taken into account
as if the code was executed on a single-threaded CPU, making
for a somewhat more “objective” measurement. The argument
for wall clock timings is that this is what really matters to the
user, giving advantage to better parallelised code. As the second
argument was considered more important by the author, in all
performance tests wall clock time was used as the measure.
Memory was measured using process information via the proc

file system (procfs). The file /proc/<pid>/status, where <pid>
is the process id of the main MatlabR© process, was read and the
field VmSize parsed. This was done during the whole solve process,
and the difference between the initial VmSize and the maximum
VmSize was recorded. Note that memory measurements on the
64bit systems turned out to be unreliable and had thus been
performed on 32bit workstations that returned more consistent
results.
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8.5.2 Dependence on relative error threshold
The dependence of solve time on the target accuracy of the
numerical solution depends on the type of solver and is in general
not linear for all kinds of solvers. Thus, showing only the runtimes
for different solvers with some arbitrary fixed error threshold does
not allow for a fair comparison of those solvers. Raising or
reducing the threshold will not decrease or increase the runtime
of different solvers by the same factor.

Just to give a few examples: since solvers using simple iterations
usually converge linearly, the runtime is roughly proportional to
the logarithm of the threshold. Krylov subspace methods like
conjugate gradients show often super-linear convergence thus
comparing most favourably for very low thresholds. For the type
of solvers shown here, not only the number of iterations depends
on the threshold as for the standard methods, but also the work
per iteration, since smaller truncation parameters can be used.
Thus these methods are expected to perform comparably best for
relatively low demands on accuracy.

res. (×10−4) 1.00 3.00 10.00 30.00 100.00
gsi 1518.06 677.41 220.51 96.64 41.21
gsi dyn 506.42 336.37 97.79 64.53 35.13
gsi dyn/ilu 161.22 76.91 46.32 38.35 21.43
gpcg 5352.35 2988.25 1262.70 411.55 79.33
gpcg dyn 4115.71 2876.67 979.43 459.15 78.88
gpcg dyn/ilu 1266.09 467.29 282.66 111.31 56.36
pcg 128.43 112.64 88.77 74.21 54.92

Table 8.5: Comparison of the runtime of the generalised simple
iteration solver with the standard PCG solver for different values
of the threshold for the relative residual.

(Script: solver/cmpsol_large_rel_res)

Table. 8.5 shows the runtime for the different solvers for different
thresholds on the relative residual. It can be seen that the runtime
for the standard PCG solver is better than for most of the low-
rank solvers except for the gsi dyn/ilu case, in which it is only fast
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for relative residuals of about 10−4 and smaller. However, for all
low-rank solvers it is observable that the runtime decreases much
faster for higher thresholds.

Remark 8.3. The table further shows that the low-rank PCG
solver gpcg is many times slower than the solver gsi. The reason
for this is not yet clear to the author and subject of further
investigation.

Table 8.6 shows the relative residual actually attained by the
solvers for comparison. The residuals attained are all below the
prescribed threshold as it should be, but not significantly below,
so that no performance difference between the solvers can be
attributed to this.

res. (×10−4) 1.00 3.00 10.00 30.00 100.00
gsi 0.90 2.72 9.58 17.83 75.63
gsi dyn 0.98 1.74 9.22 16.66 76.16
gsi dyn/ilu 0.64 2.39 9.61 16.99 66.54
gpcg 0.71 2.59 8.81 18.70 53.99
gpcg dyn 0.90 1.60 8.07 15.03 76.87
gpcg dyn/ilu 0.58 2.95 5.18 26.74 55.95
pcg 0.40 2.11 8.07 16.95 49.56

Table 8.6: Relative residual attained for the generalised simple
iteration solver and the standard PCG solver for different values
of the threshold for the relative residual.

(Script: solver/cmpsol_large_rel_res)

8.5.3 Dependence on number of operator terms
The runtime of both standard and tensor methods depends on
the number lk of terms in the stochastic operator.
Tab. 8.7 shows the dependence of the solver performance for

different numbers of terms in the operator. The runtime for both
types of solvers seems to grow linearly plus some constant, where
the constant term for the PCG solver is much higher, however.
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lk 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 17 20
gsi 7 12 23 49 116 188 268 349 482 736
gsi dyn 10 18 23 44 67 136 211 269 360 453
gsi dyn ilu 10 14 17 29 37 58 69 80 125 160
gpcg 13 24 46 141 599 1084 1631 1971 2598 3153
gpcg dyn 34 43 102 298 809 1446 2022 2388 3473 6062
gpcg dyn/ilu 36 38 51 111 162 394 566 598 1014 1583
pcg 50 50 53 60 81 87 95 101 112 118

Table 8.7: Comparison of the runtime of the generalised simple
iteration solver with the standard PCG solver for different num-
bers of terms in the linear operator (lk).

(Script: solver/cmpsol_large_op_klterms)

This is probably due to the preconditioner application, which does
not depend on the number of terms in the operator. Otherwise,
runtimes grow for both at a slightly superlinear rate. That the
rate is not exactly linear is probably due to the fact that the
operator itself becomes more difficult to solve with more terms
and thus more iterations are needed.

8.5.4 Dependence on system size
For standard solvers the runtime depends often almost linearly
on the system size (given a fixed band-width of the matrix), since
all time consuming operations like matrix-vector products, inner
products, vectors additions and multiplication by scalars depend
linearly on the size of the vectors2. This is not so for the tensor
methods discussed here, since for increasing system size (i.e. the
total number of degrees of freedom NM) the rank K of the tensor
quantities does not usually increase and thus the effective system
size for these solvers (K(N+M)) does not increase linearly. Thus
for larger system sizes tensor product methods should have a
performance advantage over standard methods, while for small

2Assuming that the condition number does not change much with the system
size.
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systems the standard methods should have an advantage.

M 50 200 450 800 1250 1800 2450 3200 4050 5000
gsi 6 21 50 109 170 238 264 306 315 350
gsi dyn 2 21 38 58 71 78 102 100 158 176
gsi dyn ilu 9 19 27 34 57 54 63 72 76 81
gpcg 8 40 95 294 646 875 1141 1413 1576 1761
gpcg dyn 6 53 105 297 459 567 636 1077 1251 1352
gpcg dyn/ilu 16 54 63 118 183 303 337 390 410 444
pcg 1 4 7 18 27 39 52 63 79 94

Table 8.8: Comparison of the runtime of the generalised simple
iteration solver gsi with the standard PCG solver for different
values of the stochastic dimension M between 50 and 5000 cor-
responding to total system size between approx. 2.7 · 105 and
2.7 · 107. (Script: solver/cmpsol_large_system_size)

Table 8.8 shows very well the expected behaviour for the stan-
dard PCG solver, where the runtime scales nearly exactly linearly
with M . For the low-rank solver only the solver gsi dyn/ilu shows
plainly the sub-linear behaviour, and to some part also gpcg
dyn/ilu. The “advantage” alluded to earlier cannot be seen in the
absolute numbers, but rather in the relative ones. The ratio in
runtime between the smallest and the largest system is about 90
for PCG and about 9 for the solver gsi dyn ilu.

8.6 Summary
In summary the low-rank solver gsi showed good performance,
especially when combined with dynamic truncation and precon-
ditioning strategy ilu. Even huge systems with more than 108

degrees of freedom could be solved efficiently. However, this only
holds if the termination criterion is not too stringent as otherwise
rank growth will severely affect the runtime.

The low-rank PCG solver gpcg did not show equally satisfactory
performance. It was between 2 and 15 times slower than the simple
iteration solver. The reason could lie in excessive rank growth
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in the preconditioned residual z(k); however, this needs further
research. Furthermore, gpcg often showed severely degraded
convergence when combined with dynamic truncation.

The effect of the optimised truncation algorithm could be seen,
but played only a minor role. Here, further optimisation could be
possible by directly invoking the LAPACK/BLAS interfaces from
Matlab R©.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and outlook

This chapter summarises the main goals that have been achieved
in this thesis. Further, a brief outlook on questions that have
emerged during this work or on alternatives and extensions to the
methods presented is given. The chapter concludes with a short
personal evaluation of the methods.

9.1 Conclusions
The main goals that have been achieved during the work on this
thesis:

• For the sequences of iterates in iterative processes that are
subjected to frequent perturbations—which is the case when
tensor formats are employed—stagnation of the perturbed
sequences in a neighbourhood of the solution and error
estimates could be deduced and proved. A criterion for
detection whether the solver enters stagnation has been
developed. Moreover, the practical applicability of the
results has been demonstrated.

• Estimates for the combined truncations that occur during
single iteration steps of the simple iterations solver could be
derived, so that the convergence results for the perturbed
iterations could be applied. For conjugate gradients this
could also be achieved, however, but limited to the conver-
gence estimate that is equivalent to that of the steepest
descent method.
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• Tensor formats and the corresponding arithmetic and trun-
cation methods have been implemented and integrated into
linear solvers for stochastic PDEs. This has been done for
simple iterations and for the conjugate gradient method.
The solvers were used to solve systems more than 108 de-
grees of freedom efficiently. Furthermore, for medium sized
methods a performance comparable to that of the conju-
gate gradient method on standard representations could be
attained.

• Different strategies for the tensor truncations have been
analysed and tested in numerical experiments. It could
be demonstrated that dynamic truncation strategies lead
to considerable performance improvements in the solvers.
Optimisations in the truncation algorithm have also been
analysed and shown to provide some performance gains for
large systems.

• Different preconditioning strategies have been implemented
and tested, showing that application of the preconditioner—
or a similar but less expensive approximation of it—inside
the operator can lead to noticeable performance improve-
ments of the tensor solver due to reduced numerical rank of
the tensor iterates.

• A complete framework for the discretisation and synthe-
sis of random fields, post-processing (plotting, probability
densities, moment computations), computation and solu-
tion of the discretised equations etc. for stochastic Galerkin
methods has been developed (sglib). The methods therein
work on standard representations as well as on tensor rep-
resentations like the canonical format. The framework has
been highly optimised to allow the computation of relatively
large systems, and has been supplied with a unit testing
framework and an extensive set of unit tests to enhance the
reliability of the computations.

Some minor results that should also be mentioned here:
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• The connection between the Karhunen-Loève expansion
and the matrix SVD of the coefficient matrix of discretised
random fields has been analysed in detail to make it usable
in numerical algorithms. Based on this, algorithms have
been devised and implemented that compute the KLE via
the generalised SVD for discretised random fields in different
formats.

• A new algorithm to compute inner products between tensors
or the norms of tensors which is also accurate if the result
is close to zero has been developed and implemented.

• A new preconditioner has been developed that has better
characteristics for simple iterative methods than the better
known mean-based or Kronecker preconditioners. However,
this preconditioner is much too expensive to set up, and is
thus not currently competitive with those. Maybe this can
be fixed in some future work.

9.2 Outlook
During the course of writing this thesis and implementing the
relevant software some problems and questions emerged that need
further investigation:
• The performance of the tensor PCG was often much worse
than for the simple iterations. Further, convergence fre-
quently broke down completely when dynamic truncation
was employed. Deeper analysis of this behaviour is neces-
sary and may lead to methods that can recover the good
convergence properties of the conventional PCG.

• As there is much research going on in the field of higher
order tensor decompositions and algorithms, it needs to be
constantly reevaluated how these perform when employed
in the iterative methods developed in this work.

• In the context of stochastic PDEs many methods to cope
with the high dimensionality of the discrete problems are
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currently investigated, such as model reduction methods,
rank-1 updates, spectral decompositions or tensor based
methods like the one developed in this thesis. However, due
to the complexities involved in implementing each of these
methods, no detailed comparisons have yet been made. In
order to facilitate the comparison of those methods frame-
works have to be developed which allow more abstract,
high-level views on those methods while still being efficient
and thus making it easier to compare different approaches in
terms of efficiency, accuracy of approximation, and possible
limitations.

• During the course of this thesis it became apparent that
methods for the synthesis of random fields according to pre-
scribed stochastic properties are still not sufficiently reliable.
In the author’s view it would be a worthwhile endeavour to
develop methods that can automatically adapt discretisa-
tion parameters for random fields based on the stochastic
parameters of the field and given accuracy requirements on
the approximation.

9.2.1 Evaluation
The following is the author’s personal evaluation and opinion
concerning the methods discussed in this thesis, resulting from
personal experience with those methods.

Tensor based methods show great potential to compute large sto-
chastic problems given that the smoothness of the solution allows
approximations with small rank and that the residuals during
the computation also only have small rank. This is in general
only given, if the solution is only needed with low to medium
accuracy, and when the stochastic variability is not too high. The
latter point is usually determined by the coefficient of variation
of the conductivity field and by the type of boundary conditions.
For example, deterministic Dirichlet boundary conditions force
the variance on the boundary to zero, while Neumann boundary
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conditions do not, which leads to much higher variability in the
solution and the residuals.

However, for problems with high stochastic variability the per-
formance of the methods tends to deteriorate severely. This
is caused by the scaling behaviour of the truncation algorithm,
which has at least quadratic complexity in the numerical rank.
Due to this sensitivity to the numerical rank the robustness of
the methods is in general not as high as would be desirable. All
tensor methods developed thus need close monitoring concerning
the growth of the numerical rank and actual convergence be-
haviour, and often need much tweaking of parameters to achieve
convergence and sufficient performance. Especially if the pre-
conditioning strategies for lowering the residual rank discussed
in Section 7.2 are used, convergence has to be checked for false
positives, as the residual norm is then often underestimated. As
an overall conclusion it can be said that low-rank methods show
great potential for solving large stochastic problems, although
much work on robustness of those methods is still needed.
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Appendix A

Notation

A.1 Symbols
Matrices and Vectors

x a vector
[x]i entry of vector x in row i
A a matrix
[A]i,j entry of matrix A in row i and column j
AT transpose of matrix A, i.e. [AT ]i,j = [A]j,i
I the identity matrix [I]i,j = δi,j
λi i-th eigenvalue of matrix A
σi i-th singular value of matrix A, i.e. square

roots of the eigenvalues of ATA
σ sequence of singular values
ρ(A) spectral radius of matrix A, i.e.

ρ(A) = maxi(|λi|)
κ condition number of matrix A, i.e.

κ = |||A|||2 |||A
−1|||2

vec(A) vectorisation of A (i.e. stacking of columns)
Tr(A) matrix trace Tr(A) =

∑
i[A]i,i

Σ sum of matrix elements Σ(A) =
∑
i,j [A]i,j

Tensors

x a general tensor
A a tensor operator of the form

∑
iAi⊗Bi

x a tensor (in canonical representation)
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(s;X,Y ) explicit canonical representation

Products

〈x|y〉 inner product between vectors x and y
〈x|y〉A A-inner product between vectors x and y
〈A|B〉F Frobenius inner product between matrices

A and B
f ◦ g Function composition, (f ◦ g)(x) = f(g(x))
A�B Hadamard product, [A�B]i,j = [A]i,j [B]i,j
A⊗B Tensor product (see section 2)
A ⊗̂B Kronecker product (see section 4.1.3)
A ⊗̌B Reversed Kronecker product,A ⊗̌B = B ⊗̂A
U ⊗V tensor product between vector spaces
U × V Cartesian product between vector spaces

Norms

‖ · ‖p Standard Lp norm for functions or p norm
for vectors

‖a‖ arbitrary vector norm of vector a
‖a‖p vector p-norm of vector a
‖A‖ vector norm of matrixA as element of a vector

space
‖A‖p vector p-norm of matrix A, e.g. ‖A‖2 =

‖vec(A)‖2 = |||A|||F
|||A||| matrix norm of A induced by some vector

norm ‖·‖
|||A|||p matrix norm of A induced by the vector

p-norm
|||A|||F Frobenius norm of matrix A (also called

Hilbert-Schmidt norm)
|||A|||S,p Schatten p-norm of matrix A, |||A|||S,p =

‖σ‖p = (
∑
i σ

p
i )

1/p, where σ is the vector
of singular values of A, note further that
|||A|||S,2 = |||A|||F and |||A|||S,∞ = |||A|||2
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Algorithms

O(f(n)) an upper bound for memory or runtime of
an algorithm

Θ(f(n)) a tight bound for memory or runtime of an
algorithm

(A,B, . . .) in algorithms: multiple return values
a← b assignment: the value of expression b is as-

signed to variable a

Stochastics

Ω sample space
ω elementary event, ω ∈ Ω
F sigma algebra on Ω, F ⊂ 2Ω
B(A) Borel sigma algebra, minimal sigma algebra

that contains the open sets of A (typically
A = Rn)

P probability measure P : F → [0, 1]
σ(X1, X2, . . .) sigma algebra generated by the random

variables X1, X2, . . .
σ(H) sigma algebra generated by all random vari-

ables in the set H
(Ω,F ,P) probability space with sample space Ω,

sigma algebra F and probability measure
P

E [X] Expectation of random variable X, i.e.
E [X] =

∫
ΩX(ω)dP(ω)

X̄ mean of random variable X, i.e. X̄ = E [X]
σ2
X variance of X, i.e. σ2

X = E
[
(X − X̄)2

]
σX standard deviation of X, i.e.

σX =
√
E

[
(X − X̄)2

]
N (µ, σ2) normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean µ

and variance σ2

lnN (µ, σ2) log-normal distribution with location param-
eter µ and scale parameter σ
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U(a, b) uniform distribution on the interval [a, b]
Beta(a, b) beta distribution with parameters a and b
r(x, ω) a random field
covr covariance function of r, i.e. covr(x, y) =

E [(r(x, ·)− r̄(x))(r(y, ·)− r̄(y))]

Multiindex notation

α, β, . . . a multiindex α = (α1, α2, . . .) with αi ∈ N0
and αi 6= 0 for only finitely many i

|α| order of a multiindex |α| = α1 +α2 + · · · <∞
α! factorial of a multiindex α! = α1!α2! · · ·
xα sequence x raised to some multiindex power

xα = xα1
1 xα2

2 · · · ·
∂α partial derivative ∂αf =

∏
i ∂

αif/∂xαi
i(n

α

)
multinomial coefficient

(n
α

)
= n! /α! ,

where n = |α|
J the set of all multiindices J = (N0)Nc , i.e.

the set of sequences in N0 with finite sup-
port

I an arbitrary finite subset of J
Im,p the subset of multiindices of maximal order

p and length m, i.e.
Im,p = {α ∈ J | |α| ≤ p, αi = 0 ∀i > m}

Miscellaneous

R the set of real numbers
C the set of complex numbers
N the set of natural numbers {1, 2, . . .}
N0 the set of natural numbers including zero

{0, 1, 2, . . .}
`2(N) the space of square integrable sequences
U ,V some general vector spaces or Banach spaces
L(U ,V) the space of continuous linear operators

from U to V
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U∗ the dual space of continuous linear function-
als on U

H,K Hilbert spaces
d spatial dimension
r a general random field
Rd the Euclidean vector space of dimension d
D the spatial domain, i.e. an open and con-

nected subset of Rd

∂D the boundary D \ D of the domain D
ΓD the part of ∂D where Dirichlet boundary

conditions are specified
ΓN the part of ∂D where Neumann boundary

conditions are specified
L2(D) the space of square integrable functions on D
H1(D) the Sobolev space of functions on D with

weak derivatives in L2(D)
H1
E(D) subspace of H1(D) fulfilling homogeneous

Dirichlet boundary conditions on ΓD
d(·, ·) a metric
∂/∂x partial derivative by variable x
arg minx f(x) the value of x (or set of values) that min-

imises f(x)
rootx f(x) the value of x (or set of values) for which

f(x) = 0
Tε truncation operator, i.e. ‖Tε(x)− x‖ ≤ ε and

or ‖Tε(x)−x‖ ≤ ε‖x‖ for relative truncations
Φ(k) iteration operator x(k+1) = Φ(k)(x(k))
Id identity operator Id(x) = x

A.2 Usage of fonts for tensor quantities
This work is mostly concerned with vectors and operators acting
upon them. As vectors come in many disguises, being only de-
fined by the abstract property of a vector space, it is sometimes
necessary to be able to distinguish what kind of vector is meant
visually. Therefore, different fonts are used in this thesis.
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• For general vectors, e.g. elements of a Banach space or
Hilbert space, the normal italic math font is used (Example:
u).

• For vectors from the (Euclidean) vector space RN a bold
font is used (Example: u).

• For general tensors as elements of an abstract tensor space,
where the concrete space or representation is unspecified,
an upright bold font is used (Example: u).

• For tensors in canonical format a sans-serif font is used
(Example: u).

A.3 A note on asymptotic notation
To describe asymptotic time and space complexity of algorithms,
Landau notation is used in this thesis (see e.g. [18, 50]). In Landau
notation, the fact that some function f(n) grows asymptotically
slower or equal to a function g(n) as n→∞, i.e. there is a C and
a N ∈ N such that f(n) ≤ Cg(n) for all n ≥ N , is expressed as

f(n) ∈ O(g(n)). (A.1)

For comparison of algorithms, however, one needs to be more
specific than this. For example, for a function f(n) = np it also
holds that f(n) ∈ O(nq) for any q ≥ p. Thus, an algorithm with
linear runtime complexity is O(n), but also O(n2) or O(n3). Thus,
it would be a non sequitur to claim that an algorithm is “bad” if,
for example, it has runtime complexity O(n3) compared to one
that has O(n2).
What is needed for such comparisons is a tighter bound. This

can be specified by the Θ notation, in which the symbol Θ means
“exact order”, i.e.

f(n) ∈ Θ(g(n)), (A.2)

if there are C1, C2 > 0 and N ∈ N such that C1g(n) ≤ f(n) ≤
C2g(n) for all n ≥ N . As this notation allows meaningful com-
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parisons between algorithms and storage formats, it will be used
throughout this thesis.
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Appendix B

Computing tensor scalar
products, norms and errors

Computing scalar products, norms and errors can often be defined
in terms of each other and is therefore handled here together. The
error between two elements of a Hilbert space is usually defined
as the norm of their difference, and the norm is defined as the
square root of the scalar product of a vector with itself. Thus all
three problems can be reduced to computing the scalar product
of two tensors, and will thus be the focus of this section. However,
in cases for which this is not computationally optimal alternatives
will be presented.

For computing the scalar product of two tensors we go back to
the initial definition of the tensor product of two Hilbert spaces.
Let x =

∑
i x

(1)
i ⊗x

(2)
i and y =

∑
i y

(1)
i ⊗y

(2)
i , then

〈x|y〉 = 〈
∑
i

x
(1)
i ⊗x

(2)
i |

∑
i

y
(1)
i ⊗y

(2)
i 〉 (B.1)

=
∑
i,j

〈x(1)
i |y

(1)
j 〉〈x

(2)
i |y

(2)
j 〉 (B.2)

Using the notation x =
(
X(1),X(2)) this can be written (and

efficiently evaluated) as

〈x|y〉 = Σ((X(1)TY (1))�(X(2)TY (2))) (B.3)

where � is the Hadamard product and the sum-function Σ(·)
maps its argument to the sum its elements. If x and y are tensors
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of size N (1) ×N (2) and of rank R and S respectively, then this
operation takes the runtime complexity of Θ((N (1) + N (2))RS)
elementary operations (i.e. additions or multiplications) and the
space complexity of Θ(RS).
If the scalar product would be computed by first forming the

full tensors, equivalent to evaluating

〈x|y〉 = Σ((X(1)X(2)T )�(Y (1)Y (2)T )) (B.4)

the runtime complexity becomes Θ(N (1)N (2)(R+ S)) and space
complexity Θ(N (1)N (2)), thus being greatly inferior to the method
above.

Tensor norms and errors can be easily computed from Eq. (B.3)
by

‖x‖ = 〈x|x〉1/2 (B.5)

and the difference ex,y between to tensors by

ex,y = ‖x− y‖. (B.6)

However, note that in the case that x ≈ y Eq. (B.6) in conjunction
with Eq. (B.3) suffers severely from cancellation. (For example,
for small tensors of size 50× 50 and ranks under 10 the formula
above showed relative errors of ≈ 10−7 using double precision
arithmetic).
A better approach to compute the norm in case the tensor

is approximately zero and cancellation happens is the following:
Compute the economy QR decompositions of X(1) and X(2),
namely X(1) = Q(1)R(1) and X(2) = Q(2)R(2). Then

‖x‖2 = |||Q(1)R(1)R(2)TQ(2)T |||F = |||R(1)R(2)T |||F , (B.7)

using the fact that the Frobenius norm is unitarily invariant.
Complexity of this algorithm is Θ((N (1) +N (2))R2 +N (1)N (2))
and thus comparable with the complexity of Eq. (B.3).
When translating this approach to the case of inner products

between tensors x and y it is important that the orthogonaliza-
tion be made with respect to the same bases. So, let this time
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[
X(1) Y (1)

]
= Q(1)

[
R

(1)
X R

(1)
Y

]
and correspondingly for the

second index, then Eq. (B.3) becomes

〈x|y〉 = Σ((R(1)
X

TR
(1)
Y )�(R(2)

X
TR

(2)
Y )) (B.8)

and Eq. (B.4) becomes

〈x|y〉 = Σ((R(1)
X R

(2)
X

T )�(R(1)
Y R

(2)
Y

T )) (B.9)

The complexity of the QR decompositions is Θ((R+ S)2(N (1) +
N (2))) and the evaluation of Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.9) require
Θ((R+ S)RS) and Θ((R+ S)3) operations respectively (noting
that R(1,2)

A ∈ R(R+S)×R and R
(1,2)
B ∈ R(R+S)×S), thus being

asymptotically equivalent. However, the second formula does not
suffer from cancellation as the first one, as demonstrated in the
following example.

Example B.1. A tensor x of size 153 × 147 and rank 13 was
randomly generated such that ‖x‖2 = 1. Then for several values of
δ from 10−18 to 10−4 modified tensors x̃ were generated such that
the true error was ‖x̃−x‖2 = δ and compared to errors computed
by the different methods (see fig. B.1). It can be seen that any
method relying on the inner product formula Eq. (B.3) has inferior
accuracy levelling off at 10−8, while both formulas based on full
tensor products have maximum accuracy. Note that it makes
no difference, whether the summation is carried out normally or
more sophisticated summation algorithms that avoid cancellation
(e.g. Shewchuk’s summation algorithm [82]) are employed.

Remark B.2. The algorithms described above are implemented
in sglib in the file tensor/tensor_scalar_product, in which the
Boolean parameter orth determines whether the accurate Eq. (B.9)
is used or the slower, but more accurate Eq. (B.3).
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Appendix B Computing tensor scalar products, norms and errors
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Figure B.1: Comparison of the computation of the difference
between similar tensors x and x̃ using different methods of com-
puting the tensor inner product. On the horizontal axis is the
true difference δ = ‖x̃−x‖2 and on the vertical axis the computed
difference. (Script: tests/show_norm_errors)
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